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(DETACHABLE SUMMARY)

EVALUATION OF PRODUCTION PROCMES
TO IDENTIFY ESSENTIAL EQUJPENT

This report presents the results of a program to develop a simple methodology
that industry can use to: identify essential equipment, rank it for relative
importance, estimate equipment vulnerabilities, select appropriate hardening options
for equipment protection. The procedure developed is formatted to provide a
concise equipment-protection-plan summary.

Intermediate tasks required for this study included: a review of equipment
damage mechanisms and vulnerability, identification of principal damage parameters,
development of simplified vulnerability assessment procedures, identification and
development of protective countermeasures, evaluation of the technical and practical

.-leasibilities of procedures and countermeasures, identification of gaps in technical
knowledge regarding effects of nuclear weapons on industrial equipment, and
recommendations for studies to fill these gaps. Technical feasibilities were assessed
by comparison of the procedure outcome with field test data and practical
feasibiliti.es were assessed by means of three case histories.

From the study it is concluded that the procedure appears both concise and
workable, insofar as data exist to assess this. As required, technical gaps that
would affect hardening methods and decisions for a nuclear attack threat have been
identified; these require additional field experiments to provide answers. To be
appropriate, the experiments must subject industrial equipment to one or more large
scale simulations, such as MINOR SCALE and the forthcoming MISTY PICTURE.
MI.ditional applications assessments, particularly involving industry applications

ppQ-t programs, are recommended prior to drawing conclusions about practical
applicai.'4y; three case histories are scarcely enough to supply an answer. There
are many dfP ins of different kinds of industries, let alone variation from plant to
plant within oav: kind of Industry, that ought to be evaluated prior to considering
-lrompulgating guidp..A'ce based on the limited applications evaluation.
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FOREWORD

This report presents the results of a program conducted for the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL) by Scientific Service, Inc. (SSI) on the Evaluation of

Production Processes to Identify Essential Equipment. Funding for this programn was

provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).

The objective of this program, stated in the work statement, follows:

"The purpose of this effort is to identify a planning process and

systematized information which can be used by industrial planners to

prioritize and categorize their production equipment for survival and

recovery. This process will be approached by generalizing the problem,

applying the results to specific situations, evaluating the results, and

then redefining and producing guidance for application advice to

industry. This application and advice for critical equipment identi-

fication would take the form of instructions on hardening techniques,

cannibalization of other equipment, etc."

This program was an Integral part of a series of programs conducted by FEMA

to develop guidance for businesses and Industries to plan for disasters, whether they
be natural, technological, or nuclear. There is a complete spectrum of planning

possibilities, but for discussion purposes, consider only the following three levels:

1. In-place protection of either an operating or a shutdown facility: This

is the most comprehensive state and one that would allow either the

continued operation of a facility during a disaster or attack, or the

immediate resumption of activities of a shutdown facility after such

events. This level of protection, however, is very difficult and

expensive to achieve in most cases and depends heavily on location of

the facility, relative to possible threats. ',.

2. Protection of essential elements: This is probably the most practical of 0.14

conditions from a cost/benefit point of view in that it assumes some

losses from a disaster but assures that the essential elements required

for resumption of activities survive.

%i'
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3. Recovery-only: This is a minimal type of plan. It is based on the
strategy of accepting heavy damage, even possible destruction of the
facility, depending entirely on capital recovery to rebuild. Such
planning strategy is typical of maiy businesses that choose to limit their
disaster planning mainly to the purchase of fire (and sometimes earth-
quake and flood) insurance and to meeting life-safety requirements in
the law. Inherent in this strategy is a flawed presumption; i.e., that the
disaster does not affect the general supply of recovery resources. This
is surely not the case in a nationwide disaster. As an International
strategy, the concept might work, assuming the United States were a net
creditor; as a debtorp the capability to reimburse for goods aaquired,
post disaster, would be seriously affected. Self-reliance is preferred.

From a practical standpoint, the guidance being developed for FEMA (see, for
example, Ref. 1) is directed toward assisting business and industry to achieve at
least Level 2 types of plans and for special facilities such as ones with emergency
response or national security functions a Level 1 t. ,e of plan. To develop the
guidance for these plans requires the development of techniques to: give credence
to changes in priorities brought about by a national disaster, identify essential
equipment, assess the vulnerability of classes of essential equipment, identify or
develop hardening methods, and test or verify these techniques and methods in
industry (i.e., assess the material developed under this program).

The program called for development, first, of a generalized approach for
prioritizing and categorizing essential equipment followed by a test of applicability
to three different essential proomses. There are a number of reasons for this
approach over one that looks exclusively at essential industries. For example,
factors that required consideration included the following:

o Aside from some obvious emergency response and national security

organizations, it is difficult to identify, positively, many of the
industries that might be truly essential because determining whether
an organization is essential frequently depends on the type and
seriousness of the disaster. An even-handed approach, involving
critical equipment instead, will bypass the trap of requiring essential
and non-essential industries to be identified in favor of identifying
essential processes.

iv



o After a major disaster, a great deal of substitution of processes and
equipment will most likely be necessary. It is expected also that
priorities will change so that it will be difficult, if not impossible, to

identify specific substitution requirements because they will depend
on the type and level of disaster, and on new priorities.

o Because it Is anticipated that industry and businesses will have to

bear the major cost and effort in the disaster planning and recovery
process it seems also desirable to treat industries impartially and

have a planning process that virtually any industry can apply; an
additional rationale for this is that the more equipment available
post-event, the better the chance that the recovery will be rapid

following a major disaster.

o Given a national disaster, recovery might be enhanced by switching

non-critical industries (determined after the fact) to production of
more essential items, or by scavenging equipment that survived in
qome non-critical industry in order to use it in some very essential
indi;Ary (at the time). Though it is quite possible that items
seleo' . as "essential to (some) production" in a non-critical
industry would not be the same as those selected as "essential to

national survival," non-critical processes (those that can be ignored)
are likely to be similar in all companies (cosmetic processing and
packaging to enhance marketing; attaching company ID) so long as
the scenario for the circumstance is much the same.

To o•ummarize the approach: the effort under this program Ignores the age-

old, moot question of essential industries and concentrates on some procedures and

guidance that plant personnel might use both to identify those items of equipment •
an'"e processes In their plant that are truly essential for the facility's survival and
recovery and to enable them to select appropriate ways to protect these. Two %

additional aspects of the cffort were to identify types of equipment for which
additional data on prct, .2.a. be required and items that may be so unprotectable
c to rqutire something suco as stockpiling for an alternative. These latter two

I eins are preski tably not for the purpose of Informing industry but for further
pr~•.: £•¢tf .: in a subsequent study.
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The need for industrial production survival guidance stem from two factors:

time for action will be severely limited, and earlier studies conducted and reported

by SSI have provided evidence that the equipment absolutely necessary for basic

production has been typically overstated. One of the most difficult aspects for

industry and business owners and managers to appreciate in planning for a disaster is

determining what really is essential under a changed set of priorities. Principally,

this appears to derive from a reluctance or inability to conceive a situation in which

a totally different set of priorities would establish requirements. Typically, in

answer to the question of what is absolutely essential to the production operation the

response will be: "Everything, or else we wouldn't have it." This response may be

reconsidered and altered, however, if a suitable scenario is postulated. For example,

the following one has proved effective:

o A major disaster (a hurricane, or nuclear war) is expected to strike

your facility within the next 24 to 72 hours,

o You have a day or two to protect or evacuate the equipment that

will be needed to return your facility to some level of production

after the disaster,

o You won't have enough time to protect or evacuate all the
equipment.

Now, what equipment would you select?

The answer to this varies considerably. Generally, it tends to depend on the

magnitude of the disaster the respondent is able to visualize (which can often be

improved with dialogue). Essentially, what is seen as critical depends on how much

outside help seems likely to be available (which varies widely depending on whether

the survival problem is local, regional, or national in scope) and attitudt Clearly,

what appears critical to the planner depends very heavily on personal attitude as

well as on an appreciation of the circumstances.

Scientific Service, Inc., has applied the above scene-setting technique in

previous studies on guidance. The process produced varied and interesting results;

an example noted was a canner of tomatoes in San Jose, California. Here, the

owner's son responded to the question of what was really essential with the answer

quoted above. Questions about each piece of equipment and its purpose, however,

Vi
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revealed that, while many items improved efficiency and pr..It, they were not an
absolute requirement for pre..•lctiorn; the participant finally came to realize that only
a few specific items would be required to continue production. Moreover, after
some further thought, an even more startling statement was made: "In a real emer-
gency the entir plant would be -m-u ema 7 because tomatoes are just condiments
and have little nutritional value. We could, however, use our boiler and evaporator
to process 'nilk, meat, or other products that would be more essential." Here, then,
is an attitude that is truly altruistic and a response that is broad in scope.

A similar end result response for a acillty of totally different nature came
from the manager of a large utility-transformer manufacturer who, after some
thought, decided that following a major disaster the most critical job would be the
reriv'Ir of transformers, rather than their manufacture. For this critical task, the
most essential equipment would be welders, portable generators, and hand tools. The
other 95% of the facility would not be needed. The employees with the expertise
would, of course, become a very essential resource to protect as well.

Additional responses in a similar vein for a variety of facilities have been noted
by the SSI staff over the last two decades of continued involvement with, and work
on, industrial protection. These experiences were obtained through establishment of
personal contact and rapport with businesses and industries willing to give thoughtful
consideration to the problem. Basically, since inception, what has been required in
this program has been development and evaluation of a planning process and
systematized information development that industrial planners throughout the country
could apply to prioritize and categorize their production equipment for survival and
recovery. What was ieveloped initially constituted a multistep process that assisted
the planner in including concerns for equipment essential to the facility's production
via a facility-specific disastet, response plan. The first stage philosophy was geared
to considering only the facility's survival--to produce the same products--and the
methods that might help industry to achieve this goal. Following industry partic-
ipation in evaluation of the guidance, it became clear that scenarios should involve
broader evaluations of what survival means or entails (particularly when the event is
a nuclear attack). Some industries that gave this subject consideration developed
plans that involved switching their line of business or their product list. Sometimes
the chanre was to achieve greater independence, and sometimes it was to provide a
product to serve the immediate situation. Eventually, it will be necessary to
consider and Incorporate such factors into planning guidance.

V'i
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Part I of this report presents a discussion of the general nuclear weapon threat
and factors and steps that are involved in Industrial survival planning. Part II

presents a summary of the technical effort performed during the project in the area

of quantitative assessments of vulnerability. These include: developing methods

for predicting the vulnerability of industrial equipment to nuclear weapon effects;

determining the degree of protection afforded by various protection methods; and

compiling simplified procedures for the development of industrial protection plans.

Also Included in Part II is a recommended test program designed to fill in the gaps In

technical knowledge of the response of industrial equipment to nuclear effects, and

the effectiveness of countermeasures.

Part III summarizes case histories Involving the application of Parts 11 and V.

This segment was undertaken to identify gaps in knowledge of industrial response

that cause limitations stemming from applications impracticallties. An emergency

services facility requiring a Level 1 protection effort and industrial facilities

requiring a Level 2 protection effort are discussed.

Part IV presents conclusions and recommendations.

Part V of this report is an applications manual for use by plant personnel. It

gives the simplified procedures for evaluating equipment vulnerability and developing
protection plans.

viii
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PART I

THREAT ASSBSUENT AND FIOBLUE DEFINITON



PART I

Sestic. 1

INTOD On

The steps required to identify and protect critical equipment are Indicated in
Figure I-1. In this section of the report the first two steps In the process will be
discussed: the Facility, and Threat Identification. Equipment Inventory and
Essentiality Rating Procedure are discussed in Section 2. The Vulnerability Analysis
and Protection/Hardening Alternatives are discussed in Part II of the report.

FACILITIES

As noted in the Foreword, a generalized approach is desired that will be
applicable to almost all business and industry facilities, rather than concentrating on
specific industries that might be considered essential for one reaso:• or another. The
rationale for this approach has been given already. Under this broader approach,
the procedures given can be used by business and industry owners and managers
whether they are a small store, a bank, or a large industrial complex.

The program requiremeni also place emphasis on equipment protection. It is
obvious, however, that overall faciiity ýrntectlon requires other activities to be
considered, e.g., emergency response planning aod hazards generated by secondary
effects (fires, hazardous materiukud spills or releases, power otace,1 These comple-
mentary activities are addressed under a companion effort being conduated by
Scientific Service, Inc. (Ref. 1).

DESCRIPTION OF THREATS

Vulnerabllltles of critical resources (people and equipment) are not independent

of the hazards because of the very different threats these can pose. For example,
consideration of a number of the threats posed by a fire hazard (burning, cremating,
suffocatlngg asphyxiating, anoxia, hypothermial poisoning by COp CO 2' tox'es,

I-1
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melting, charring) shows that they are almost all different from those posed by a

flood (pressure and impact damage, contamination, corrosion, erosion, drowning).
The consequence of this variability in threats is that specific protective measures
may be expected to be different as well. Even though it may be said that there are

essentially only two ways to deal with threats, i.e., be somewhere else, or have an

adequate shelter, in the final analysis the upeolafi of these two funtlomul responses

are clearly dependent on the hazards and threats posed. Obviously, whe, a threat
occurs, its ramg, and the time required to move to somewhere else that will prove
safe, are significantly different when the threat is a fire from when it is a hurricane

or a nuclear attack.

The one invariant in the picture is that within a facility the resources critical

to production do not change with threat (they are pretty much fixed by the
production process). In time of need, however, resource availability from outside

the facility can change drastically with threat; as the size of the area damaged
increases, resources from outside to support recovery In the damaged area decrease.

Clearly, if a national disaster occurs, recovery support from other parts of the nation
becomes unlikely. The disaster most likely to reach national proportions (leaving
most major regions on their own) is a nuclear attack. It is here where major
attention needs to be focused, and the result will have broad application to other

events. For example, nuclear blasts will trigger many incidences of familiar smaller

scale disasters: hazardous materials spills, building damage, fires. Moreover, the
blast wave is a damage mechanism much like that for hurricanes, tornadoes, floods,
and areawide storms; i.e., they all involve damage caused by high velocity winds plus
impacts of heavy masses (e.g., water, collapsing structures, objects set in motion by
wind and wave motion). Hence, a method for dealing with the blast wave from a
nuclear threat and impacts from objects set in motion by this major national threat
will also protect against hurricanes, tornadoes, severe storm winds, and impact
damage from floods.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MAJOR NATIONAL THREAT

As will be shown in Part II of the report, with proper planning it is possible to

protect Industrial equipment so that it can even survive a nuclear attack. Because

most business and industrial people (indeed, many planners today) are totally ignorant
of the consequences of a nuclear blast, It Is desirable to describe for guidance
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purposes what the effects might be. This scene setting is particularly important as a
means to trigger appreciation for critical shifts in priorities, which has been
identified as having a large Impact on defining essential equipment. What needs to
be imparted in such scene setting is something that will quickly identify what can
happen and what damage mechanisms must be dealt with for industrial survival, as
well as an Indication that survival is possible, e.g., as provided in Part V.
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tBkol 2

INVENTORY OF UEO NTIAL EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTION

A specific task under this program was the development of a format that could
be used for a range of peacetime and wartime hazards to identify and localize
potential weak links in production processes and their associated hardware. The
RIP indicated that this format was to be developed for at least three witial
industrial romues. As the Foreword indicated, the approach chosen has been to
de-ielop a format that could be used by all industries. The rationale is that the more
facilities able to take action, the larger the reservoir of surviving equipment to
speed recovery. With this rationale and approach, focusing on critical processes
within critical industries was not important until the in-plant testing of the format
was conducted. Then it would be prudent to demonstrate applicabilty in an
essential facility (see Part III).

Before taking up the subject of formats for determining the essential equipment
in a process, it might be useful to discuss a practical methodology for arriving at
those elements of an industrial facility that are essential to output. The quickest
route is to begin with an elimination process. In the first step, general facility
operations are broken down by types. Among these different types of operations
will be some that are quickly recognizable as not critical during a crisis period
(because of changed priorities), i.e., there will be operations that can be closed down
or ignored for a period of weeks (or longer). Among the remaining operations,
further analysis may be required to determine if there are others whose purpose have
questionable Importance to immediate survival of a production capability. To
provide an example, a typical industrial facility might have departments, groups,
divisions, etc., that would execute the following operations:

Security Personnel Maintenance
Accounting Safety Public Relations
Purchasing Quality Control Marketing & Sales
Shipping Utilities Transportation/Dispatch

Receiving Production
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At the next step, these operations are organized according to some kind of
rating system that clearly identifies which operations require no further analysis to
warrant discontinuing them altogether for now. A typical classification for the
second step might be as follows (though classification schemes may vary from plant
to plant and by type of operation)%

1. Necessary on a day to day basis to produce the basic product or
service of the company (Examples - Production, Utilities)

2. Necessary infrequently to produce the product or service of the
company (Examples - Purchasing, Receiving, Quality Control,
Maintenance)

3. Not necessary but has equipment and/or personnel that will be
valuable for emergency response (Examples - Transportation,
Shipping, Non-production Personnel, Safety)

4. Necessary in the long term but can be shut down temporarily
(Examples - Accounting, Security, Marketing and Sales, tPublic
Relations)

By this process large segments (e.g., the operations under items 2 and 4) can be

identified as not actually requiring an essential processes and equipment analysis. In
this procedure, one must be careful not to overlook some items of equipment that
may be necessary to initiate postdisaster recovery but that are not Immediately vital
for production. Typical examples of this sort of item might bet medical equipment,
maintenance equipment and spare parts, riggi6 and repair equipment, communi-
cations equipment. Thus, Security and Maintenance may have exactly the Pind of
equipment and tools that would be most useful in a recovery period and that should
be a high priority to remove to a low risk evacuation area for that purpose.

SELECTION OF FORMAT

Three formats were available as candidates for Inventorying essential equip-
ment: one was included as part of the RFP, a second was presented in Ref. 4, and
a third is a format developed by BS! and presented in Refs. I and 5.
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Before discussing selection of a format, it is useful to define desirable features.

A format is desired that:

o Allows rapid analysis of a production process to determine the

elements that are essential (likewise, nonessential);

o Is designed so that the process can be conducted by as few people as

possible (one or two at most);

o Has sufficient information on the data collection form for the
surveyor to make the necessary decisions as to what type of data to
collect and how to assess the role of each item of equipment (i.e.,
essential or nonessential in the process);

o Is designed such that only absolutely necessary infomation Is
requested;

o And, if possible, uses a data collection form that, when completed,

becomes ,nart of an overall disaster response plan for the industrial
facility without requiring the data to be transferred to other forms.

The first format (included in the RFP and apparepl.y developed by Engineering
and Economics Research, Inc.), is presented in Figures 1-2 through 1-9. ThIs format
consists of eight pages of data sheets, labeled as followss Facility Summary Sheet,
Primary Product Data Sheet, Secondary Product Data Sheet, Equipment Data Sheet,
Building Data Sheet, Critical Input Materials, Expedient Protection Data, and Facility
Utility Data. A review of this format reveals that the assemblage of data does not
meet most of the requirements itemized above. An inordinate amount of data is
requested (much of which would be proprietary so that release would be unacceptable
to most industries); little of the assemblage is useful for the evaluation of production
processes to identify essential equipment; there is considerable redundancy with the
same datL entered several times (utility data for example); and there is no clear
picture of how the data forms fit into an overall disaster response plan format. The
one form that tends to collect some of the rnecessary data is the Equipment Data
Shoet, Figure 1-5. This form does collect size and weight information but also
requires a vast amount of information that either is not required for determining if
the equipment Is essential, or is a waste of effort until an analysis is completed to
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FACILITY SUMMARY SHUT Date

Analyst

Section

Page - to

Facility SIC #: Date of Visits:---

Facility Name:

Address: --------

City -------------- State ------- Zip Code -

Phone #& L L( -
Contact Person: ---------- ---------

Plant Manager:

Products

Description SIC # Annual Shipments

J-------- -------------------------------------- ------------...e...n....~.- -----

4 $

-- -------------------------- -------------4 $

----------------------------------- ---------1~ ------------

Total $

Total No. Employees

Figure 1-2
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PRIMARY PRODUCT DATA SHEET Date

Analyst

Section
Page ~to

Facility: pap . ..t
Failt: -- --------- -------- -------

SIC #s

Product Descriptions -----------------.

Annual Shipments:

Capital Investment:

Annual Value Added:

Average Wage + Benefits $/hr: .

No. of Employees: Manufacturing Maintenance Administrative

Total

Manufacturing: hrs/wk .... Present Maximum

Normal Production Capacity $/yr:

Maximum Possible Production Rate Multiplier:

Min. Production Rate (Percent of maximum capacity):

No. of Production Lines: .....- Capacity Choke Point:

Annual Energy Use:
electricity kWh ........ peak elect, demand kW

primary fuel ------ units .......... quantity/yr

secondary fuel units -------- quantity/yr

dual fuel capability .__Y or __N dual fuel possibility ___Y or __N

Annual cost of energy inputs $ ----- Annual value of material inputs $

Avg. site product inventory value $- -

Critical input materials for this product

Comments:

Figure 1-3
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SBCONDARY PRODUCT DATA SHErT Date

Analyst

Section

Page to

Facility:------------------ ---------------

SIC #:

Product Description: -

Annual Shipments:---------

Capital Investment:

Annual Value Added:

Average Wage + Benefits $/hr:

No. of Employees: -- Manufacturing ___Maintenance Administrative
Total

Manufacturing: hrs/wk Present Maximum

Normal Production Capacity $/yr:

Maximum Possible Production Rate Multipliers

Min. Production Rate (Percent of maximum capacity):

No. of Production Lines: ......- Capacity Choke Points
Annual Energy Use:

electricity kWh ........ peak elect. demand kW
primary fuel units ---------- quantity/yr

secondary fuel units quantity/yr

dual fuel capability ___Y or ___N dual fuel possibility ___Y or ___N

Annual cost of energy inputs $ ----- Annual value of material inputs $
Avg. site product inventory value $

Critical input materials for this product

---- -------------------------------------------------------
Comments:

Figure 1-4
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EQUIPMENT DATA SHEET Date

Analyst

Section

Page .... to

Facility: --------------------------------- SIC # _

Equipments Name ....................

End Product Produced ...... Quantity
Priority 1 2_-1 ----------

Unit Weight ---------- Dimensions ------- H..... --W, L

Criticality to site: Essential -_ No substitute on site

Substitute on site .... Optional

Portability: As is .... Some Disassembly ---- Much Disassembly

Minor Damage Overpressure ...... Major Damage Overpressure

Susceptibility to Missiles: 1/2-3 psi- 3-7 psi -. 7 psi
(L - Light, M - Moderate, S - 9F-re)

Critical Electronic Components: Y or N

Utilities Required:
Electricity, peak kW Natural Gas, peak Btu/hr
Water, peak gpm Compressed air, peak ofm
Other

Numerical Relationship to Other Essential Equipment: Ratio
Related Equipment

Normal Annual Cost of Replacement Parts ($/yr)
Delivery time, wks

Est. Cost of Vulnerable Key Non-site Repairable Parts ($) (ID in comments)

Equipment Required for Loading on a Truck: jacks --- crane forklift
Delivery time, weeks

Ancillary Equipment Description:

Repair, wks --------------- ------

Comments:

Figure 1-5
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BUILDING DATA SHEET Date

Analyst ....

Section

Page -_ to

Facility. .. . .. .

Attachments:
XFiiRap----------- --
Site Plan

Building(s) Layout -

Process Flow Chart(s)

Building Inventory

Area Name

Activity/Function

Floor Area (Include
Below Grade) ,

Below Grade Area

Roof Area

No. of Floors
Above/Below Grade ........___-

Structural Type

Wall Type

Percent Window Area

Roofing Material

Product Activity
SIC# -_/Percent
SIC# /Percent
SIC# ---- /Percent m__--

Vulnerable to Collapse, p.i

Commentst

- - - - - - - - - --- -- - - - - - -

SFigure 1-6
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CRITICAL INPUT MATUAIB Date i
Analyst

Section

Page to

Failfity:

Material Names ----------- Originating SIC #

Shipping Forms Solid Liquid ---- Gas

Bulk Pallet Container Other

Shipping Units Weight ------- Size

Means of Delivery: Rail .... Truck ---- Pipeline ____ Ship

Annual Use (Units) ----------- Average Delivery Time (weeks)

Place of Storages .:---------------

Equipment Required for Relocations

Susceptibility to Overpressure Damages

Susceptibility to Damage From Weathers

Percent of Supplier (SIC) Capacity Located in 3-7 psi ..... 7+ psi

Can Other Materials/Suppliers be Substituted? (Y or N)

Substitute Materials:

Comments

Figure 1-7
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EXPIDIUT PROTIRCTION DATA Date m

Analyst Um

Section

Page to----t

Facility: --------

Expedient Protection EquiPment (On-Site or Employee Owned)

Shovels ----- l'ont-end Loaders
Picks Bulldozers
Wheelborrows ---- Forklifts
Hammers Dump Trucks
Nails Other

Transportation Equiment (Captive)Squantit Total Capacity

Piek-up Trucks
Panel Trucks
Vans
Traotor-trailers
Other

Sources of Dirt/Burial

Site Areas

Parking Lot Area---------------------------

Unpaved Area

Distance to Source of Dirt

Comments

Figure 1-8
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PACILITY UTILITY DATA Date

Analyst ....

Section

Pae __ to

Eleotrical Service

Incoming Electric Servicea- --- volts ..... phase
Peak Electric Demand: kW Annual Use, kWh
Capacity of Outdoor Transformers kVA Quantity
No. of Major Transformers Indoors: - Typieal Size_ k

No. of Major Transformers Outdoors: T_ Typical Size ____kVA
Emergency Electric Generator Capacitys kW
Number of Key Circuit Breakers: ........-Typical Sizes

Central Process Heat Source
Type of System ------------------ Capacity (Btu/hr)
Fuel Type --------- -Fuel Storage Capacity ----- /days at capacity ....
Annual Fuel Use
Fuel Storage Description
Can alternate fuels presently be used: lY' or No)
Alternative Fuel Type:
Can the system be converted to use other fuels?

Water Srvice
Proces Water Requirements --------------- gal/day at capacity
Source of Water
Fire Protection Sprinkler System? •Y or N)
Will water supply system operate during utility blackout? (Y or N)

Waste Water
Waste-Water Effluent (1000 gal/day)
On-site Waste-Water Treatment kracility (Y or N)
Use Municipal Waste-Water Treatment Facility--------------
If municipal collection system were not working what would happen to waste-water?

------------------------------------------

Emergency electric generators for waste-water pumps? Y N

Comments

----------------------------------------------------
Figure 1-9.
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determine priorities for equipment protection. In other words this particular format
does not seem to fit any of the criteria believed desirable for the format to be
developed under this program.

The second candidate format is one developed by the Center for Planning and

Research in Ref. 4 and is reproduced in Figure 1-10. It is a very simple format,
colleots some basic data, but would be improved if a remarks column were Included

and the criteria for establishing the priority were available on the form.

The third candidate format is a refinement of one that was developed by SB! in
1979 for an earlier version of the Industrial Protection Guide, Ref 5. The format is

shown in Figures 1-11B-D. This format was tested previously (by Industries) and has
undergone several revisions during this program to refleott the application to
hazards other than nuclear war, industry experienoe, and the revised proceduros for

vulnerability assessment described in Part 1i. The revised format consists of three
forms. The first is similar to the earlier format and Is an equipment inventory

procedure. The major revision Is that the procedure requires, at the beginning, an
assessment of an essential and replacement/repair rating of a piece of candidate

equipment. By this early rating prooess, nonessential items are immediately
eliminated and only essential items are included in the list for further analysis.

These ratings are discussed below.

DISCUSSION OF FORMAT

In Figure 1-11A a method for determining essential and replacement/repair
ratings is presented. Each of these is discussed in more detail below:

N61t1 Rati ng

"1 Absolutely Nmential - Equipment required to operate either during

the disaster period for emergency response, or after to ensure survival

supplies for the population. Also Includes one-of-a-kind items of

equipment for which there is no substitute".

Equipment required to operate during a disaster might include: emergency
communications equipment, medical and fire response vehicles, einergency power

generators, and in the case of nuclear threat certain types of military support
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PROTECTION PLANNING FORM

LOCATION:

SHEET NO. OF

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

ITEM NOT MOVABLE
NO. ITEM DI VSIONS MOVABLE* PUIORZTZ

W H CUIR WT.

*An Ltem is not movable if it canInot be unbolted or disassembled io a'
p~iod of 4 hours or lose.

Fig. T-' ) Protection Planning Form.
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equipment. The one-of-a-kind types of equipment are a little more difficult to
identify. Examples of this category ares giant skin mills used to machine aircraft
wing sections such as the ones at the Boeing Aircraft Auburn facility, which are 20
ft in width and with machining beds 130 ft long (described in Ref. 6 and shown in
Figure 1-12); an automated production line for the production of engines such as the
one shown in Figure 1-13, and similar equipment that qualifies as the only one in the
country or in the area and for which there is no alternative process. One must be
careful here in that, for many one-of-a-kind items, there may be somewhere another
way (earlier methods and equipment) of producing the product, albeit perhaps much
more costly, less efficient, and at a lower production rate. This is 6o-. ad in more
detail in the hardening and substitution discussion in Part II. For the essential

equipment survey in individual facilities, however, the fe1lowing criteria should be
used: If it is the only one of its kind In the facility, is essential to the process, and
if you do not know where to obtain another or how to jury rig one quickly, it should
be included in the Absolutely Essential category.

"2 Esential to the P e - Equipment that is key to some step in the
production process which would stop all regular production immediately
If it were eliminated, but would not make it impossible to jury rig an

alternate process with lower output. (One of a kind in-plant for
current production levels, but do-able via alternate process.)"

An example of this type of equipment might be a boiler in a food processing

plant that could be replaced, with some effort and loss of production rate, with a
portable steam supply. An example of this occurred at a local electronics plant
when an accident destroyed the in-plant boiler and an old locomotive was brought in
to supply steam while it was being repaired. Other examples are the automatic
washing and cleaning equipment used in many production processes, which could be
replaced with less efficient hand operations.

"3 Essential for Normal Operations - Equipment that is required prin-

cipally for normal operation of the plant, but for which there are several
of a kind in-plant with production rate affected by numbers available."

Examples of this type of equipment would be a production line that consisted of

a number of identical machines, e.g., milling machines or drill presses, or where there
are several of the same type of equipment at various locations in the plant.
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"4 Non-Emetial - Backup equipment used only for occasional peak
demand periods or old outdated equipment."

On the surface this is an obvious category, but as will be noted later in the
protection and hardening section it may be necessary to re-evaluate at some of these
items of equipment. Equipment in this category is older than the equipment
currently in the procee lines, and usually it contains less sophisticated controls and
is often more ruggedly constructed. Upon analysis, in some cases, it may be more
desirable to protect some items of this equipment because they will be easier to
protect.

Repairt Rati

"1 Impouible - refers to those items not repairable without new parts
from outside and outside help."

"2 Diffloult - Includes those items that would be better sent outside
for repair or replacement work, but might be replaced or repaired with
some difficulty by in-plant personnel using materials and equipment on
hand."

"1t3 F ible - Includes those Items that could be repaired by in-house
personnel without too much difficulty using materials and equipment on
hand."

"1t4 Easy - Refers to items for which many spares or substitute parts are
commonly available both onsite and off and which can be repaired with
resources on hand, or by simple jury rigging common materials."

(Note that "resources on hand" may be vastly different in the abnormal environment
during and following a disaster from those in the everyday normal evironment.)

The remaining items on the three forms are discussed in detail in Part 11 of the
report, and examples of their use appear in Part III. For the most part, an item
with a rating of 2 to 5 warrants consideration as essential, while some 5's and all
items rated 6 or over should be considered non-essential for planning purposes.
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PART 11

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL EFFORT



PART II

sectl 1
INTIRODUTION

There were three main objectives to the work presented in this part of the

reports
to develop methods for predicting the vulnerability of industrial
equipment to the blast waves from nuclear weapons;

to determine the degree of protection provided by various means of
reducing the vulnerability (countermeasures);

to provide simplified procedures to enable the personnel responsible
for an industrial plant to develop hardening plans for their
installation using the above information.

Part II of the report is divided into sections; in Section 2, the various
mechanisms that can cause damage to industrial equipment under blast loading are
examined and compared to determine which mechanisms are of most interest. It is
evident from these comparisons that the vast majority of damage is caused by one
type of impact process or another, which leads, of course, to the conclusion that
there is no unique vulnerability for an item of Industrial equipment, but that the
vulnerability will depend at least to some extent on its surroundings (environment).
Procedures are then developed for predicting the basic vulnerability of an Item of
equipment; i.e., the vulnerability in its normal or as-is condition in an industrial
building.

Section 3 describes the various countermeasures that can be implemented to
decrease the vulnerability of the equipment and procedures are given for determining
how much protection each of these countermeasures provides.

In Section 4 the procedures suggested for calculating the basic vulnerabilities
and for determining the protection factors for the various countermeasures are
evaluated by comparing their predictions with existing data from nuclear and large

u-i•
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seals HE tests. The test data are somewhat limited and do not cover al aspects of
the prediction procedures; wherever comparisons are madep however, the predictions
are consistent with the test data. In effect, the first four sections of Part II
discuss the teohnioal base for development of the guidance needed for Industrial
survival.

A test program, presented in Section 5, is designed to fill In the gaps In our
teohnical knowledge of the response of Industrial equipment to blast and In the
degree of protection provided by certain countermeasures. Applications gaps are
discussed in Part III.

The various calculations and reference material used in deriving the prediction
methods are given In Appendix A.

Part V Is a manual for use by plant personnel; it gives the simplified procedures

for evaluating equipment vulnerability and developing hardening plans.

11-2
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Section 2

VULNERABILITY OF INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT TO NUCLEAR EXPL06b*T

BLAST EFFECTS

There are a variety of ways by which industrial equipment nan be damaged by a

blast wave. These are listed in Table 11-1.

Tambe 11-1

DAMAGE MECHANISMS FOR INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT

1. Overturning and impact on the ground surface

2. Overturning followed by tumbling resulting In multiple impacts on

the ground surface

3. Translation followed by impact against other surfaces such as

other equipment and building walls and columns

4. Impact by loose missiles picked up by the dynamic pressure in the
blast wave

5. Impact by missiles created by the breakup of frangible walls

of the building housing the equipment

6. Impact by roof elements created when the building housing
the equipment collapses

7. Direct air blast causing crushing, deforming, and/or rupturing

It may be seen that, except for the last mechanism, the damage is caused by an

interaction between the equipment and its environment. For the overturning

mechanisms, for example, the important environmental factor is the nature of the
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pound surface, while for translation and Impact it is the type of bu A.ding that houses
the equipment and the nature of the adjacent equipment. Table 11-2 gives the
environmental factors of concern for each of the dtm',e mechanisms.

IW,,le 11-2
LOCAL ENVIRONMENT FACTORS IMPORTANT

TO EQUIPMENT DAMAGE MECHANIMSS

iDmge Mbe•mnd hvromamtal Fact=

1. Overturning/impact Nature of pround surface

2. Overturning/tumbling/impact Nature of ground surface

3. Translation/impaot Type of adjacent equipment

Type of building

4. Impact/loose missiles Degree of protective
housekeeping

5. Impact/wall fragments Type of wall

6. Impact/roof elements Type of roof

7. Direct air blast/orushtng/ None
deforming/rupturing

From Table 11-2 it is evident that the determination of the damage to Industrial
equipment is a very large job since it involves seven different damage mechanisms
combined with five environmental factors plus a wide variety of industrial equipment.
It seems evident that some types of generalizations will be necessary to reduce the
problem to manageable proportions.

As a start on this, each of the damage mechanisms Is discussed in the following
subsections and compared with the other mechanisms to try to determine their
relative importance. This also should aid in determining the equipment
characteristics that affect the damage process and thus help in the equipment
categorizing process. It should be noted that in general there is insufficient
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information available to actually compare damage caused by one mechanism with that

from another; however, with the exception of direct blast all the others involve an
impact process, so that the impact velocity and the nature of the Impacting surfaces
can be used as relative indicators of damage.

It also should be noted that the primary interest is in what will be called
severe damage, i.e., the degree of damage such that the equipment cannot be used
post-attack without a major repair job (which usually cannot be done in-house)
and/or replacing major parts of the equipment (which are not commonly stocked in-

house and have long lead times even under pre-attaok conditions). Although it is
not clear at this point, there may be a secondary interest in determining the degree
of damage that will make the equipment inoperable without making minor in-house
repairs and or replacements of parts. One possible reason for wanting this
information is to determine at what pressure level significant repair effort and
stocking of spare parts will be needed in-house to resume production. This degree
of damage will be referred to as minor damage. Note that the threshold pressure for
minor damage can be increased significantly by applying the relatively simple
countermeasure designated as protective housekeeping (see Ref 7). Protective
housekeeping among other actions includes removing lightweight and fragile exterior
appendages to the equipment such as handwheels, control levers and mechanisms,
exposed electrical components, gauges, etc. Protective housekeeping not only raises
the threshold for minor damage but also reduces the need for spare part stocking and
the repair effort required to put the equipment back in working order.

The sources of the various equations, graphs, and charts used in the following
discussion are given in Appendix A.

1. Overturning/Iu aet
It is suspected that in many, if not all, cases this damage mechanism will set

the threshold for the start of damage, i.e., if the equipment does not achieve
sufficient velocity under blast loading to have a chance to overturn then it will not
be damaged. For equipment in the open away from any structure or other equipment
the only other possible mechanism is number 7, direct blast, and as will be discussed
more later it is believed that, except for several rather limited classes of equipment,

this damage mechanism requires very much higher pressures than overturning to be
important.
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It can be shown that at the overturning threshold the equipment will slide a

distance of ls. than the depth (D) of the equipment. (The depth Is the horizontal

dimension of the equipment in a dfrection normal to the blast wave front.) The

specific sliding distance as a fraction of its depth depends on the the ratio of the

depth of the equipment to its height (H). Typical values are given below (from

Appendix A, Section A-2).

D/H MIdIng Distanee
0.25 0.12D
1.0 0.41D
4.0 0.78D

It should be noted that with such a small amount of sliding it is unlikely that

damage translation/impact would occur even if the equipment were in its normal

location in a structure except possibly for equipment having a large D and a large

D/H ratio.

The velocity, Vo, that will permit overturning is shown In Figure 11-I (from

Appendix A, Sections A-3, A-4, and A-5). It can be seen that it depends on the

depth of the equipment and the D/H ratio. For symmetrical equipment, D/H = 1, the
velocities range from about 5 ft/sea for a D of 2 to 10 ft/sec for a D of S. Note

that for D/H values between 1/2 and 2 the velocity values are within about 25% of

the values for a D/H = 1.

2. OvttwmuhnW/umbUngImIput
This damage mechanism obviously requires a higher overpressure level and

would be expected to cause greater damage to the equipment than simple over-
turning. However, because the impacts result from tumbling along the ground
surface it would be expected that the damage would be less than for

translation/impact for the same initial velocity because the latter assumes Impact

against a vertical surface. If tumbling is terminated by impact against a vertical

surface it would be considered under translatlon/impact. Note also that in the

tumbling case the surface impacted will likely be concrete for equipment Inside a

building and concrete, black top, or dirt for equipment outdoors. The impacted

surfaces for translation/impact range from massive metal (heavy equipment) to

concrete columns or walls to lightweight siding for the structure. Since it appears

that translation/impact will cause serious damage at lower incident overpressures
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than overturning/tumbling Impact, further consideration of the latter will be deferred
until later.

3. Trmtin/m/ aet

This damage mechanism is expected to be one of the most important in regard
to causing severe damage to equipment. Figure 11-2 is a plot of the velocity, v,
achieved by an object under blast loading as a function of the dynamic pressure
impudse, I p for various values of the product DF where F is the ratio of the density
of the object to that of steel (from Appendix A, Section A-i). Shown in Appendix
A, Section A-6) are the overpressure levels necessary to give the various I values
for various weapon yields. As discussed in Appendix A, this graph assu~e the
equipment is impulsively loaded and the blast wave is unmodified by the structure.

To get some idea of what the various velocity values mean there is shown on

the right side of Figure 11-2 a scale labeled drop height. This means that if the
equipment were dropped from the given height it would impact the ground surface

with the velocity given by the left scale. It can be seen that dropping the equip-
ment from a 1-ft height gives an 8 ft/sec impact velocity, and from 4 ft, a 18 ft/sec
velocity. Typical values are given below:

Drop Height Im et Veloelty
1 8
2 11
4 16
8 23

16 32

32 45

It seems logical that dropping most items of equipment a foot or so onto a

massive concrete surface would be unlikely to cae serious damage, which means
that the threshold velocity for causing serious damage from this mechanism is
approximately 10 ft/see. At the other limit it would seem reasonable to expect that
the large majority of Industrial equipment would become seriously damaged if dropped

from say 15 ft onto a massive concrete slab. This gives an upper limit to threshold
velocity for serious damage on the order of 30 ft/see. This does not mean that
serious damage cannot occur at lower impact velocities •i>lt that it is almost certain
to occur at this limit.
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Another way to help visualize the implications of what the velocity means is

through the likely distance the equipment will slide. This is also given on the right
side of Figure 11-2 (from Appendix A, Section A-3, A-4, and A-5). It can be seen
that at 10 ft/see the equipment is expected to slide less than 4 ft. This means that
the equipment is not too likely to impact another piece of equipment or part of the
building. Even if it does it will not be going at its initial velocity of 10 ft/sec.
This reinforces the use of the 10 ft/sec as a lower limit for the sliding/impact one.

Now referring back to the overturning case (see Figure 1I-1), it can be seen
that 10 ft/sec is also about right for the start of overturning for moderate to large
size equipment. For D/H values from 0.5 to 2.0 the overturning velocity is within
20% of 10 ft/see for D values ranging from 5 to 12 ft. For the smaller equipment
with D values less than 5 the overturning velocities are less than 10 ft/see. For
example, for a D/H of 1 and a D of 2 the overturning velocity is 5 ft/see. Such
small equipment, however, is not very likely to be significantly damaged on
overturning so that to a first approximation the 10 ft/see lower damage limit holds
for overturning/impact and translation/impact.

There is one class of equipment for which overturning will occur at velocities
significantly below 10 ft/sec and that is equipment whose height is several times its
depth. Oonsider for example a piece of equipment such as a drill press, which may
have a D of 2 to 3 ft and an H of 6 ft. Such a piece of equipment could overturn at
velocities as low as about 3 to 4 ft/see. Rather than lower the 10 ft/sec to account
for this special class of equipment it is planned to treat it separately in the
prediction procedure as will be discussed later. Another reason for not lowering the
basic limit is that with the simple countermeasure of reorienting (i.e., turning the
equipment on its side) this effect can be largely eliminated.

For 30 ft/sec the expected sliding distance is about 30 ft, which for a normal
factory layout pretty well assures that the equipment will impact against another
piece of equipment or part of the building while it still has a sizable portion of its
initial velocity. Thus, the consideration of sliding distances also further reinforces
the use of 30 ft/see as an upper limit for the translation impact case for a normal
factory layout.

It is not at all clear, however, that it is a good number for the pure
tumbling/impact case (damage mechanism number 2). It is believed that this case,
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i.e., equipment outdoors Isolated from other equipment and buildings, is a rare case
normally, and is of importance only when countermeasures are being implemented to

protect the equipment. Consider, for example, a piece of equipment thL. tumbles

along the ground surface making say 3 or 4 individual impacts. Very crudely it
might be postulated that It loses about 25% to 30% of its velocity on each impact.
This type of argument strongly suggests that 30 ft/sea is not a good upper limit for

the pure tumbling/impact case.

The plausability arguments given suggest that the vast majority of industrial

equipment will not be seriously damaged by overturning-impact and translation-
impact if the equipment is accelerated to velocities of less than about 10 ft/see and

that the equipment will be severely damaged if accelerated to velocities of greater
than about 30 ft/seo. This excludes the case of pure tumbling Impact, which will be

considered further later.

4. Imnat/Lome Missle
It is not believed that this damage mechanism will turn out to be of much

importance compared to the other mechanisms and since it can be virtually eliminated
by practicing protective housekeeping measures, a relatively simple taskp further

cinsideration of this mechanism will be deferred until later.

5. inmact/Wall Fragments
If the structure housing the equipment has relatively heavy frangible walls such

as brick, concrete block, or clay tile, then these constitute potential sources of
damaging missiles because such walls are inherently quite weak and will typically fail

at overpressures as low as a few psi. The velocities achieved by the wall fragments

as a function of overpressure are given in Figure 11-3 (from Appendix Ap Section A-
7). It can be seen that they depend on the ratio of the weight of the wall to its
cross-seotional area exposed to the blast (W/A). These particular curves are for a

wall that is located head-on to the blast wave so the applied overpressure is the
peak reflected value. Curves for an 8-in. brick wall (with a W/A of 80 lb/sq ft) and

an 8-in. concrete block wall (with a W/A of 37) are included on the figure.

One way to visualize what the effects might be on a piece of equipment if it is
impacted by such a fragmented wall is to consider what might happen if the
equipment were accelerated and impacted a stationary wall. This Is somewhat

similar to the impact process discussed above. Earlier, however, it was visualized
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that the impact would be against rather massive surfaces such as concrete floors or
heavy equipment, while now this is not necessarily the case. For light equipment

there probably is not much difference since the brick and concrete block walls, for

example, may act as massive as a concrete floor. For heavy equipment, however, it
is believed that there may be a big difference because of the likelihood of the

equipment punching through the wall.

For the punching case, it has been proposed that the effective Impact velocity
of the equipment be taken as its velocity change (i.e., the velocity of the equipment
after being impacted by the wall); this is readily calculated from simple mechanics
(see Appendix A, Section A-8). The result has been applied to produce a plot
(Figure 11-4) of the ratio of the effective velocity (V e) to the initial wall fragment
velocity (V .) as a function of parameters of the equipment, for the case of impact
by an 8-in. brick wall. In the figure, the velocity ratio is shown in terms of the
weight of the equipment and the ratio of the density of the equipment to the density
of steel (F) for equipment having a cubical shape. Note that heavy equipment is
assumed to have a total weight of about 5,000 lb or more and to have an P value of
greater than about 0.1. For heavy equipment it can be seen that the effective
impact velocity is less than 25% of the actual wall fragment velocity.

Medium sized equipment is considered to be from, say, 500 to 5000 lb in weight
and with F values ranging from 0.1 to 0.2. For these conditions the effective impact
velocity ranges from about 20% to 40% of the actual wall fragment velocity.

Light equipment Is considered to weigh less than 500 lb and to have P values of
less than 0.1. For these conditions the effective impact velocity is at least 40% and
In most cases considerably higher. This confirms the earlier suggestion that for
lightweight equipment an 8-in. brick wall is not too different from a massive
concrete surface.

Using the data on wall fragment velocity versus incident overpressure in Figure
11-3, the effective impact velocities are plotted vs incident overpressures in Figure p
11-5 for the three weight categories of equipment just discussed. Accordingly, for
heavy equipment a reduction to 20% of the actual wall fragment velocity was used;
for medium equipment, a reduction to 30%; and for light equipment, a reduction to
70%.
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In order to compare the relative importance of damage from translation/impaot

with that from wall fragment impact, calculations were made of the peak over-

pressures, P(T/I), necessary to give equipment velocities of 10 and 30 ft/sec by the

translation/impact mechanism and the pressure, P(WP), neemary to give $-in. thick

brick fragments the same effective impact velocities. The 10 and 30 ft/seo

velocities were used because they have been tentatively identified as the threshold

for any impact damage and the level at which most equipment is almost sure to be

severely damaged, respectively. The results are given in Figure 11-6, which is a plot

of the ratio of P(T/I) to P(WF) as a function of equipment weight and F value (ratio

of density to that of steel). The calculations assumed a cubical shaped object.

From a consideration of Figure 11-6 it can be seen that for almost the enstire

range of conditions considered the translation/impact damage mechanism is much

more important than the wall fragment impact damage mechanism. Only for

lightweight, low density equipment does the wall fragment damage mechanism

predominate and then only at the threshold of damage (v m 10 ft/seo). If non-

symmetrical equipment is considered, the wall fragment case Increases somewhat in

importance but not sufficiently to change the overall conclusion except possibly for

extreme non-uniformities. This is illustrated in Figure 11-7, which is a plot similar

to Figure 11-6 except that the weight per unit area exposed to the blast is only 1/4

that for a cube. From Figure 11-7 it can be seen that a somewhat larger range of

conditions leads to presure ratios greater than one but again it is only near the

threshold of damage and then only for lightweight low density equipment. It also

should be noted that the 8-in. thick brick wall, which weighs 80 lb/sq ft, is just about

the most massive wall that will be encountered (the practical upper limit is estimated

at 100 lb/sq ft). Since the fragment hazard would be even less for lower density

walls, It is concluded that in general the translation/impact damage mechanism is

more important than the fragment impact damage mechanism.

6. Impeat/lloof Collapse
Equipment damage by this mechanism is one of the most difficult to predict.

To date a very common approach has been to assume that the equipment is severely

damaged if the building housing the equipment collapses, and since it is further

assumed that most buildings collapse at a few psi (2 psi is often mentioned) this leads

to very low overpressures for severe damage- -overpressures in general significantly

lower than for the impact oases discussed earlier. Although this may be true for

some cases it seems possible that it is an overly conservative assumption in general,
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and for this reason It seems worthwhile to give it further conslderatlon. The

problem has three main aspects: what are the overpressure levels that cause

structural collapse for the types of buildings of concern for Industrial equipment; how

does the structure collapse; and what actually happens when the roof impacts the

equipment? The latter question will be considered first.

If the structure collapses Its roof elements will Impact on the equipment. If

the wails of the building are rapidly blown away, as Is likely to occur for most

industrial buildings, the roof will impact the equipment with a velocity given by

gravity. The gradual yielding of inelastic portions of the struotural system,

however, may reduce the impact velocity somewhat below that due to gravity alone.

Taking the height of the roof of the building as ranging from 12 to 20 ft gives an

average drop height of 16 ft, which leads to an impact velocity of 32 ft/sec. If the

roof is extremely massive then, as noted earlier, this impact velocity is expected to

cause severe damage to most Industrial equipment. However, if the roof is not

extremely massive but, for example, more like the wails considered above, then this

velocity may not cause severe damage depending on the equipment characteristics.

Table 11-3 lists a variety of roof types for industrial buildings along with their

typical weight per unit area. (See Appendix A, Section A-9 for more details.)

It can be seen from Table 11-3 that for all but one of the roof types the weight

per unit area Is less than about 20 lb/sq ft. The one exception Is the concrete roof,

which had a weight/unit area of about 40 lb/sq ft. These amounts to 25% and 50%

of the weight per unit area of the S-in. briok wall discussed earlier. The effects of

this lower weight/unit area are shown in Figure 11-8, which is a plot similar to Fig-

ure 11-4, except that it is for a weight/unit area of 20 lb/sq ft, or 25% of that used

in Figure 11-4. The important Information that can be obtained from this figure is

summarized In Table 11-4 along with results from similar calculations for a 40 lb/sq ft

roof and those obtained from Figure 11-4 for an 80 lb/sq ft roof.

Table 11-4 shows the effective Impact velocity for the 20 lb/sq ft roof on light

equipment ranges from 5 to 12 ft/see. With 10 ft/sec as the threshold and 30 ft/see

as the assured upper limit for serious damage, it seems likely that most light

equipment would not be severely damaged. For medium equipment the maximum

velocity is 5 ft/sec and for heavy equipment 3 ft/see. Thus, no severe damage would

be expected for either of these oases.
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Table 11-3
TYPICAL ROOF SYSTEMS

Roof Type Weht/Area
(lb/sq ft)

Timber Roof Systems
Sawn Lumber Joists 11
Glulam Timber Joists and Beano 13
Gabled Wood Roof Trusses 12
Manufaotured Wood Joists 28

Open-Web Joist Roof Systems
Open-Web Steel Joists 23
Open-Web Manufactured Wood/Steel 12

Composite Joists

Concrete Roof Systems
Preeast Prestressed Concrete 41

Hollow-Core Plank

TWbO 11-4
EFFECTIVE ROOF IMPACT VELOCITY AS A FUNCTION OF ROOF TYPE

Equip cam Equip weight Equip F Value Roof imat Velocity
(Ib) (ft/see)

Actual Effective

Roofs Having a Dead Weight Loading of 20 lb/sq ft
Light < 500 0.05 - 0.1 32 5 - 12
Medium 500 - 5000 0.1 - 0.2 32 2 - 5
Heavy > 5000 0.1 - 0.3 32 < 3

Roofs Having a Dead Weight Loading of 40 lb/sq ft
Light < 500 0.05 - 0.1 32 9 - 16
Medium 500 - 5000 0.1 - 0.2 32 3 - 9
Heavy > 5000 0.1 - 0.3 32 < 5

Roofs Having a Dead Weight Loading of 80 lb/sq ft
Light < 500 0.1 32 13- 32
Medium 500 - 5000 0.1 - 0.2 32 6 - 13
Heavy > 5000 0.1 - 0.3 32 < 8
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For the 40 lb/sq ft roof the majority of light equipment would be expected to

be severely damaged, but very little of the medium or heavy equipment.

go far the roof has been treated just the same as the walls, i.e., being frangible

in nature and having a uniform weight/area. In reality, however, there are non-

uniformities (particularly for the lighter roofs) such as beams, joists, and trusses,

which have a somewhat higher weight/unit area than the average and are not

frangible so that they can transfer more load to the impacted equipment than Just

that portion of the member that contacts the equipment. Note that, if the increase

in effective impacting weight/unit area due to these factors is no more than a factor

of 4, the heavier portions of the 20 lb/sq ft roof act the same as the 80 lb/sq ft roof

for which Table 11-4 shows that almost all light equipment would be severely

damaged since the velocity range is from 13 to 32 ft/see, little of the medium

equipment, and nona of the heavy equipment.

Note that the factor of 4 mentioned above is in general expected to cover most

but not all conditions. One of the conditions not covered, for example, is a long

span, heavy glulam Joist or beam. For this case the factor may run as high as 10.

The overall conclusion from the above analysis is that if the effective impact

velocity concept is substantially correct, only lightweight equipment is expected to

be seriously damaged by the collapse of most buildings and then only if it is hit by a

major structural element. For roofs containing massive beans, even medium and
heavy equipment can be seriouly damaged, but again only if they are hit by one of
the beams; this would seem to be a moderately low probability event.

Note also that it is not uncommon to find heavy items of equipment mounted on

the roof, which may constitute a serious hazard somewhat like the heavy beams.

The probability of their impacting a given piece of equipment would seem to be quite

low in this case, however.

Since It has been argued that collapse of the building is not a very serious

damage mechanism except in special cases, there is less Interest and priority in the

other parts of the problem, i.e., what overpressure levels cause the structures to

collapse and how do they collapse, so that no further consideration of these areas

will be given.
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T. Direct Air Nint/CriubogwJdefmbwJ(uJptwbW
This damage mechanism is of concern only to selected types of equipment that

can be divided into two broad classes:

1. Items of equipment that are really structures and are mounted to the
ground surface (or other massive surface) in such a way that they cannot move as a
single unit under the blast loading without causing serious damage to themselves.
Equipment fitting in this category includes:

a. Tank structures

b. Box structures

c. Large lightweight irame structures
d. Smoke stacks

2. Equipment that is quite frangible (brittle) such that even moderately small

relative motion of its parts would cause serious damage. Sample types of equipment
In this category would include glass-lined tanks and pipes, other refractory-lined
equipment such as boilers and furnaces, and equipment containing glass, which would
be severely damaged if the glass breaks.

It is not clear at present whether the above classes of equipment would be

more sensitive to the direct blast damage mechanism or to one of the other
mechanisms. Note that some of the above equipment will have a very low W/A so
that it will be quite vulnerable to impact by other equipment, wall fragments, and
portions of the collapsing roof.

Collapse of the support structures in the clam 1 equipment above is susceptible
to calculation so that, with further work, estimates of the vulnerability of such
equipment to direct blast can be made. Then this vulnerability can be compared
with that from the other mechanisms. For the class 2 equipment, however, such
calculations do not seem to be generally feasible with the current state of knowledge
and it is believed that, until actual experiments are carried out, engineering judgment
must be relied on to make estimates of the vulnerability.

Practical options fre these classes of equipment ar limited; they are discussed
in Part V.
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OVERALL CONCLUSIONS REGARDING DAMAGE MECHANISMS

Zquipent Inside Buildingp
For equipment inside a building surrounded by other equipment, the primary

mechanism for severe damage is expected to be translation followed by impact
against other equipment or structural members of the building. Thus, the grouping
of equipment for damage prediction should be based on those characteristics of the
equipment that are important for this damage mechanism. As discussed earlier with
regard to the velocity achieved under blast loading, this is the product DF where D
is the dimension of the equipment in the direction of the blast motion in sq ft and P
is the ratio of the average density of the equipment to that of steel. Note that
another, and perhaps easier to visualize, way of expressing the product DF is in
terms of W/A (specifically W/A = 500DF) where W is the weight of the equipment in
lb and A is its cross-sectional area exposed to the blast in sq ft.

The blast wave parameter that controls the velocity is the dynamic pressure
impulse (I ), which in turn is determined by the peak overpressure, weapon size, and
height of burst. The above relationships have been given in Figure 11-2 in terms of
the product DF, and they are replotted in terms of W/A in Figure 11-9, which is a
plot of the overpressure necessary to give the threshold for severe damage and that
needed to assure severe damage as a function of the factor W/A assuming a 1 Mt
weapon and height of burst to maximize 20 psi. Also shown Pr the figure are the
approximate limits for light, medium, and heavy equipment as the terms have been

used earlier in the discussion:
Light W -. 500 lbs, 0.05 i F ! 0.1;
Medium 500 :ý W ti 5000 lb., 0.1 S- F S 0.2;
Heavy > 5000 lbs, 0.1 1- F t 0.3.

Note that this assumes equipment that has an approximate cubical shape. It is
interesting to note that there is only a factor of about two in pressure between the
threshold and assured damage levels.

It should be recalled that the damage curves given in Figure 11-9 are based on
the following two assumptions:

I. No serious damage will occur for impacts of the equipment on a
rigid surface at velocities of 10 ft/see or less.
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2. Severe damage is assured for Impacts of the equipment on a rigid
surface at velocities of 30 ft/sec or greater.

It is recognised that selection of these two velocity limits is based on
engineering Judgment and not on any significant body of experimental data since this
does not exist.* In fact, one purpose of this report is to recommend a test program
to provide a firmer basis for the damage predictions. It is also recognized that the
procedures used up to this point in the discussion treat all equipment the same with
regard to impact sensitivity, which is clearly an oversimplification; but again, not a
great deal can be done about it until more experimental data are obtained. It does
seem desirable, however, to consider the use of three classes of equipment sensitivity
to Impact, based on an Intuitive feel for degree of ruggedness. At the extremes
would be items principally constructed of heavy metal sections and devoid of delicate
attachments such as gauges and controls as opposed to items mostly constructed of
frangible materials like glass and lightweight plastics (e.g., desktop computers,
communications equipment). The intermediate class would be something combining
characteristics of the extremes.

To provide a starting point for hypothesis testing, tentative damage criteria for

the three classes would use that already defined for an average, or Normal,
sensitivity to impact and add a category on either side for High and Low sensitivity
as follows:

1. High sensitivity
velocity for threshold of severe damage - 7 ft/sec
(corresponds to a drop height of 9 in.)

velocity for assured severe itt.,age - 20 ft/seo
(corresponds to a drop height of 6 ft)

2. Normal sensitivity
velocity for threshold of severe damage - 10 ft/sec
(corresponds to a drop height of 1.5 ft)

velocity for assured severe damage - 30 ft/sec

(corresponds to a drop height of 14 ft)

* The data that exist are compared with the prediction methods in Section 4.
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3. Low sensitivity
velocity for threshold of severe damage - 20 ft/sec
(corresponds to a drop height of 6 ft)

velocity for assured severe damage - 40 ft/seo
(corresponds to a drop height of 25 ft)

The curves defined In the above manner are shown In Figure 11-10. At

present, they are simply an untested hypothesis postulated for consideration for
future use.

Equipment that Is moved outside away from other equipment and buildings Is,
with certain exoeptions, significantly less vulnerable to the blast wave. This is for
three reasons:

1. The translation/Impact mechanism, which was the controlling
mechanism for most conditions, Is no longer a factor as there Is
nothing to Impact against (except the ground).

2. There is no possibility of roof collapse causing damage.

3. The likelihood of damage from flying fragments Is eliminated or at
least greatly reduced. It is assumed that In some cases It would
be impractical to move the equipment far enough away to

exet completely eliminate flying debris.

The major damage mechanism remaining, aside from the relatively low prob-
ability of wall fragment impact, Is overturning with or without tumbling impact. The
exceptions mentioned above are those items of equipment that are susceptible to
overturning and that would be severely damaged in the basic overturning process.
This is because the threshold for overturning is approximately the same as for
translation/impact. As noted in the earlier discussion of overturning, this came Is
not considered very Important beoause, if the effort Is available to move the
equipment outdoors, then it should be available to reorient most pieces of equipment
so that they will not be severely damaged in the overturning process. This point Is
discussed more later under countermeasures.
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Considering tumbling Impact next, it is clear that the mechanism for accel-
eration of the equipment is identical to that for the translation/impact case, so that
again the W/A ratio of the equipment is the controlling factor. The difference liex
in the nature of the impact proee., which in place of being a single head-on
(perpendicular) impact against a massive surface is a series of glancing impacts. If
we sagin assume that the Important factor in the Impact process is the resulting
velocity change and if we further assume that approximately equal velocity incre-
ments are lost on each impact, then it would appear that considerably higher initial
velocities can be tolerated for the tumbling/impact case relative to the trans-
lation/impact case. If, for example, the threshold velocity for severe damage for
tumbling/impact is three times that for translation/impact then it would be 30 ft/seo
or the same as the assured severe damage level for translation/impaot of normal
sensitivity equipment. Now, from Figure 11-9 this is roughly a factor of two higher
in pressure. In Figure 11-11 the tumbling impact case (assuming the factor of 3) is
compared with the wall fragment case (8 in. brick). It can be seen that wall
fragment damage could be important over the lower part of the W/A range. Note
also the big spread between the threshold and assured severe damage curves; much
greater than for the translation/impact case.

From the above it seems reasonable to expect that moving a piece of equipment
outside away from other equipment and buildings and reorienting it to minimize
overturning damage could double the overpressure level for the threshold of severe
damage.

THERMAL EFFECTS

The thermal radiation released in a nuclear explosion is not considered in itself

a direct hazard to industrial facilities. However, fires generated by the thermal
radiation as well as blast-induced fires may constitute a significant threat.

The magnitude of the fire hazard depends not only on the characteristics of the
industrial plant itself, but also on the nature of the construction surrounding the

plant. With some obvious exceptions, of course, industrial plants as a whole are

quite fire resistant. Structures are generally of non-combustible materials and,
unless the products of the plant are combustible, there Is little material onsite to
burn. If, however, the plant is adjacent to residential or commercial areas,
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sufficient combustible debris may be blown by the blast wave into the plant area to
cause a serious problem.

Thus, in evaluating the fire hazard it is necessary to coniider both that which
results from off-site debris blown onsite (termed external fire hazard) and that due

to onsite combustible materials (termed the internal fire hazard). The external

hazard is quite general and is applicable to any industrial plant, while the internal

hazard is dependent on the specific nature of the plant itself.

ftmnal Fire Hazard
The general nature of the external fire hazard is illustrated in Figure 11-12

(see Appendix A, Section A-10). This figure shows the distance from adjacent urban

areas within which a significant fire hazard is expected to exist as a function of

incident overpressure.

Intadl Fire Hazard

In any industrial facility processing combustible materials, considerable

attention is devoted to fire prevention during normal operation. And in the absence
of significant blast effects it would be expected that such facilities generally would
be fire resistant also under nuclear weapons attack. The problem arises when the

blast effects become sufficiently large to seriously damage structures and distribute
combustible materials, including kindling fuels, throughout the plant area. At the

blast levels where this occurs (about 10 psi) sufficient thermal radiation arrives after

the blast wave distributes the kindling fuel to ignite it. Thus, fire ignition is

assured.

At these high blast levels the only way to ensure no internal fire hazard is to
remove the combustible materials from the plant site.
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Setion 3
CONSIDERATION OF COUNTERNMASURES

In the previous section the various damage mechanisms were identified and
compared to determine which are the most important, and approximate procedures
were developed for predicting the vulnerability of industrial equipment to these
damage mechanisms. Although emphasis was placed on equipment in the as-is
condition, many aspects of the work are applicable to the area of countermeasures,
i.e., actions that can be taken to reduce the equipment vulnerability. In this section
the subject of countermeasures is considered in further detail, and estimates are
made of the degee of vulnerability reduction possible by each.

A list of the general categories of countermeasures Is given below in a
generally increasing order of effectiveness as well as a generally increasing level of
effort necessary to implement the countermeasure. The first and last categories,
protective housekeeping and miscellaneous, are exempt from this ordering.

1. Protective housekeeping
2. Reorienting
3. Isolating (move outside and away from other equipment and structures)
4. Clustering
5. Evacuating
s. Clustering with sandbag revetment or soil berm
7. Berming individually
8. Trenching
9. Packaging and anchoring

10. Burial
11. Miscellaneous

One problem that is almost certain to arise in some plants Is the inability to
move large, heavy items of equipment. For equipment somewhere between 10,000 lb
and 20,000 lb, most facilities have neither the special handling equipment required
nor the expertise necessary for moving such massive items. Even so, there are
several hardening options that can be applied to these items.
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PROTECTIVE HOUSEKEEPING

Under protective housekeeping a number of activities are performed. Among
the most important of these are (Ref. 7)s

Ensuring there is a minimum of loose material that can become poten-

tially hazardous missiles under the dynamic presure of the blast wave.

Removing or covering vulnerable gauges, controls, handles, and other

fragile appendages to minimize the damage that may occur to the
equipment under the action of missiles or other impact forces.

Unhooking power and fuel lines.

Removing flammable material.

Protecting critical equipment repair and maintenance records.

It should be noted that protective housekeeping is very important since it not
only helps to minimize blast damage to industrial equipment but also reduces the fire

effects of nuclear weapons on most industrial installations to the point where they
can be neglected in relation to the blast effects. Exceptions include plants with

combustible buildings or containing too much combustible raw materials or products

such as paper, cardboard, wood, and gaseous or liquid combustibles to remove in the
time available. Also excluded are plants immediately adjacent to highly built-up
multistory commercial areas or other highly combustible plants. For such cases

countermeasures 3, 4, 5, or 6 will have to be used to protect the equipment at

overpressure levels of greater than about 5 to 10 psi to avoid the possibility of fire
damage. Because of its importance and relative ease of implementation, it has been

assumed in developing the damage prediction methods given in this report that as a

minimum protective housekeeping will be carried out.

REORIENTING

By this countermeasure is meant reorienting or turning the equipment on its

side to reduce the cross-sectional area exposed to the blast (and missiles) and to
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reduce the effective height, which in turn wlll reduce the likelihood of overturning
as well as reduce the impact forces in the initial overturning process. Consider for

examp~le a piece of equipment, which in its normal orientation is 2 ft by 4 ft by 6 ft

high and weighs 4800 lbs. For the worst orientation, the area exposed to the blast is

24 sq ft (4 x 6) and the weight per unit area (W/A) value is 200. Prom Figure 11-9
it can be seen that the pressures for the threshold of severe damage and assured

severe damage are about 5 and 10 psi respectively. Now, if the equipment is turned
on its side, the W/A value increases to 400 lb/sq ft and the pressure values to 7.5
and 15 psi respeotvely, a 50% increase over the normal orientation.

Now, in its original orientation this pieae of equipment is very susceptible to
damage from overturning because its D/H (depth to height) ratio is 0.33 and the
depth is only 2 ft. From Figure II-1 it can be seen that the minimum velocity for

overturning is about 3.5 ft/sec. It also can be shown that the average impact
velocity in the overturning p ocess is 8(3) a 14 ft/seo and the velocity of the top

edge could be as high as 8(6) = 20 ft see. With the equipment turned on Its side,

the D/H ratio is 2 and the depth Is 4 ft. This leads to a minimum overturning
velocity of about 9 ft/see, an average impact velocity of 8 ft/see, and a top edge
impact velocity of 11 ft/seo -- all very much more favorable values from a damage

point of view.

To summarize, in its original orientation the equipment could overturn with a

velocity as low as 3.5 ft/seo and at the threshold of overturning the upper edge of
the equipment could impact the ground surface with a velocity as high as 20 ft/seo, a

velocity twice that for the threshold of severe damage for normal equipment. Now,
if this particular piece of equipment has even a moderately sensitive key element

mounted near its top edge, then the equipment as a whole could be severely damaged
in the overturning process. By turning the equipment on its side the minimum
velocity for overturning was Increased to 9 ft/sea, which is about 3 times the original
value (and a value about equal to the 10 ft/seo taken as the threshold for severe

damage for all impact oases). Further, the impact velocity of the top edge was
reduced from 20 to 11 ft/sec -- again, about the same as the 10 ft/sec value. It is
clear, therefore, that one of the major purposes of the reorientation is to minimize
the occurrence of overturning damage. The other, of course, is to increase the

pressure level for threshold and assured severe damage from translation/impact as
described in the previous paragraph.
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ISOLATING

This countermeasure means moving the equipment outside away from other
equipment and buildings. By doing so this countermeasure eliminates damage from
the translation/impact and roof collapse mechanisms and greatly reduces damage from
flying fragments. The main damage mechanism remaining Is overturning and tumbling
impact. As discussed earlier the equipment velocity levels necessary to cause severe
damage from tumbling Impact are quite uncertain but It appears reasonable that they
may be several times greater than for translation/impact. If tumbling impact
damage occurs at three times the velocity level for translation/impact then the
equipment could withstand about twice the overpressure level.

Note that this countermeasure would include the previous one, reorienting.
Also, it will not be often that sufficient room is available to isolate equipment; a
couple of hundred feet are required in all directions to acoomplish this.

4

CLUSTERING

One of the most promising countermeasures where burial and evacuation are not
feasible is to cluster the equipment in an open area (such as a parking lot) and to
secure all items together by means of strapping, banding, or welding (Ref. 8).
Providing that the cluster can be adequately secured as a unit, all elements within it
will become very much lees vulnerable than standing alone. First of all moving the

equipment outdoors and away from other buildings and equipment greatly reduces its
vulnerability as described above because the translation/impact and building collapse
damage mechanisms are eliminated while the wall fragment damage is greatly
reduced. This basically leaves only the overturning and tumbling Impact damage
mechanisms. The cluster vulnerability to overturning, however, Is greatly decreased
because the cluster has a much larger overall depth and D/H ratio.

Consider, for example, a cluster made from 16 pieces of equipment each being
similar to the one used In the previous example (2 x 4 x 6 ft high and a weight of
4800 lb). Assume the equipment is arranged so that the overall cluster width and
depth are just 4 times those of the original equipment or 8 x 16 x 8 ft high. For the
worst case equipment orientation the D value increases from 2 to 8 ft and the D/H

ratio from 0.33 to 1.33. This means the minimum velocity for overturning increases
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from about 3.5 ft/sec to 11 ft/sec and the pressure necessary to achieve this velocity
from about 1.5 to 10 psi.

In making the clusters it is better to have the width and depth of the cluster
about the same, since the vulnerability needs to be considered for the worst possible
orientation. This can be accomplished for the type of equipment described above
using 18 individual items instead of 16 and the cluster would have a width and depth
equal to 12 ft. For this cluster the D value (over the single piece of equipment)
increases from 2 to 12 ft and the D/H ratio from 0.33 to 2.0. This means the
minimum velocity for overturning increases from about 3.5 to 15 ft/sec and the
pressure necessary to achieve this velocity from about 1.5 to 15 psi. If the
equipment were reoriented so that the 4 ft dimension became the height then a 12 ft
by 12 ft cluster using only 12 items of equipment could be used with essentially the
same result as the former cluster using 18 items. Note that all of the foregoing
examples have been simplified by ignoring the space necessary between equipment for
buffers. Also note that the cluster does not need to be made of the same types of
equipment. This was done in the above examples only for ease of illustration. A
sample cluster actually assembled, but not tested, is shown in Figure II-13(Ref. 8).
The equipment used are lUsted in Table 11-5 (Ref. 8) and the survival levels of the
cluster are compared to those of the individual equipment items in Figure 11-14 (Ref.
8). Note that individual items are plotted against their individual values of F, while
the cluster is plotted against its F value acting as a unit.

Theoretically clustering can be used to increase the threshold pressure for
severe damage manyfold. In the two above examples, the increases were as much as
a factor of 10. The limit to the size of the cluster is not really known at the
present time. It ic basically determined by the ability to hold the cluster together
during the blast loading. Based on the results of the testing discussed in Section 4,
Comparison of Prediction Methods with Existing Data, it would appear possible as a
very minimum to hold together clusters having D values of about 10 ft using seatbelt
webbing (8,000 lb tens~x,, strength) at pressures o: up to 20 psi. As an upper linit
the D values are probably in the range of 20 to 25 ft and pressures in the range from
25 to 35 psi. However, as noted in the referenced section it is extremely desirable
to conduct further experiments to confirm these limits. Note that if significantly
larger clur~ers than the minimum mentioned above are to be used it will likely be
desirable to first assemble the equipment into clusters of about the minimum size or

smaller and then to assemble a few of the small clusters into one larger one. This
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Note: Numbers on items correspond to Table IZ-5.
F is the value for the cluster acting as a unit (individual
item values are given in Table 11-5).

Fig. 11-13. Cluster of Equipment Listed in Table 11-5.
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way, if the large cluster comes apart, there will still be some protection provided in
the smaller clusters. As an example, if a 20 ft by 20 ft cluster is desired then it

could be assembled from four 10 ft by 10 ft clusters.

EVACUATING

If sufficient manpower, materials handling, and transportation facilities are

available on hand (they won't be something easy to acquire elsewhere in such a

situation), movement of the equipment to a safe location outside the risk area is an
ideal countermeasure. Those facilities that have items weighing In excess of 15,000
to 20,000 lbs, will be unlikely to be able to use this option for such equipment.

Moving items in this size category safely and efficiently requires specialized handling

equipment and expertise.

CLUSTERING WITH SANDBAG REVETMENTS OR SOIL, BERM

This may prove to be a greater effort than evacuating. Where items are too

large to evacuate, however, or where egress routes are limited, this option could
prove to be a most Important countermeasure. The addition of a sandbag or soil

berm revetment to the full height of the equipment (a slope of roughly a 1 ft rise in

4 ft is desirable) will help to ensure that the cluster retains its integrity and
increases its survivability at the same time (it will add to the cluster mass and it
protects against airborne missiles). With the revetment or soil berm, it is estimated

a cluster can survive 30 to 40 psI of overpressure. If the revetment or berm is
raised three feet above the equipment height and the space inside filled with dirt,
the countermeasure becomes an above grade burial, which may enable the equipment
to survive 300 psi.

BERMING

A simple earth berm placed completely around each item of equipment will

offer protection from both fragments and overpressure. If placed around several
items together, it is necessary to restrain the equipment to prevent items from
impacting each other. This method will enable equipment to survive at least 20 psi.
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TRENCHING

A counterpart to berming, trenching is another method that will protect from

both fragment Impact and overpressure. Again, equipment so protected needs to be
restrained to keep Items from impacting one another; chain link fencing stretched

over the trench and staked down has proved adequate. Trenching and berming
complement each other In that the digging of the trench automatically provides soil

for a berm to speed the overall hardening task.

PACKAGING AND ANCHORING

This involves placing stacks of material (e.g., lumber) around the equipment to

provide stability while protecting against overpresure and missile impacts, and
wrapping seatbelt webbing around the package and fastening this to expedient

anchors to prevent movement under blast loading. Several promising anchoring

methods have been tested on a limited basis; however, most of them require further
testing and evaluation before their behavior can be guaranteed for megaton range

weapons. The primary concern is whether erosion of the surface by the initial
portion of the blast wave will weaken the anchors and cause them to fail. A
summary of the results of the anchoring tests is given in Section 4.

BURIAL

This option will generally require the most effort (and equipment). In some

instances it may be the only feasible option. Burial of equipment under a several ft
thick layer of soil, preferably surrounded by crushable material, is one of the best

countermeasures in the sense of providing the greatest blast protection in the risk
area. Without special packing around the equipment this will enable many items to

survive 40 to 80 psi; with crushable material around the equipment, items may survive
300 psi. The protection mechanism Is the arching that can take place in dry soil to

transfer load off a more compressible package (created by the crushable packing).
The major problem that can be encountered with this measure is that arching will not
occur if the soil becomes saturated. Therefore it is important to ensure that
rainwater does not get into the scil (nor into the equipment). This requires isolation

using plastic wrapping before the soil cover is added.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Several additional countermeasures have been suggested and partially tested

but not to the degree of the foregoing countermeasures.

One particular tested hardening scheme that can be suggested for use in

protecting highly sensitive electronic gear is to put it in 55-gallon drum partly filled

with sand and include these drumn in a cluster designed for medium or heavy

equipment. This scheme can readily provide protection to at least 20 psi.
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Section 4

COMPARISONS OF SURVIVAL PR•KDICIONS WITH EXISTING DATA

Only a relatively small amount of data are available concerning the effects of

blast waves from nuclear weapons or large HE explosions on Industrial equipment.

However, they are useful to provide some kind of a check on the prediction methods

described above. The data that are available include the followings

1. Nuclear effects on machine tools (Ref. 9)

2. Testing of shelter design and industrial hardening concepts

at the MILL RACE event (Ref. 10)

3. Industrial hardening and population blast shelter tests
at the DIRECT COURSE event (Ref. 11)

4. Industrial equipment tests at the MISERS BLUFF event (Ref. 12)

NUCLEAR EFFECTS ON MACHINE TOOLS

Test Anangement
At three distances from GZ seven pieces of primary machine tools and four

pieces of secondary production equipment were exposed to a 30 kt weapon detonated

at a 500 ft HOB. Details are given in Table 11-6.

Test Results
The blast effects on the equipment are given below and compared with what

would be expected based on the general predictions discussed earlier. Note that at
the 2,750 and 4,700 ft distances the equipment items were sufficiently separated so
that there was no chance for them to impact each other or any part of a building.

Thus, no translation/impact damage could occur, and there was no chance to compare

damage from the translation/impact mechanism with that from impact by wall
fragments.
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Table I1-6

DETAILS OF MACHINE TOOL TEST ARRANGEMENT

DiuDtanem Inddent PNak Type of Equijm t qupment
(ft) Overpreuare (psi) Weglot (lb)

2750 11.6 Prentice engine lathe 7,000

i Pond engine lathe 12,000

it it Cincinnati milling machine 7,000

Model 2M1

it of Van Norman milling machine 10,000

Model 26

47008 5.1 HPM hydraulic press 49,000

6800B 3.0 Fray milling machine 3,000

6800A It It

6800B Wi 50 gal. capacity stainless
steel pressure vessel 4,100

6800A W ,

6800B Drying system steam oven

30 in. wide, 60 in. high,
108 in. long

6800A it

Note that 4700S means that the press was shielded by a two-story brick
building, 6800B means that the equipment was in a Butler building at 8,800 ft, and
6800A, in an Armco Steelox building at 6,800 ft. Note also that a concrete block
wall 5 ft 4 in. high was built about 6 ft in front of the equipment at the 2,750 ft
distance.
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PrnUtice lathe--sheared 8 anchor bolts, moved approximately 9 fto and turned
on its side. The basic parts such as bed, bass, pedestals, tailstock, and gear box
were In good condition. Some damage occurred from flying debris (wall fragments).
Hand wheels and control levers were broken off, but major components showed no
significant damage. Overall it appeared that the damage was not severe.

The minimum pressure that permits overturning is 4 psi, whioh is much lea than
the actual overpressure of 11.6 psi and is consistent with the fact that the equipment
overturned. The calculated sliding distance (for a Cf m 0.5) of 16 ft is somewhat
larger than the observed distance of 9 ft. The estimated actual wall fragment
velocity is 90 ft/see and the effective velocity, 9 ft/sec. The implications of this
will be discussed later in the summary of results.

Pod lathe--was not moved by the blast but suffered some damage by flying
debris. Overall conclusion is that damage is light and reparable. The minimum
overpressure for overturning is 22 psi, almost twice the incident overpressure, which
Is consistent with the fact that the equipment did not overturn. The effective
impact velocity of the wall fragments is estimated at 4 ft/sec. The implications of
this will be discussed later.

CineliatI miling maehine--was irreparably damaged. The main column of this
machine was broken off near the base, and this allowed the upper portion to be taken
away with the blast. After separation of the base and the upper portion it became
evident that the main column casting had been cracked through approximately 80% of
its area prior to the test; thus no conclusions can be drawn from this piece of

equipment.

Van Norman milling machine--sheared off its 3 anchor bolts and moved 9 ft but
remained upright. The degree of damage received from the flying debris is a little

uncertain because in one part of the report it says that this equipment received

rather severe damage from flying building blocks, but the overall conclusion of the

report was that the damage to the equipment at 2,750 ft was not aotually severe in
nature and that it was reparable; so this is what will be assumed.

The minimum overturning pressure is 10 psi, a little less than the Incident

pressure but not inconsistent with the fact that the equipment moved 9 ft but

remained upright. This is because the minimum pressure only means overturning is
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possible but not assured. The calculated sliding distance of 5 ft Is considerably loss
than the actual distance of 9 ft. The estimated effective impact velocity of the
wall fragments Is 7 ft/sec and the implications of this are discussed later.

H hydraulic pres--showed no evidence of blast damage even though the
brick house was completely demolished. Missile damage was very light. The
minimum overturning pressure is 7.5 psi, significantly greater than the incident
pressure of 5 psIo thus, the fact that the equipment remained in place undamaged was
to be expected, particularly as it was shielded from the blast by the brick building.

Pray mils--The mill In the Butler building showed no operational damage even
though this building was extensively damaged, but some damage occurred to the mill
in the Armoo building. This building was also extensively damaged and the
collapsing structure broke the knee-elevating handwheel and moved the vertical
spindle arrangement downward 38 deg. No comment was made as to how serious this
damage was, but it was noted that damage by exposure to the weather as a result of
building failure was the most critical condition, so it is assumed that the damage fell
into the light category.

The minimum overturning pressure is 4 psi, which is greater than the incident
overpressure of 3 psi, so the fact that the two mills remained In place Is to be
expected. The fact that one of the two mills was undamaged and the other only
lightly damaged even though the structures were extensively damaged is consistent
with the prediction method, which indicates that at overpressures where the other
damage mechanisms, particularly translation/impact, are not operative only
lightweight equipment is expected to be damaged by roof collapse and then only if
impacted by a heavy structural member of the roof.

Pehwme vessels and stem oveis--there was no significant damage to any of

these items of equipment. There is insufficient information regarding their charac-
teristics to permit calculation of the overturning pressures. It is noteworthy,
however, that the collapsing structure did not damage this lightweight equipment.

Sunmmary of -o-S I
1. In all cases the calculated overturning pressure was consistent with the

observed results.
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2. None of the equipment at the 2,750 ft station incurred severe damage.

There was minor damage from impact of fragments of the concrete block wall and it

was stated or could be inferred that a large percent of this damage was received by

fragile appendages and mechanisms on the exterior, generally of a non-critical nature

and quickly reparable or replaceable. The estimated effective impact velocities

ranged from 4 to 9 ft/sec compared with the 10 ft/sec selected earlier as the

threshold for severe damage. This suggests that the 10 ft/sea effective velocity for

wall fragments is safe as a threshold for severe damage since no severe damage

occurred. The threshold for minor damage would be somewhat lower.

On the whole it is believed that the fact that only minor damage occurred

supports the use of the effective impact velocity concept. This is because the

alternative approach, treatment of the concrete block wall as a massive impact

surface, would lead to considering the equipment impacting at 90 ft/sec against It,

which is equivalent to dropping the equipment from a height of 125 ft onto the

surface. It is hard to visualize any piece of equipment that could survive this

impact without serious and likely irreparable damage.

3. The survival of even light industrial equipment in buildings that have been

extensively damaged indicates that, at the low overpressures where the principal

damage mechanism is limited to roof collapse, equipment can be damaged only if

impacted by a heavy structural member of the roof.

4. There were some inconsistencies between the predictions and the test

results In regard to the distance that the equipment moved. For the Prentice lathe

the distance was predicted to be 16 ft while the actual movement was 9 ft, and for

the Van Norman milling machine the predicted distance was 5 ft while the actual

movement was 9 ft. Further, in both cases it was reported that the equipment

seemed to have been lifted up, carried, and then gently set back down on the ground

surface. The predictions assumed that the equipment would slide along the ground

(or possibly tumble). One other factor that may enter in here Is that the prediction

took no account of the bolting down of the equipment. This could possibly reduce

the initial velocity of the equipment and thus the travel distance. Bolting was not
considered because It would complicate any generalized prediction ma thod greatly!

and at loadings sufficient to give severe damage it seemed that bolting was unlikely

to have a major effect. Further consideration needs to be given to the phenomenon

of the equipment being lifted and gently returned to the ground surface.
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5. The last general comment regarding observation of postulated damage

mechanisms Is that there was no significant direct blast damage (i.e., non Impact
related damage) identified except for the Cincinnati milling machine, but this had a
very large existing flaw in the casting and thus does not count. One minor bit of
damage on the Pond lathe was suspected of being caused by the direct blast but this
damage was unimportant. This gives some support to the postulation made in the
prediction that this type of damage is generally not going to be of much nonoern.

TESTING OF INDUSTRIAL HARDENING CONCEPTS AT THE MILL RACE EVENT

A number of experiments using industrial equipment and equipment simulants
were conducted at the MILL RACE event at the 20 psi overpremsure level from an
explosion of 600 tons of ANPO (ammonium nitrate-fuel oil) equivalent to about 1 kt
nuclear. These experiments were primarily for evaluating various expedient
countermeasures and fell into the following general categories:

1. Evaluation of the clustering concept
2. Evaluation of shielding

a, Sand bag berms
b. Trenches

3. Evaluation of soil anchors
4. Evaluation of fluid immersion to minimize effects of

overpressure on electronic components

A few pieces of unprotected lightweight equipment were also exposed to the blast to
help evaluate basic equipment vulnerability.

Of the tests the major ones that are quantitatively useful for comparing with
the prediction methods are the clustering experiments. The others can be used only
in a qualitative sense.

clustering Ezperhnents
These experiments were conducted using 55-gallon drums either full or 1/3 full

of water as equipment simulants. They also helped evaluate the behavior of drums
containing hazardous materials. These drums were exposed eingly and in 3-drum and
7-drum clusters. Figure 11-15 is a plot of the expected behavior of the cluster.
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Based on Figure 11-15, it would be predittel, that the sing'- drums, both full
and one-third full, would overturn and move a d&,tnce greater ",Aan their depth; this,

in fact, was what occurred.

Further, it would be expected that the full 7-drum clusters would not overturn

nor slide a distance greater than their depth. This again is exactly what occurred.

The one-third full 7-drum cluster is marginal and it did not overturn.

The full 3-drum cluster is also marginal; in one case the cluster overturned and

In two cases it did not. The one-third full 3-drum array was expected to overturn

and it did.

In summary, the clustering experiments verified the basic clustering concepts

and in addition showed that it was possible to hold together 7-drum clusters under a
20 psi blast wave from a simulated 1 kt nuclear explosion.

Mdeldhn Expeiment5
Two lightweight table saws and band saws were exposed in a trench. One of

the table saws was picked up by the blast wave and impacted one of the band saws
and in the process was seriously damaged - it broke its table casting, and bent its

motor and sawblade mounting so that it was no longer serviceable. The remaining

three items suffered only minor damage. It is believed that, if the items had been

separated or restrained, no serious damage would have occurred.

Two lightweight band saws and one lightweight table saw were exposed to the
blast between two 6-ft high berms oriented parallel with the blast wave front one on

either sid. of a 5-ft wide level area. Both the berms and the level area were 12 ft

long. Only one of the band saws survived with minor damage. The other band saw

and the table saw suffered serious damage when they ;,npacted each other. Again, it
is believed that, if the equipment were iialttd or rett,.Ined, no serious damage

would have occurred.

Two lightweight band saws were exposed to the bhIst '.ehied a berm of srndbap

stacked 9 high (the berm had the shape of a right triangle with the sloping side

towards ground zero). Neither saw was seriously damaged. One saw was

immediately operable, and the other required only minor repair.
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Two band saws were exposed to the blast, protected front and back by stacks

of lumber bound together to the height of the saws with the open areas between the

lumber stacks filled with sandbags and the entire package anchored to the soil with

expedient soil anchors fastened by webbing. This stnek was partially overturned but

maintained its integrity and remained anchored. The two band saws recovered from

the package suffered no damage and were immediately operable.

Unproteeted - mt bememnts
One table saw and two band saws were exposed to the blast unprotected except

for sandbags piled against their legs. The band saw oriented end-on to the blast

wave moved about 2 ft downstream and overturned. It was not damaged. The band

saw oriented side-on to the blast was severely damaged; it was found in five pieces

and was unrepairable. The table saw was translated 25 ft downstream and

overturned but suffered only minor damage.

Prediction of the response of the equipment with the sandbags on their legs (six

bags weighing 50 lbs each) is somewhat complicated because the sandbags can have a

big effect on the response, but it is not known how long they remain in place. The
reason they can have a big effect is that they greatly increase the weight of the

equipment; for the band saw by a factor of 3 and for the table saw a factor of 3.6.
Table 11-7 compares the actual and predicted results for the three items of

equipment for the two limiting cases: the sandbags come off very early and have no
effect on the equipment response, and the sandbags remain in place throughout the

loading pulse.

It can be seen from this table that the side-on band saw behaved as if the
sandbags were not there in that it was severely damaged, which is expected to ,
require a minimum velocity of about 30 ft/sec--just about the velocity predicted with

no sandbags (32 ft/see). The velocity predicted with sandbags is only 11 ft/sec.

Further, the observed displacement of 24 ft is much closer to the 32 ft displacement

predicted for no sandbags than to the 4 ft, with sandbags.

The table saw also acted largely as if the sandbags were not there. Its dis-

placement was 25 ft. compared to predicted values of 32 ft without sandbags and 2 ft h

with sandbags. In contrast to the band saw side-on, it suffered only minor damage.
This is not inconsistent with the prediction method since the predicted velocity
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without sandbags is 32 ft/see, which is just slightly over the threshold for severe
damage.

The band saw end-on behaved just the opposite, i.e., it acted as if the sand-
bags remained in place until the loading was over. This conclusion is based primarily

on the small observed displacement of 2 ft, which agrees with that calculated with
sandbags. The displacement without sandbags was calculated at 16 ft. No real

conclusion can be drawn from the fact the equipment was not damaged since the
calculated velocities for both eases (8 ft/sec with sandbags and 23 ft/sec without)
were below the estimated severe damage threshold (30 ft/see).

Tabl II-?

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND OBSERVED RESULTS
FOR SANDBAGGED TEST ITEMS

Equipment Item Phed Val Damage lsplaement
Pred Obs Fred Obs

(ft/see) (ft) (ft)

Band saw side-on 32 th*- severe severe 32 24
without sandbags

Band saw side-on 11 minor it 4 24
with sandbags

"Band saw end-on 23 minor minor 16 2
without sandbags

Band saw end-on 8 minor " 2 2
with sandbags

Table saw 32 th*- severe minor 32 25
without sandbags

Table saw 9 minor minor 2 25
with sandbags

* threshold of
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INDUSTRIAL PROTECTION EXPERIMENTS AT THE DIRECT COURSE EVENT

Various industrial protection experiments were conducted at the DIRECT

COURSE event, which was an explosion of 600 tons of ANFO equivalent to approx-

imately 1 kt nuclear. The primary purpose of this group of experiments was to
further verify the clustering concept by:

1. Testing of clusters of actual equipment under conditions similar to those

for the clusters of simulated equipment (55-gallon drums) conducted at MILL RACE.

2. Testing of an actual equipment cluster inside a structure where it was

exposed to flying wall fragments as well as the blast wave.

3. Testing of simulated equipment clusters (55-gallon drums) under a wider

range of conditions than were investigated at MILL RACE includings
a. Higher overpressures
b. Larger clusters

c. Wider range of tie materials

In addition to the equipment clusters, eight individual items of unhardened
equipment were exposed at the nominal 20 psi pressure level to obtain reference data
on equipment vulnerability. Also, two electronic power supplies were placed in 55-

gallon drums and exposed at the same pressure level.

Equipment Cluster.
Three clusters were tested. Each cluster consisted of nine metal-cutting

bandsaws. Cushioning material consisting of automobile tires was placed between

the saws, and the cluster was tied together with seatbelt webbing. Each cluster was
about 3.5 ft wide with a depth, D, in the direction of the blast of 9 ft. The overall

density of the array was about 17 lb/ft .

Equipment Cluster on Conerete Pad - This cluster was at the nominal 20 psi

level; however, measurements made in line with this experiment but closer suggest
that the pressures were considerably higher, possibly as much as 20 to 30 percent.

It had been estimated that this cluster would translate approximately 3 ft and not
overturn if the array maintained its integrity. For the 20 to 30 percent higher

pressure the cluster was still not expected to overturn, but the displacement was
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expected to be about 5 to 6 ft. The displacement observed was 6 ft and the array
came apart to the extent that the first row of equipment was lifted over the second
row. Post-test examination showed that, although the legs of the bandsaws were
damaged beyond repair, eight out of nine of the saws themselves were operable with
only minor repair.

Equipment awitm' an Dirt Pad - It was calculated that this cluster would also
move approximately 5 ft for the impulse measured on the gauge line nearest this
experiment. This is what was observed when account is taken of the displacing of
the front row in the array over the top of the remaining two rows. Again, eight out.
of nine of the saws survived with only minor and easily reparable damage.

Equipment Cluter in Industrial Buiding - The purpose of this test was to
determine the effects of debris (in this case, asbestos siding) on clustered equipment.
The overpressure received at the building was 27 psi and the structure collapsed (an
unexpected result). The cluster displaced approximately the same distance as those
exposed in the open, but unfortunately thIA put it under one of the major structural
members of the collapsing building, and six of the nine items were seriously damaged
and could not be repaired.

a Q m__ar-b- of Equipment Cluster Respnse With Predictiomn
None of the equipment clusters was expected to overturn providing that the

cluster remained intact. However, there was partial failure of the fastenings and
partial overturning for the two clusters in the open. On the whole, however, the
cluster provided a good deal of protection to the equipment since 8 out of 9 items in
each cluster survived with only minor damage. However, their behavior did
emphasize the problems of fastening 1,>,,tweight equipment together. In this case
the deformation of the light ý,heet roetal loosined the seatbelt webbing suffici',ý;. . to
permit the front row of et .:niient to tuira o,,er onto the back two rows. It is
believed that the one item in eL h clustoer that was , damag. suffered in this
fashion. For more sturdy equip,. -Ytt it Is believed that this would not iav,
happened.

The predicted displacements for all clusters were close to the observed ones
when corrections were made for the 20 to 30 percent higher pressures received than
predicted.
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The prediction method indicates that lightweight equipment will receive serious
damage if it is impacted by a heavy or major structural member of a roof and this is
in fact just what happened to the cluster in the building. Six of the nine items
received serious damage. It may be noted that the probability of a major structural
member impacting a particular item of equipment is higher in this particular building,
which was of an unusual design not typical of a normal industrial building, since it
was built to withstand much higher pressures and thus the structural frame members
were more closely spaced and massive.

Simulated Bqupment Cluters
Simulated equipment clusters were exposed at three different ground ranges;

nominal 20 psi, nominal 30 psi, and nominal 40 psi.

Nominal 20 psi experiments - Three 7-drum clusters were exposed with

differing tie materials: 700 lb tensile strength nylon cord; 1,000 lb tensile strength
nylon cord; and 4,000 lb tensile strength seatbelt webbing. The best estimate of
actual pressure was 23 psi. Both of the nylon cord clusters came apart because of
failure of the cord. The seatbelt webbing cluster survived. It displaced 1 ft
compared to a predicted value of 1.75 ft.

Nominal 30 psi experiments - Five clusters with differing numbers of drums
(two 14-drum, two 10-drum, and one 7-drum) were exposed. The best estimate of
the actual pressure was 39 psi. The clusters all showed some degree of breakup, in
this case duo to drums losing lids and some of their contents and deforming so that
the webbing loosened and released drums from the cluster. A 10-drum cluster on a
concrete pad stayed mostly intact even though two of the drums partiaUy deformed
after losing lids. This suggests that more rigid bodies can be successfully clustered
at this pressure level if bound with 8,000 lb tensile strength seatbelt webbing.

Nominal 40 psi experiments - Two 7-drum clusters and two 19-drum clusters
were exposed. The best estimate of actual pressure is between 44 and 50 psi. All
clusters broke up because of both deforming of the barrels and rupturing of the 8,000
psi seatbelt webbing when the drums did not deform.

bffarluon of Simulated Equipment (lusters Belhvior With Predictions
At the nominal 20 psi level (best estimate actual 23 to 25 psi) the 7-drum

clusters were not expected to overturn, providing that the cluster remained intact.
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And, this is in fact what occurred. The seatbelt cluster that remained intact did not

overturn, and the two nylon cord clusters where the cord ruptured came completely

apart.

At the nominal 30 psi level (best estimate actual 39 psi) the 7-drum cluster was

expected to overturn, the 10-drum not to overturn but only marginally, and all larger

clusters to not overturn. The only cluster to basically remain intact was a 10-drum

cluster that did not overturn.

At the nominal 40 psi level (best estimate 44 to 50 psi) none of the clusters

remained intact.

Overall 0 0n. iom . R ~egaring Iuste ing

All of the experiments support the basic clustering concepts. The only problem

appears to be in making sure that the cluster maintains its integrity under the blast

loading. The ability to hold a cluster together would appear to depend on the type

of equipment in the cluster, the size of the cluster, the means for fastening it

together, and the loading on the cluster.

Type of equipmmt - The experiments show that, for both the lightweight

equipment used and the 55-gallon drums, deformation of the items caused partial or

complete loss of integrity of the cluster. In the case of the equipment, it is felt

that this could have been cured by welding braces on the frame to stiffen the

equipment and in the case of the drums by usinp ones without replaceable lids.

Actually strapping together medium or heavy equipiient likely will be easier than for

light equipment.

Simc of cluster - Relatively little information is available on how large a

cluster it is practical to make. Based on the light equipment cluster results the

depth of the cluster can be at least 9 ft for loadings of at least 20 psi using the

8,000 lb seatbelt webbing. It seems likely that somewhat larger equipment clusters

can be made and/or the same size used at higher pressures; however, further

experiments are necessary before pasqsing these limits too far.

Msans for fastening the cluster together - The 8,000 lb tensile strength seat-
belt webbing has been shown to be sufficiently strong up to about 40 psi for the 1 kt

loading of MILL RACE and DIRECT COURSE. If the assumption is made that the
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breakup of the webbing is due to the maximum pressure in the loading pulse then this
same result would be expected for a 1 Mt explosion. It is believed that this Is a
reasonable assumption providing that the cluster is not near the limit of overturning.
Here again, however, it would be desirable to devise some experiments to check on

this assumption.

Losdi on clust"er - The maximum loading that a cluster can take is not really
known but it is likely between 30 and 40 psi.

Clustering drums to protect hazardous materials using seatbelt webbing would
likely be practical up to pressures of at least 25 psi (and possibly 35 psi) if the drums
do not have replaceable lids or if the lids can be fastened so they do not come off.

Individual Unhardened Equipment Item ExRerV est3
Table 11-8 lists the 8 equipment items exposed at the nominal 20 psi level

(actual 23 to 25 psi) along with their post-test condition and predicted behavior.

Note that the electronic power supply is so lightweight (i.e., it has such a low
DF value) that it does not fit the conditions assumed in the calculation very well
with regard to pure impulse loading. Once the velocity of the object becomes
significant compared to the particle velocity of the shook wave, then the effective
loading force Is less than that given by a pure impulse loading. Somewhat arbitrarily
the point at which this occurs has been assumed to start at 50 ft/sec. This is why
the velocity is shown only as > 50 ft/sec and the displacement as > 80 ft.

All items of equipment were predicted to be severely damaged except the two
band saws end-on. For these items the calculated velocity was almost exactly at
the threshold of severe damage so that no firm prediction could be made. As the
results turned out, these two saws received only minor damage. One other Item, one
of the power supplies, also survived with only minor damage. The other 5 items
were severely damaged as predicted. The observed and predicted displacements

were generally in moderate agreement; however, as seen in other experiments, the
scatter in these results Is rather large. It is interesting to note that the two band

saws survived the calculated velocity of 32 ft/see and displacements of 15 and 20 ft
and one power supply a calculated velocity of > 50 ft see and displacement of > 80 ft
without being severely damaged. These results tend to confirm that the threshold
for severe damage for tumbling impact (over dirt surfaces) is at least 30 ft/sec
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because no Item of equipment received a velocity less than this and was severely

damaged.

Table 11-8
RESULTS FROM UNHARDENED INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT ITEM TESTS

Xqu mmnt Item Wed Vel DamD mmpt
Fee Obs Pld Obs

(ft/seM ) (ft) (ft)

Band saw side-on 45 severe severe 62 25- 38

Band saw side-on it" I " 25-100

Band saw end-on 32 the-severe minor 24 15

Band saw end-on i " 20

Table saw 45 severe severe 62 120

Table saw " severe severe 62 ?

Power supply > 50 severe severe >80 80

Power supply > 50 minor >80 50

* threshold of

meetronie Fowe ly Hhrden xpurm t
The two power supplies, which were of the same type as those tested in the

unprotected equipment experiments, were placed in 55-gallon drums half filled with

sand and anchored to the simulated equipment clusters at the nominal 20 psi level.
One was also given protection from the static overpressure by placing it in a bath of

alcohol inside a plastic bag in a depression In the sand. This unit showed no damage
post-test while the other showed only minor and easily reparable damage. The

results of this experiment suggest that delicate electronic equipment can be hardened

to at least 20 psi in a simple and rapid fashion.
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INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT TESTS AT THE MISERS BLUFF EVENT

The major purpose of the testing at the MISERS BLUFF phase II Event 1 was
to demonstrate a comparison of equipment survival between an unhardened factory
and a factory hardened by direct burial of all equipment (surrounded by crushable

material) in place In the factory building. In addition, however, two large milling
machines were exposed unprotected outside the building. The Phase II Event 1 wits
an explosion of 120 tons of ANFO equivalent to about 0.2 kt nuclear. The factociw
were exposed to peak overpressures from 300 psi (front face) to 210 psi (back face)
while the mills were exposed to a peak overpressure of about 115 psi.

All the equipment in the hardened building survived with only minor damage
except for one drill press while essentially all of the equipment in the unhardened
building was severely damaged demonstrating very clearly that burial is a very good
countermeasure.

Neither one of the mills was severely damaged although minor damage resulted
from fragments generated from the destruction of the unhardened structure, whichI was closer to the explosion but off to the side of the mills. Mill #3 was calculated
to achieve a velocity of about 11 ft/sec, which is only slightly larger than its
calculated overturning velocity of 9.3 ft/sec. Thus, it is not surprising that the mill
did not overturn since this is considered a marginal case. The calculated translation

distance was 4 ft compared to the observed one of 3 ft.

SMill #4 was calculated to achieve a velocity of 22 ft/see, which is very much
' larger than the calculated overturning velocity of 5 ft/see, so that it was expected

to overturn and it did. Since there was no object for the mill to impact against

except the ground surface the fact that it did not get seriously damaged at a
velocity of 22 ft/see is not surprising since it has been estimated that the threshold
for serious damage in tumbling impact is about 30 ft/sec. Overall, the behavior of
the mills is consistent with the prediction method. This is interesting because the

peak overpressure in this test was considerably higher than in any of the other tests.

I
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Section 5
REOW11ENDED ADDITIONAL TESTING*

There are three basic areas in which additional study and experimental data are

needed to improve the prediction of blast damage to industrial equipment and to

provide countermeasures to protect such equipment. These are:

1. Motions of the equipment under blast wave forces

2. Responses of equipment to various impact processes

a. Overturning/impact
b. Tumbling/impact

c. Translation/impact

d. Fragment (missile) impact

3. Protective ability of countermeasures

MOTIONS OF EQUIPMENT UNDER BLAST WAVE FORCES

As discussed in Section 2 (and detailed in Appendix A, Section A-1) the basic

equation of motion assumed for the development of the present prediction methods is:

v = Cd(A/m)Iq (Eq. 1)

where v = velocity achieved by the equipment under the blast loading

Cd = drag coeffficient

A = cross-sectional area exposed to the blast

m = mass of the equipment
I = dynamic pressure impulse
q

* ,oany o1' the ideas for this section came from Ref 13.
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This equation is based on the assumption that impulsive loading conditions

apply, i.e., that the velocity the equipment achieves during the passage of the blast

wave is negligible with respect to the particle velocity of the blast wave. This

assumption should not be greatly in error for the peak object velocities of concern

(which are significantly less than 50 ft/sec) considering that the peak air particle

velocities of 5, 10, and 20 psi blast waves are 240, 425, and 760 ft/sec respectively.

The only real uncertainty in the above equation is the drag coefficentp and

possibly the effective cross-sectional area if the object rotates during the loading.

Evaluation of these two factors, which can be considered together, is the main

objective of this portion of the proposed experimental program.

RESPONSES OF EQUIPMENT TO IMPACT PROCESSES

Three types of equipment impact and one type of fragment impact have been

identified in Section 2 as being of primary importance. The equipment impact oases

are as follows:

1. Simple overturning followed by impact on the ground surface

2. Tumbling resulting in multiple glancing impacts on the ground

surface

3. Translation followed by vertical (or head-on) impact against other

equipment or surfaces

The most serious of these impact mechanisms with regard to causing damage is

expected to be the third one, impact against vertical surfaces. It has been assumed

in the prediction methods presented earlier that the threshold of severe damage for
average impact sensitivity equipment will occur when it is dropped from a height of

1.5 ft onto a rigid surface. rthis corresponds to an impact velocity of 10 ft/seo. At
the other limit it has been assumed that serious damage is assured for this type of

equipment if is dropped from a height of 14 ft, which corresponds to an impact

4 velocity of 30 ft/sec. The assumptions made for low and high sensitivity equipment

are given in the following table:
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DhIW.,'e of Shock fuWhM of Severe Dmae AMRed Sevre DUMP
Suultlvity Drop Ht Imfpat vel Drap Ht Impact Val

(ft) (ft/see) (ft) (ft/see)
High 0.75 7 6 20

Normal 1.5 10 14 30

Low 6.0 20 25 40

It should be emphasized that the above assumptions were based on plausibility
arguments rather than any significant set of experimental data as such data do not

exist. The objective of the eqLipment impact portion of the program is to generate

a set of data to replace the assumed ones given in the above table.

It is believed that all needed information about the simple overturning case can

be inferred from the results of the vertical impact tests. This is partially true for

the tumbling impact case also; it is believed, howevert that some testing of this

condition will be necessary.

The last type of impact process of concern is fragment or missile impact, which

involves primarily fragmentation of the wall of a structure and subsequent impact of
the fragments against an item of equipment inside or adjacent to the structure.
Since such fragments are not massive like the surfaces considered above under
equipment impact, an effective impact velocity concept was introduced (see Section
2 and Appendix A, part 8), which assumes that the equipment will punch through the

wall end that the effective impact velocity of such a wall is the velocity given to the

equipment by the wall impact under inelastic conditions. In other words:

V(e)/V(w) = w(w)/W(e)

where V(e) is the velocity of the equipment after impact by the wall

V(w) is the initial wall velocity

W(w) is the weight of the portion of the wall that punches out
"and goes with the equipment

W(e) is the weight of the equipment plus W(w)
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The objective of the fragment impact portion of the wogram is to check on the

validity of the effective impact velocity concept and, if it Is not suitable, to obtain

sufficient experimental data to develop new criteria.

PROTECTIVE ABILITY OF COUNTERMEASURES

It is shown in Section 3 that, although there are quite a few countermeasures

that will reduce the vulnerability of equipment, there are only three basic types that

will do so by a large amount. These ares

1. Evacuation

2. Burial

3. Ceusterion (with and without sandbag revetments)

The first two of these, evacuation and burial, are quite straightforward and do

not need further experimental investigation. The limits to the usefulness of the

ccustering countermeasure, however, have not been fully evaluated. All of the

experiments conducted to date show that the basic cluster concept is valid, providing

that the cluster remains intact during the loading period. Further, it has been shown
that dlustes'' of up to at least 10 ft square will hold together at the 20 psi level from

a 1 kt weapon. What remains to be determined is:

1. What is the upper limit in size for a cluster exposed at the
20 to 30 psi level?

2. How will the clusters behave under megaton range loadings?

3. How much help does the sandbag revetment give to a cluster?

CONSIDERATION OF SCALING

botion Studies

As noted above, there is little question about the equations of motion; the

pieces miissing are the drag coefficients and possibly the effective cross-sectional

areas. Experiments are necessary to obtain such information, but such experiments
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do not need to be made at full scale using real equipment. Instead, they can be
made on a model scale using equipment simulants. The use of model scale simulants
for this type of testing will greatly reduce the costs of the experimental test
program.

It should be noted that in these motion studies the main objective is to measure
the velocity of the object after the loading is over, and knowing the input I to
calculate the effective value of Cd A from Equation 1. In the modeling of the
equipment the only concern is that the aerodynamic characteristics (primarily cross-
sectional shape) be preserved and that too large a scale change not be used. This is
because of possible local non-uniformities in the flow and because there is generally
less acceptance of scaling involving too large a factor.

Rhsonse of Equipmmt to Impact fooees
In contrast to the motion studies the use of equipment simulants and scale

models is not considered generally practical for studying the response of equipment
to Impact at velocities high enough to cause rupture of materials. Scaling can onlybe used with confidence when the basic relationships governing the response are
known as in the case of object motion under blast loadings. The multitude of
mechanical failure mechanisms that can be involved in equipment damage would be

virtually impossible to describe with sufficient confidence to derive scaling
relationships. Further, it is very possible that the various mechanisms will have
different scaling so that a single scaling is not valid. For very simple impact cases,
such as the impact of two rods end to end, the stress wave equations are known and
it is possible to calculate, for example, what impact velocity is needed to exceed the
compressive strength of the material and under what conditions sufficient tensile
stresses can be generated at the opposite end to cause scabbing, i.e., tensile failure.
Not very many sets of impact conditions, however, can be simplified in this manner.

For the above reasons it is believed that in general the response of the
equipment to impact needs to be studied using actual items of equipment. Simulants
can only be used if the changes from the real equipment are clearly such as not to
change the impact sensitivity.

One possible exception to the above is if the equipment has a known response
to a given acceleration. Then It may be possible to test an equipment simulant
containing an accelerometer to determine the relationship between impact velocity
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and acceleration. This probably will work only if the equipment is more or les peak
acceleration sensitive.*

Note that for the equipment impact tests the recommended means for achieving

the desired range of impact velocities is simply to drop the equipment from a range
of heights. An actual blast wave is not considered necessary since the motion
studies should give sufficiently accurate predicted velocities.

For the fragment impact tests, however, it is believed that explosive loading of
the frangible walls (which are of most concern) will be necessary at least in the
initial stages of the test program. This is because prediction of the fragment
velocities is much less sure than prediction of the equipment velocities and because
the velocities of concern are much higher than those for the equipment studies so
that drop tests become much more difficult. Such explosively driven tests will
require a facility such as the Shook Tunnel (Ref. 14) or its equivalent.

Further Evaluation of the Clustering Couutermeaswe
In evaluating the clustering countermeasure the three major objectives ares

To determine what size clusters will maintain their integrity under
overpressures greater than the 20 to 30 pli.

To determine if the cluster behavior is different under megaton
range loadings from behavior under kiloton range loading.

To determine how much help a sandbag revetment gives to a
cluster.

Although some help and guidance to the above questions may be obtained by
testing with scale model equipment slmulants, the majority of the testing will have to
be done using nearly full scale equipment or simulants. This is for the same reason
that real equipment needs to be tested for equipment damage - the exact mechanism
of failure of the cluster Is not known and thus cannot be scaled. It is anticipated
however, that equipment simulants such as the 50 gal drums can be used in place of

• Peak reading accelerometers (Impacto-Graphs) have been used in anthropomorphic
dummies for studying Impact effects on human beings.
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real equipment since, in general, it is the failure of the cluster ties that is important

and not the failure of the equipment inside the cluster.

Cluster testing should be conducted as a ride-along program on one or more

large scale HE tests. Although it is desirable to obtain data from both a I kt and a

10 kt test, the latter is the higher priority, because considerable data have already

been obtained on the 1 kt scale. If the luags scale HE tests are not available, then

some useful Information can be obtained by tests conducted in the shook tunnel or its

equivalent.

Testing Prority
It is believed that the highest priority for further study and testing is in the

cluster evaluation area. The reasoning for this judgment is as follows. It appears

generally desirable to protect equipment to at least 20 psi. Very little industrial

equipment will survive anywhere near this pressure unless it is protected by one of

the top three countermeasures (evacuation, burial, or clustering). And if it is

protected by one of these three countermeasures, then it is largel~v immaterial what

Its unprotected survivability pressure is.

The second highest priority is In further study and testing of the basic

survivability of industrial equipment. Such information is useful for those cases

where it is not believed necessary to protect the equipment to pressures as high as

20 psi, which In turn would permit the use of some of the less effective counter-

measures that generally do not protect to a given pressure but rather will increase

basic survivability by some factor. Such information also will be useful for

equipment that Inherently has a high survivability pressure since here again one of

the less effective countermeasures may be able to be used.

The lowest priority area is in further study and testing of the motions of

equipment under blast loading. Basically, this area Is as important as the equipment

impact area; much more Is known about It, however, and It is much more susceptible

to calculation.

Note that, for all three of the above areas, the starting point for further work

has been taken as the experimental test program. This is because it Is believed that

the analyses conducted to data have gone about as far as It is profitable without

further verification and guidance from the experiments.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED CLUSTER TEST PROGRAM

1 kt Test Scale
Plain Cluster

40 psi level -- 3 sizes - 2 fastening methods -- total 6 clusters
30 psi level -- -- total 6 clusters
20 psi level -- -- total 6 clusters

Cluster with Sandbags
40 psi level -- 2 mimes - 2 fastening methods -- total 4 cluster.
30 psi level -- " " -- total 4 clusters
20 psi level -- " -- total 4 clusters

Subtotal 30 clusters

10 kt Test Sale
Same as for 1 kt -- Subtotal 30 clusters

Grand t kt and 10 kt 60 olusters

Estimated ¶otal Cat - $150P000.

Facilities Neededt I and 10 kt HE tests. It is assumed that the cluster tests
are a ride-along program and do not bear any of the costs of conducting the teats.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT IMPACT TEST PROGRAM

Approximately 30 different types of equipment as a minimum should be impact
testedi approximately 15% of these fit in the high sensitivity class; 7096 in the
normal sensitivity clamse and 15% in the low sensitivity class. It is estimated that it
will be necessary to test between 5 and 10 samples of each type of equipment.*

The testing will start with impact velocities corresponding to the currently
estimated threshold of severe damage, e.g., 10 ft/aeo for normal sensitivity
equipment. If no severe damage is obtained at this impact velocity the velocity will

* There is insufficlent Information available at present regarding the statistical
distributions of failures to estimate the number of tests required any closer than this.
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be Increased by Increments (of, say, a value half way between the threshold velocity
and the velocity assumed for assured damage - for normal sensitivity equipment this
would be 20 ft/see) until severe damage it obtained.

Although a variety of Impact surfaces are poesible, the great majority of the
tests will be conducted by impacting against a massive concrete surface, since this is
a very credible condition that tends to be on the conservative side.

Repeat tests on the same item of equipment will be conducted providing the
damage incurred is lea than severe and is reparable.

stimated Total Cot - $300,000.

Faeliles lNoeededt An arrangement for dropping equipment from heights up to
approximately 20 to 25 ft onto a concrete slab. The costs of providing such a facil-
ity are anticipated to be small compared with the actual testing and analysis costs.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED FRAGMENT IMPACT TESTS

The purpose of the fragment impact tests is to determine If the effective
impact velocity concept is valid. If it im, then in general the equipment impact
proces controls the damage. For this reason selected examples of some of the types
of equipment used in the equipment impact tests will also be used for the fragment
Impact tests.

It is estimated that initially some 10 different types of equipment will be
tested with possibly up to 5 samples of each type of equipment.

The tests will be conducted in the Shook Tunnel (or equivalent faeflity) by
placing a oonorctio block waill (or poss!bly a brick -:T•i) tvtween L;, equipment and
the blast wave.

Estniated Total Oost - $175,000

Facilities Neededs Although thore are other facilities that provide long

duration loadings, the Shook Tunnel is the only known facility that will permit flying
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fragments such as those resulting from the breaklap of the concrete block or brick
wall to be releasod Inside the facility. The shook tunnel is currently not in
operation and approximately $100,000 would be necessary to start It up.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT MOTION STUDIES

As noted earlier these tests are to Jointly evaluate the drag coefficient and
effective cros-sectional areas of typical industrial equipment. Also as noted such
tests can be conducted on a model seale with equipment simulants.

It is estimated that as a minimum some 20 to 30 different shaped equipment
should be modeled for these tests.

Etimated Total Cot - $100,000

'aoffitIes Needed: Any convenient shook tube can be used for these tests.
The minimum size is about 1 ft square, although a somewhat larger croso section
would be preferable.
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PART III

CAM I
COMPANY "X" A TYPICAL HIGH T NOLOGY FIRM

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

LomUm ad Lo01 Hazmvs
This high tech firm began in the early 1960's when it was located on the

peninsula 20 miles south of San Francisco to serve a variety of possible markets.

Major hazards that threaten this peninsula site are earthquakes and nuclear attack, the
facility having been located near the San Andrea Fault and in a region that TR-82 has
Indicated should be 16 psi.

Product and MNark
Initially, the company served the burgeoning aerospace industry, manufacturing

its product and auxiliary equipment mainly for space researah and space programs,
then branched out to high energy physics and electronics industries. The principal
product, an ion pump, enabled Industries involved in vacuum research and vacuum
technology to have ready acces to high vaouums to support a variety of task.
Applications include driving large vacuum chambers such u the aerospace industry
requires to study effects of a space environment on operation of systems designed for
space usel creating the vacuum needed In high energy physics for linear accelerators
(which may require several hundred large units, each with a pumping speed of 400 1/5)1
and to supply complete benoh-top vacuum systems to laboratories involved in qlutter
coating thin films for chips. These ion pumps typically enable vacuumsri 10 torr
to be ach1wved in very large chambers, or extremely high vacuum 10 torr to be
achieved in smaller chambers.

Utilities

Fo, production operations utility requirements area

o Eleotrioityi 220/440 volt, 2,000 amp service;
o Gas comfort heat only;
o Watc. moderate supply for ohem tankul

Ill-i
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The largest demand for power Is to operate welding equipment. Each large ion
pump unit requires 4 hours of welding time out of 15 hours of labor to construct. The

large units are made up in batches of 20 to 25, the smaller ones are made up in batches
of 100. A large finished unit will weigh about 300 lb and a small one around 25 lb.
Materials are moved in, and finished products out, via commercial carrier. Thus,
transportation capability onsite in an emergency is limited to two pickup trucks (and
private automobiles of personnel).

FeuWal a
About 33 full time employees are required to operate the facility in a normal

environment. Eighteen of these are not directly involved in production, but six of
these are involved in research (and could provide additional backup resources for
production in an emergency). A breakdown of the 21 positions that are directly
involved in production or could provide backup capability Is as followso

Production,
Manufacturing Engineer ------------ 2

Production Manager ------------ 1
Materials Coordinator ------------ 1
Welders . . 4

Sheetmetal workers ------.-... . 3

Machinists (Journeymen) -------.---- 3
Floor Engineer .... ------- 1

Research & Development
Mechanical Engineer ------------ 3

Electrical Engineer - ------------ 2

Physicist ------- 1

Production Proces
Figure 111-1 indicates the facility production layout. The product requires

attaohing Items formed onsite to products obtained elsewhere, including forging. that
are contracetd out and then machined onslte to required tolerances. The formed
items are made of stainless steel sheet. Sheets are first sheared to size (see left hand

side of Faigure II-1), then holes with appropriate shapes (conic sections) are punched
In the flat sheets to form openinp where attached cylinders will interseot, the sheets
rolled to form the oylinders, and flanges formed where needed on a break. Purchased
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items (e.g., high vacuum "Kovar" seals and "McLeod Gauges") are then placed in
position and welded. The machining of the special forgings to the desired shape and
tolerances is a concurrent operation with the forming. Various stages of the
machining required onsite occur where the lathes and milling machine are located (see
Figure 111-1). At the welder stations, the formed sheets and machined forgings are
joined to meet speclfications, then leak tested and chemically cleaned before placing
them in the oven for baking out the occluded gases.

prietltes

The milling machine, the chucker, and some of the six welders and six tanks are
not absolutely necessary. (The chuoker makes six holes simultaneously - these could
be drilled on the lathe; the milling machine is used to make the slot for leak testing
simply because a milled slot looks neater for marketing; because welding is the
bottleneck, one of the welders is a standby unit to keep production flowing in case a
unit breaks down.) An electric forklift with a 3p000 lb capacity Is sufficient to move
materials about the shop, but this could be done by hand.

R & D Resources
In order not to interfere with production, the R & D group has its own machines

that are used to manufacture modified units and for testing of new processes and new
ideas. Clearly, R & D efforts may be expected to have a low priority in a post-
disaster environment, in which case it is reasonable to anticipate that the machines
assigned this department could be used for production.

VULNERABILITY/SURVIVAL ANALYSIS AND COUNTERMEASURE SELECTION

The analysis commenced with an evaluation of all the equipment. The forms
used were those presented in Part I. In the material Immediately following:

Table I1l-I summarizes data for Company X on the "ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT
INVENTORY WORKSHEET.'1

Table 111-2 is the "ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT VULNERABILITY WORKSHEET"
for processing the Table I11-1 data to arrive at the SURVIVABILITY rating. For
nuclear attack, this SURVIVABILITY rating is the maximum blast overpressure the

item can survive without protection.
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The survivability ratings in Table 111-2 Indicate quite clearly that none of the

items of equipment at Company X would survive the expected overpresure of 16 pai.

Consequently, If the equipment Is to be hardened so that It can survive, an analysis of

countermeasures must be conducted to determine what is workable (that is, both
feasible and practical) at this facility.

ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR HARDENING

TO TARGET OVERPRESSURE

Every facility must deal with the fact that one or more of the possible hardening

options nay not be feasible or practical; such options need to be weeded out quickly.

(For example, at Company X9 the site has a high water table so burial belowgrade is an
obviously undeirable alternative.) A frequent occurrence is that weights of

equipment are incompatible with materials handling and transporting capabilities
onsite so that, even if movement is feasible, it Isn't practical unleu some prior
arrangement can be made for the necessary equipment. (A risk here is that, unless
some mutually beneficial consideration exists that is critical to both parties to the

arrangement, in the face of a serious emergency one of the parties may simply ignore
it.) Limitations of the sort just described will be facility-specific so that it Isn't
possible to lay out all problems and solutions for every possible circunmtance.

Consequently, it Is up to the individual facilities to identify feasible options that are
practical. The analysis of hardening alternatives at Company X follows.

Rvasmtion
For evacuation to be successful, the following conditions must be met:

1. Adequate loading and transportation facilities must be available.
2. A safe area must be Identified for evacuation to be meaningful.
3. There must be reasonable assurance that the route from the indus-

trial plant to a safe area is open and can be negotiated in the
required time (loading and moving must be completed in 3 days total
time).

As the first requirement cannot be met for all the equipment at this facility with

resources at hand, evacuation cannot be applied as a general countermeasure, here.

111-9
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The problem at Company X is that three of the items of equipment (see Table 111-1)
weigh more than 10,000 lb while materials handling and transportation remouroes to
deal with anything over 3,000 lb are not onsite. (Onsite resouroes are limited to the
3,000 Ib capacity forklift and 2 pickup trucks with maximum load capability of 3,000 lb
each.)

Although all of the remaining items of equipment at Company X could be moved
fairly readily without special handling equipment and expertise, it would require one or
two large trucks to accomplish in a single trip. Teohnically, several round tripe with
the pickup trucks could do it, but this is not likely to be practical for the following
reason. In the face of a threat of an imminent disaster the return trips would be
against a flow of traffic likely to be especially heavy, and probably using all lanes for
the exodus as well. This version of the option does not, therefore, seem to offer a
high probability for success and must be considered Impractical. Another evacuation
scenario that may prove more practical is to move the equipment out with a one way
trip on a large truck, but this requires arrangements to be made for space on a truck
leaving the local area. There are two negative aspects to this option. It lacks a
high level assurance of success because resources from outside the plant are required,
and the problem of how to deal with the large items of equipment that are not easily
moved remains.

S~Burial
Even if there were not a high water table problem at Company X, because of the

three very heavy items of essential equipment, the inability either to load them or to
transport them with resources on hand would make their burial belowgrade impractical.
Consequently, to apply the burial countermeasure to these items requires use of the
abovegrade technique (this can be done with the equipment left in place, or pushed
together on the floor). It will require a minimum of 100 tons of soil or 4,000 sandbags
to bury them above grade. Obviously, without soil material onsite or nearby, this
alternative would not be feasible either. Fortunately, a great deal of soil Is
accessible only several hundred yards from the facility. On further consideration, it
is apparent that 60 to 90 trips, each with a full pickup truck, would be required to
move enough soil to the site, and at least 60 man-hours would be required to do this,
assuming the soil were loose. If the soil were hard, it might require two or three
times this much time, or nearly 3 to 4 man-weeks for Just these three items.
Therefore, if there is a faster hardening option, it should be applied. Clustering is
likely to be a faster alternative. If it proves to be effective, it is not only faster but
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better from the standpoint that it solves the problem of what to do about some of the

other equipment that must be saved.

The clustering countermeasure seems to offer the most practical all around
solution at this facility. (There is even welding equipment onsite to enable a frame of
steel channels to be welded around the cluster to ensure It acts as a unit.) To
achieve the dimensions necessary for cluster survival, more equipment would be needed
than just the three heavy objects. To maintain the integrity of the cluster, objects
that collapse or distort easily should not be used, or the cluster may break up as a
result. For example, an oven would be a poor choice for a cluster as it has little
structural strength and would quickly collapse under load. Generally speaking, the
greater the F value (an P of 1.0 is a solid block of steel) the leo likely collapse or
distortion will occur. Even solid wood with an F of 0.10 is acceptable because it will
not collapse and will distort only a little. However, as F values get down wound 0.05
or lower, this generally indicates either very lightweight material or empty cabinetry.
Either of these conditions could result in collapse of the object (though occasionally
the cabinetry may be made of heavy enough steel plate that it would distort very
little). Thus, equipment with an F factor lower than 0.10 should be considered
carefully for its acceptability. An additional indicator that may help is what would
happen if the object in question were placed between a bulldozer and one of the heavy
freestanding items of equipment, and then both objects pushed across the floor. If
the item in question will hold up for this, it is likely to survive well enough to be used
in a cluster, but if it would distort or collapse it should not be Included.

An examination of the equipment in Table III-1 at Company X was made to see
what should be deleted from a cluster as unsuited! these items are indicated in Table
111-3. It is Important to note, here, that even though nonessential items are not
listed on Table lI-lp, It may be worthwhile when considering the clustering alternative
to include some of them. There are at least two good reasons for this: their
Inclusion may be necessary to have enough Items to make up a cluster large enough to
survive, and benefits may be obtained by putting nonessential items around the
perimeter of the cluster to serve as buffers against missile and impact damage. To
protect essential items unsuitable for clustering, some other alternative must be used
for hardening them (this will be taken up later). The cluster option was evaluated at
Company X with all suitable Items of essential equipment included (these are identified
in Table III-4).

If&-I .
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TABLE 111-3
EQUIPMENT UNSUITABLE FOR CLUSTERING

Uquipnmt Item 7Uvlvabili, Faotot Weight
(pei) (Ib)

1. Band Saw 1.3 0.030 070
2. Spot Welder 1.0 0.005 200
3. Oven 1.5 0.010 2850

4. Deburrer 1.0 0.017 125
5. Chemical Tanks 1.3 0.027 720
6. Power Roll 1.0 0.042 1168

TABLE 111-4

CLUSTERED EQUIPMENT

Equldp t Item F Ftr MFm Area (A,) (F z At)
(sq ft)

Hydraulic Proem 0.10 55 5.5

Hydraulic Shear 0.11 87 9.6
Hydraulic Punch Preu 0.21 33 6.9
Engine Lathe 0.076 19 1.4

Turret Lathe 0.040 53 2.1
Horizontal Mili 0.039 38 1.5
Leak Detector (2) 0.076 8 0.0
TIG Welder (4) 0.129 20 2.6
Electric Forklift 0.059 31 1.8

Chucker 0.053 80 3.2
Vacuum Pump (2) 0.138 8 1.1

Drill Press 0.04 21 0.8

1.072 433 37.1

Average F Factor for the 12 items of equipment listed = 1.072/12 - 0.089

Weighted Average F Factor = 37.1/433 = 0.086
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A cluster of the items listed in Table 111-4 could be made into an array roughly
19 feet by 24 feet and having an average P w 0.086. From Figure 111-2 (Figure V-8
from Part V) with 19 feet taken for the size (the si.e 8 in Figure 111-2 is always the
cluster minimum dimension), this cluster is expected to survive 32 psi; this is nearly
double the PB a 16 value taken from TR-82. Though a 100% cushion is not really
required3 a larger array than necesary (with its higher survival capability) may be
beneficial, to cover judgmental and targeting errors. There is a proviso, here, that
one can be assured the array will hold together. Generally, as the dimensions of an
array get larger (and also as the number of small objects In it increases) the more
difficult it is to tie together as a unit to make It work. If the resources and ability
exist onsite to weld a framework around the oluster, larger arrays will be possible (but
studies have yet to be conducted to determine technical and practical limits).

If all the R & D equipment at Company X is added to the cluster, then P would
become 0.071 and the array size would increase to 26 feet by 24 feet. The result of

becomes slightly over 35 psi according to Figure 111-2. In the event the R & D

equipment is added, it would be preferable to locate it around the perimeter to provide

a buffer for missile and other impacts (though only two sides would be so protected).
Because the company It located with a bay on one side, it would be tuslikely for the
blast to come from that direotion, and the buffer Items placed at 90 d -gees to this
face would be especially likely to work successfully.

To help ensure the cluster remain a unit, 6 inch channel (between , 5 and 16 lb
per foot) should be used to form a box around it at elevations roughly 1, .ated at the
third points of the oluster height and at the top. These bands will nt. -I standoffs
(also best located at the third points along each face) to keep the two se±.wated and
about 2 ft apart. Figure 111-3 Indicates what this box system would look Like. The
steel requirement for the two bands would be for twelve 6-inoh channels 26 ft long and
weighing around 390 lb each (about $75 per channel). Sixteen standoffs woi'd be
required, each being about 2 ft long. Four-inch, 7.25 lb channel would be adeqt,,,e
for this purpose at an additional weight of about 240 lb of steel (costing another $7".
including cutting).

To complete the oluster, about 220 linear feet of 9 Ga. 6 ft chain link fencing
material (not onsite, but available at $2.65 per lineal foot) is needed to provide missile
and fire protection. A layer of thii fencing material around the perimeter tacked to
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the channel and then a layer of sandbags stuffed inside, plus a layer of fencing over
the top of the array, with a layer of sandbags over this, too, and another layer of
fencing on top and welded to the channel to hold the sandbags in place, would provide
reasonable missile protection and Inhibit fire damage from any combustible solids in
the area. Roughly, 600 to 700 sandbags and 12 cubic yards of soil would be needed.
The resources to assemble the entire cluster (ohannels, fenoing, sandbap, and sand or
soil) would cost around *1,800.

To keep the apparent cost of these adjuncts to disaster preparedness down, they

may be selected with the idea of putting them to alternative uses onsite. Obviously,
the chain link fencing could be used as fencing. The soil (and/or sand) could be used
for decorative purposes such as In raised planter boxesp and the channel (at about $3
per linear foot) might be used anywhere structural members are required -- as lighting
,tandards, part of a building addition, or a storage rack. Thus, the actual standby
cost for keeping these materials on hand in case of a national disaster could be
reduced to something substantially less than their actual cost (perhaps to the

equivalent of only three to five hundred dollars). Compared to the cost of the
equipment that could be saved, this is very Inexpensive disaster insurance. The
Important thing to note, however, is that such resources will not generally be available
from suppliers at the time this kind of emergency situation arises (when everybody else
wants them), so to ensure they are available, their acquisition would have to be made
now or in the near future. The clustering option is the optimum hardening alternative
to implement in terms of shortest time for executing, resources required, simplicity of
keeping all necessary resources on hand (so implementation is independent of outside
support), probability of enabling eswential equipment to survive.

For the items not protected by the cluster (Table 111-3), there are a number of
Soptions that can be considered. These items could be buried abovegrade, protected by

packaging and anchoring, or evacuated on the two pickup trucks. The latter is the

preferred choice. Rejected would bet trenching, because of the high water table;

reorienting, heoause it would not provide suffiolent proteotion; berming, because
berming would take almost as much time and equipment as burying (and burying is the
better choice, excepting where there Is lots of equipment and little time - then
berming, in conjunction with trenohing, may be the optimum alternative).

Finally, nonessential items must not be left to create a problem (become missiles
that impact the cluster). Therefore, such items should be left outside the oluster, but
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In contact with it (so they may absorb other missile and impact damage), twfore they

are blown away. In deciding which of the essential Items to ev;cuate, rather than to

be included in the cluster, it may prove beneficial to select items that will be of

particular value in the host area. 'hese would be thing suth as engine generator

sets, welders, communications equipment. If a pressure Lensitive Item (i.e.,

collapsible under small external load) must be buried onsite, e.g., thu oven, a sturdy

slab would need to be placed over it to keep the overpressure load off it (burial

ensures only that the wind won't blow it into something or something Into it).

In the final analysis, Company X would plan to make the larger cluster, and to

evacuate the oven, two TIG welders, and both the R & D and the production spot

welders and band saws, in the two pickup trucks. All other options would take

considerably more time (definitely at a premium) or resources that cannot be counted

"on. The plan selected involves resources that can all be In the control of the company

- perhaps, one of the most critical elements in any survival plan. Table 111-5 is the

completed VCOUNTERMEASURES/RESOURCES WORKSHEET" for Company X. It

can serve as a blueprint for hardening in the event a warning is given.
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CASE II
COMPANY NY" A MALL INDUSTRY

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

Loastion and Local Hkaurds
This firm is located on the east side of the San Freneisoo Bay opposite to

Company X and somewhat north of it. The major hazards for this location are
earthquakes, nuclear attack, hazardous materials, and fire. The latter two hazards
are onsite threats, while the earthquake threat is from proximity to the Hayward
Fault. The nuclear attack threat at this location is 13 psi (according to TR-82).

Product and IMekeft
TIhe company W engaged in manufacturing specialty paint products for private

Industry and the government. Runs are generally small, not exceeding 200 gallon lots,
and are mixed to match samples provided or a product previously developed for a
customer. Testing the spectral match of the completed run after application to a
sample and specifying the hazards of the final product are the two major requirements
that border on high technology, otherwise operations are extremely simple. Grinding,
mixing, blending, and packaging are the principal activities.

Utilities
For production operations, utility requirements are:

o Electricity: 220/440 volt, 1,000 am-, service
o Gas: Comfort and water heating only
o Water: Mininal for production, large for fire safety

The largest single demand for power is 200 amps which is drawn in starting up
the motor on the sandmill (a heavy duty pigment grinder).

ersmml Suppot
About 15 full-time employees are required to operate the facility in a normal

environment. Half are involved in production, the rest are in quality control and
administrative positions. There are two highly qualified chemists, one additional
chemist, and the remainder are experienced employees, but most without highly
technical educations.,
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Pfodoetion PtEas

The paint products are all specialty items. The larger quantities are

manufactired from basic pigments, resins, thinners, and other additives (e.g.,

degloesers), while smaller quantities (a gallon or two) are made up from basic white,

which is then tinted. This latter process is only for small runs because it is

considerably more expensive than the former.

The larger scale process essentially involves grinding pigments into resins;

blending these to get the colors desired; thie.. -'"4 this with appropriate quantities

of thinner to obtain desired drying times and conditions; testing the product in the

quality control lab for reflectivity and color; adjusting the batch accordingly;

determining the final chemical makeup; packaging the product in cans (5 gallon or
smaller); labeling; and making up the Material Safety Data Sheet that corresponds to

the packaged product. Quality control testing consists of applying some of the

finished product to a small piece of material with a surface similar to that for which

the product is intended, drying it, and testing it spectrally for quality of match.

Production equipment is limited principally to forklifts for materials handling,

sandmills for grinding pigments into the resins, agitators to blend the appropriate

amount of thinner, dispensers for the final blending and transfer to completed product

storage, spray equipment for testing samples, small ovens for drying the samples for

quality control tests, and scales.

Mrorities
There are no items of equipment that are critical. Basically, all operations

could be done by hand without any electric power by just using simple mechanical

devices and appropriate mechanical advantage. Rates would be considerably slower,

to be sure, but all that would be required are some tanks in which to do the mixing,

some paddles, and motive power of any sort could be used to turn the paddles. Items

required are common and readily fabricated from scrap.

-S" hobem
Because substitutes may be easily found for all Company Y's equipment, this

facility could be abandoned and key personnel moved to a safe area to establish a jury

rigged plant in which to produce paint (given the necessary ingredients). There is a

serious problem with this particular decision, however, in case of a nuclear attack;

i.e., what to do about the considerable quantity (thousands of gallons) of hazardous

materials onsite. About fifteen hundred 55-gaUon drums of flammable, combustible,

111-22
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and explosive materials at this facility pose a significant threat to neighboring

industries that attempt to protect their equipment in this industrial park. It is
unlikely these quantities of hazardous materials could be removed because there are
enough drum to fill five or six trailers, and a like number of tractors would be
required to move them. It would be Important to the survival of adjacent facilities

that something be done to reduce this threat.

VULNERABILITY/SURVIVAL ANALYSIS AND COUNTERMEASURE SELECTION

Table 111-6 summarizes data for Company Y on the "ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT

INVENTORY WORKSHEET."

Table 111-7 is the "ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT VULNERABILITY WORKSHEET"
for processing the Table 111-6 data to arrive at the survivability without protection
rating.

ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR HARDENING
TO TARGET OVERPRESSURE

ResourVes Immediately available onsite at this facility are limited. AlU the raw

materials (drums, 60 to 100 lb sacks of solids, empty paint cans for packaging) are
brought In and the finished materials shipped out on common carriers. The company
has three forklifts, however, with 4,000-lb capacity and there are 10 acres of raw land
adjacent to it (the company's site is completely paved with either concrete or asphalt
so spills will not sink into and contaminate soil), and there is a 6-foot high chain link
fence on three sides of the property (so the total available linear feet of this material

is 800 feet).

Running quickly over the hardening alternatives to see which might be practical

for protecting critical equipment: protective housekeeping is the biggest problem at
this site because of the fire hazard from the hazardous materials (more on this problem

later); clustering would provide protection to about 12 psi (with an F = 0.032 and 8 =

16 feet) so this falls short; neither reorienting nor isolating would increase
survivability enough alone, but together would just about make 13 psi (however,
isolation would require use of the majority of the property adjacent and this Is a very

111-23
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poor use of such a resouroe even if it belonged to Company Y - hence, this option is

not considered viable)l evacuation would require a large truck (not available onsite);

packaging and anchoring Is a poor choice because of the fire hazard with all the

hazardous materials around, unless these are dealt withl trenohing is possible, but

would not proteot the equipment from the fire hazardl berming would require moving
as much earth as trenching and would also not provide protection from the fire hasard;
burial belowgrade is viable, however, and will protect the equipment from the fire

hazard - about 20 yards of soil in the adjacent raw land would have to be moved by
shovels, the equipment placed in the excavation and the soil replaced on top;

abovegrade burial directly onsite is also a possibility using the inventory of bagged
solids (this would have the added benefit that it does not require shovels). In
sturnmary, the last two alternatives are the most viable options and the choice is

between these two.

Table 111-8 presents the COUNTHRMEASURES/RESOURCEB WORKSHERT for
Company Y. Because of the significant protective housekeeping problem with the
hazardous materials and the risk these pose to the company and adjacent facilities
alike, these materials must be included as essential to harden. The best option for
hardening drums of hazardous materials in quantity is by clustering them. Full drums
of water have an F a 0.11. With solvent in them they run about F a 0.08, so that an
array size of 8 a 11 feet would be adequate for the expected overpressure at Company
Y. To provide a cushion for Judgmental and targeting errors, an S a 13 would with-
stand slightly over 20 psi and provide a convenient array roughly 7 drums by 7 drums.
As there are around 1500 drums, thirty such arrays would have to be made and each of

them would require material to hold them as a unit. Chain link fencing is the major
resource onsite for this but there is only enough onsite for 15 or 16 such arrays, so the
best approach is to make larger arrays. There should be at least four or five of them

anyway for the following reasons. To start, some drums must be kept separated onsite
because of incompatibilities in the contents (they would react if spiled and mixed).

Also, there are some that are only partially full. These will distort under load (unless
they can be combined to make full drums) so should be in a separate array somewhat

removed from the others. Finally, there are two types of drum, one with the ends an
integral part of the drum and one with a removable lid. These two types should not be
mixed in the same cluster. Separating the drums at Company Y according to these
principles would result in six arrays. The smallest would be about 10 feet on a side
and would require 40 feet of chain link fencing to contain. The largest would be
about 50 feet on a side and require 200 feet of chain link fence to contain.
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For the arrays with drums of volatile solvents (highly flammable, and even
explosive under some oonditions), it would also be desirable to have a soil berm around
the outside to protect against missiles that might rupture some drums and initiate fires
(exploding drums could blow the array apart, rupture more durms, start more fires, and
cause an additional hazard to neighboring facilities). To place a berm around the
outside of these drums, the solid materials (in socks) oould be placed between the
drums and the chain link fence (so not so many sacks would be required). If heavy
earthmoving equipment were available it would take no more than two hours to place
berm around all the arrays. (If there were other facilities in the area with hazardous
materials, it would behoove them and their immediate neighbors to pool efforts to get
all hazardous materials drums in the vicinity protected - in this instanoe, no survey
was made to men the situation but it is the kind of community planning that should
be encouraged.) Because the dry solids in @saks are to be used around the solvent
drum arrays, the option to bury the equipment items belowgrads was selected over the
abovegrade burial.

The final plan at Oompany Y does not involve use of any materials or equipment
exoepting what can absolutely be counted on; i.e., items that are available onsite at
the time of the emergency. This requires advance purchase of two additional shovels
and some bolt outters (to out the chain link fencing, which would speed the process of
containing the arrays). To tighten the arrays once the chain link fence is around
them, two by fours from wood shelving would be jammed between drums and fencing.
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CASE III
COMPANY "Z1V AN E ,GENCY SERVICE AOk%,.,Y

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

losation end Locl Hamsars
This agency, which serves all of San Mateo County, is located on the peninsula

adjacent to the San Francisco Bay in one of the county's major cities. The principal

hazards that could threaten this facility are earthquake and nuclear attack, The

earthquake threat is from proximity to the San Andreas Fault, the nuclear attack

threat according to TR-82 will probably exceed 16 psi (it lies within a grid square

for which the overpressure at the center is expected to be 16 psi, but four of the

eight adjacent grid squares are indicated as having overpresures at the center that

exceed 20 psil i.e., indicating there is a target somewhere within each such box).

lhodtut and Markets

The agency is an emergency services organization whose principal product is
coordination of oommunity resources to mitigate emergency and disaster situations in

Ban Metto County. The single capability most critical to this task is an operational

communications link. (Communications, coordination, and mutual aid agreements

with adjacent communities are also part and parcel of the agenoy's function.) To

support overall mitigation activities, the agency maintains a yard stocked with a

variety of public works equipment for emergency use (generators, vans, water

tankers, graders, bulldozers); it also keeps tabs on the locations of many more asets
of a similar nature in other yards that it might call for in an emergency.

Utilities
As an emergency servioes agency, this organization has portable systems to use

for its mission when regular utility service may be knooked out.

amn eumart
The agency has six full-time professionals, one technical profbasional to

maintain yard equipment, and three support personnel.
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Production Poees
As emergency service-i in the major product, the agency's main task is

oommunioationa, partcku•a.lb where it involves tieing suppliers of resources and
em.eren,•y resp,,nse teams into coordinated activities in support of those who suffer

seriuks offects from an emergency or disaster event. This task is facilitated by
numerous fixed equipments radio consoles (in the County Communications Center),
microwave dishes, repeaters, antennas; and mobile equipment consisting of hand-held
radios and a Communications Van/Command Post. Direct support equipment includes

water purification unitsp portable and mobile generators, water tankers, and earth-

moving equipment.

I Mcitiin

The agency's main priority is to provide emergency services in support of life
safety and property protection in the community.

VULNERABILITY/SURVIVABILITY ASSESSMENT

In event of the threat of a nuclear attack, excepting for the fixed
communications system in the main center, all the equipment is mobile and would be
moved rapidly to the Host area. As continuity of function at the agency is
especially critical, little time could be devoted to hardening the fixed
communications equipment. Current plans call for abandoning the fixed equipment
and operating from the mobile units. As evacuation is the principal hardening mode,

it is presumed such equipment will be rated as safe, it being no longer at risk.

The agency is, however, located in the basement of a structure with
characteristics that can be found among the belowgrade hardenable facilities

illustrated in Part V of this report. A brief assessment using Figure 111-4 (light and
medium structures, from Part V, Figure V-18) Indicates that the basement area might
be hardened to 19 psi, using 12-inch timbers for poet and beam shoring. This level
of overpressure survivability might be adequate to enable the fixed communications
facility to survive, as PE = 16 psi according to TR-82. The entire basement would
have to be shored, however, for this hardening method to be effective. The agency
takea up leo than 15% of the basement space so that the effort would not be
commensurate with the anticipated benefit.
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PART IV

CONCLUSIONS AND R, COUMNDATIONS

Based on the limited assessment of the procedure to date, it appears to be

considerably easier to apply than prior methods. Time-consuming steps that do not

contribute directly to a method to protect equipment have been greatly reduced and
are now far leo than for any other procedure in print. A program would be

necessary to masse industry's response, however, as such an assessment was not
within the scope of this program.

Recommendations are in two areas, one dealing with technical factors and

reliability of vulnerability/survivability assessments, and the other dealing with
applications practicability.

The major recommendation to come out of the vulnerability/survivability
assessment study is that further work should be conducted in several areas related to
determining the vulnerability of industrial equipment to nuclear effects and to
providing protection from these effects. The specific areas listed in order of

priority are given below:
1. Protective capabilities of clusters

2. Response of equipment to head-on Impact

3. Response of equipment to fragment impact

4. Motions of equipment under blast loading

For all of the above areas, it is recommended that the starting point for further
work be an experhnental test program. This is because It is believed that the
theoretical analyses conducted to date have gone as far as it is profitable to go
without further verification and guidance from experiments.

Details of the recommended experimental program including required facilities
and estimated costs are given In Part I1, Section 5, Recommended Additional Testing.
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In the area of applications practicability, it is recommended that further
evaluation by industrial planners be made of the procedures developed for
determining equipment survivability and for developing countermeasure. plans. These
procedures are self-contained in Part V of the report.

Several case histories are covered in Part III of the report, but previous
experience has found a wide range of response to this subject In terms of both
interest and capability to grasp the esentials, so that a thorough evaluation of the
procedures Is likely to require more then two or three opinions.

An additional recommendation is that further industry application be facilitated
by some kind of exposure, nationwide, to multi-hazard planning and concepts. This
might be easier to accomplish through public television, thus providing a national
consciousoness and common base for the evolution of a practical, effective
methodology.

Pinally, it is recommended that all such efforts be coordinated and directed
towards the evolution of standard industrial training programs.
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I PART V
MANUAL FOR PROT3CM~ON OF MENTAL INDUSTRY

EQUIPEME FROM NUCLEAR WEAPONS EPPum



PART V

Section 1
FOCDUR] FOr POFORN OF ESSENTIAL INDUSTRY EVUIINMMT

The planning process for protection of industrial and business equipment
Involves four steps: Step 1 - Identification of the threat; Step 2 -

Inventory of essential equipment that will need to be protected; Step 3 - Analysis of
that equipment to determine its vulnerability to the various nuclear weapon effects,
and Step 4 - Selecting appropriate countermeasures to protect the slected items of
essential equipment. These steps are outlined in Figure V-1.

Step 1: THREAT IDENTIFICATION

Because it is expected that most industrial/busIness planners, are not familiar
with nuclear weapon effects we will start with a brief description. The most
damaging effects of explosions, in general, result from a very rapid release of large
amounts of energy within a limited space. This applies to conventional high
explosives, such as TNT, and to nuclear explosions, although the energy is released In
different ways. This sudden release of energy causes a considerable Increase of
temperature and pressure as the materials present are converted into hot, compressed
gases. The resultant high-temperature, compressed gases expand rapidly, creating a
pressure or "shook wave" in the surrounding medium. In air, this ahook wave is
generally referred to as a "blast wave" because it resembles and is accompanied by a
very sudden, strong wind. In the ground, however, the term "ground shook" is used,
and the effect is like that of a sudden Impact.*

A nuclear blast is similar to that from conventional explosives in that the
destructive actions are primarily due to blast and shook. There are, however,
several basic differences between high-explosive and nuclear weapons. First, the
latter can be many thousands or millions times larger. Second, for the release of a

*Much of this description was taken from an excellent reference, The Effects of
Nuclear Weaporin compiled and edited by S. Glasstone and P.J. Dolan. This book is
available for sale from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
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given amount of energy, the maun of a nuclear explosive would be much less than a

conventional explosive (theoretically 2 ounces of fissionable material is the energy
equivalent of 1 kiloton, 1 thousand tons, of TNT). Third, the temperatures reached
in a nuclear explosion are much higher than in a conventional explosions and a fairly
large proportion, approximately 50%, of the energy of a nuclear explosion is emitted
In the form of light and heats generally referred to as "thermal radiation." Fourths
the nuclear explosion is accompanied by highly penetrating and harmful invisible rays,

called "initial nuclear radiation." If a nuclear weapon is detonated at a high
altitude the initial radiation, as well as the residual radiation (discussed below), will
interact with the constituents of the atmosphere and create a phenomenon known as
"electromagnetio pulse," or EMP, which is capable of causing damage to unprotected
electrical and electronic equipment over an extensive area. Finally, the substanoes
remaining after a nuclear explosion are radioactive, emitting radiation over an
extended period of time. If a nuclear weapon Is detonated on or near the ground
surface, large quantities of dust particles can become radioactive and can travel long
distanoes, returning to the ground as "fallout," which produces extensive radiation
fields that can be lethal for hours to days.

How each of these weapons effects, singly or in uombination, can be threats
either to life safety or to the facility and plant equipment is briefly discussed below.

Mlast wave

The blast wave is probably the most serious threat of concern for facility and
equipment protection. Of course, without speoial structures in place, or a oom-
bination of evacuation and sheltering, it would be a serious threat for life safety too.
The magnitude, and thus damage potential, of a blast wave depends on the site of the
source and the distance from it. The most current targeting scenarios are based on
multiple warhead delivery systems, which would indicate that the weapons of concern
would range in size from 100 to 500 kilotons (kt). For structures and equipment,
gross estimates of damage as a function of overpressure are shown in Table V-1.

around Mock
Ground shook damage to industrial equipment will be a problem only in special

cases, i.e., in hardened facilities subjected to overpressures above 20 to 30 psil; it is
a life-threatening (actually injury producing) problem only in shelters subjected to
overpressures above 40 to 45 psi. It is of concern, however, in the design of
equipment for essential worker shelters.
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TABLE V-i

DAMAGE RANGES FOR 500 KT NUCLEAR WEAPON

Peak Positive Peak Peak Rage a
Wind Phase Dynamic Over- from
Velocity Duration Pressure Pressure around
(mph) (see) (psi) (psi) Zero Light damage to window frames sad doors, moderate

plauter damage out to shout 1 mileial glue breakage
, Possible out to 30 miles.

44 3.4 0,030 1.3

It 0.4 Q.041 1.4 T Fine kindling fuels, ignited.

60 3.4 0.013 1.1

0.0a.

amokestackst slight damage. 3too13 damaged.
13 a.1 0.11 3.1

Wood-frame buildlagmi moderate damage,
AD 2.9 0.16 3.l 4

Radio and TV, transmitting tower.i moderate damage.

Wood-frame buildingel nevers damage.
Telephone 6 power tnesu limit of siglafloant damage,

111 LI 0,3l 3.5

Wall-bearing, brick buildings
3 moderate damage.

Wall-bearing, brick buildings
severe damage.

1 37 2.5 0.30 A's Light steel-frame, industrial buildingai moderate
damage.

Light steel-frame, Indusirial buildings, severe damage,
Multistory, wall-bearing buildings (monumental typols

moderate damage

27l 3.1 1.o 3.4 1 Multistory, wall-bearing buildings (monumental typesh
leve-e damage.

Highway and RR trues bridgoes moderate damages,
Multistory, steel-frame building (office tlype) severe

damage.
Transportation vehiolet moaerate damage.

434 1.3 1 13.0 Multistory, reinforoed-con rote frame buildings (office
typesl severe damage,

I AU eboveground structure$ destroyed out to here.

300 0.9 30 45 0.1 Delowground struaturos hardened to 50 psi
required for survival

1

l0 around zero for 100 kt air burst

Souroe: Adapted from 'The Effects of Nuclear Weapons, 1962 edition.
(Note the distanoce given are the average for Zero and Optimum Buret Heights)
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The primary thermal pulse should not be a problem to sheltered personnel# but
it is of serious concern to protection of industrial facilities and equipment. The
primary problem with this thermal pulse will be the igniting of numerous small fires,
which, if they spread, can cause more damage and destruction than any of the other
weapons effects and can extend into regions where blast damage is not a problem.
To complicate the problem even further, secondary fires need to be considered.
These are fires that result from blast damage to facilities and equipment and could
be started by electrical shorts, spills of flammable liquids, etc.

Initial Nuclear Radiatim
Initial radiation is of concern for life safety and must be taken into account in

the design of key worker shelters. It is also of concern with regard to damage to
industrial equipment in that it can cause temporary or permanent damage to various
components of electronic equipment, such as transistors, oapacitors, resistors, certain
types of cables, and to a lesser extent batteries. However, as damage to electronic
equipment from initial radiation is likely to occur only at overpremures above 10 psl,
while blast damage to this equipment will occur below 10 psi (and encompass an area
three to four times larger than that subjected to 10 psi or more) the blast damage is
likely to be of more serious concern. Also, almost all of the blast protection
methods recommended in the industrial equipment hardening guidance will furnish
adequate protection from initial radiation as well.

IW
EMP, or electromagnetic pulse, is not a direct threat to life safety; it is a

significant threat to the survival of electronic and electrical equipment. It is also
the most widespread of the nuclear weapons hazards, since damage can occur over
great distances. In order for damage to occur to electronic or electrical systems it
would be necessary for the energy to be collected over a considerable area by means
of a suitable collector. Unfortunately, industry has many suitable collectors

including long runs of cable or conduit, overhead power and telephone lines, antennas
of all sorts, long runs of electrical wiring or conduit in buildings, metal buildings,
metal fences and water pipes, and railroad tracks. The primary protection methods
are to disconnect nonoperating equipment from these possible collection sources or to
provide special shields and grounds designed to decouple operating equipment.

4 V-5
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Fallout
Fallout is a serious life safety hazard. It requires shelters for both the key

workers and the evacuated population with the first of these being the more
demanding. For the most part, suitable blast shelters for key workers will be
sufficiently adequate structurally for modification to provide adequate radiation
shielding. Protection from fallout has been considered extensively in other research
efforts and will not be considered here. For information on the subject please refer
to the D(PA Attack Environment inimal CO 2-lA6.

A summary of each of these nuclear weapon effects Is presented in Figure V-2.
The weapon size used was 500 kt. In this figure it was assumed that equipment
might begin to be damaged by heavy items on the buildingts roof (e.g., air
conditioners) when the roof collapses (at approximately 2 psi). To indicate the
effect of proper planning, as suggested in this guide, see Figure V-3. Here, the
assumptions are that industrial equipment Is protected to 12 psi (a fairly easily
obtainable goal), key workers are supplied with sealed shelters that furnish
protection to 50 psi, and the various protection measures suggested in the guide for
fire prevention and other activities have been implemented. It will be noted that
some of the effects, particularly fire, are shown with dotted lines. This indicates
uncertainty in the available data and shows where further research is needed.

To assess the vulnerability of a particular site to nuclear attack requires an
assumption of an attack. Current civil defense planning has been based on an
analysis by the Federal Emergency Management Agency and the Defense Department
of the potential hazards from a nuclear attack in areas considered relatively more
likely to experience the direct effects (blast, fire, and initial radiation). The
results of this analysis are presented in a publication entitled "High Risk Areas for
Civil Defense Preparedness Nuclear Defense Planning Purposes" TR-82. This
publication is currently being revised to reflect changes in delivery systems (multiple
warheads, thus, smaller weapons than those used in the original document). The only
unclassified information available on the subject indicates the priorities of target
locations in descending order will bet nuclear weapon delivery systems and their
associated command, control, and communications; political-administrative centers;
military installations; military-industrial manufacturing plants (plus selected firms
performing critical research and development for the Department of Defense);
electric power generating plants; chemical manufacturing plants; critical
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transporation facilities, especially ports used for embarkation of military forces and
equipmentl and refineries. Assignments were developed considering U.S. active
defenses; vulnerability, and time sensitivity of targets, eto.t with the objective of
maximizing targets destroyed and minimizing weapons expended.

It is realized that the above discussion poses problems for the industrial planner
In assesing the vulnerability of a particular facility. Until a new risk map is
prepared for each area, an industrial planner should assume that, If the facility is
within 8 miles of a oounterforoe target (e.gt a missile or missile control site) and
within 5 miles of one of the target designations noted above, he will be in a risk area
subject to pressures in excem of 2 pounds per square inch and thus will need to
consider the vulnerability and protection aspects that follow.

Step 21 INVENTORY OF ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT

Step 2 in the process of developing an industrial protection plan is selecting the
various items of equipment that are essential. This requires a different mind set
than is normally used by industrial managers. The normal response to the question -
What in your facility is essential? - brings a response that typically goes like thiss
"Everything; otherwise, we would not have it." When you change the question to -

You have 72 hours before a major disaster will strike your faoility, you won't have
time to protect everything, what are the few items of equipment that you would like
to save so that you could resume production after the disaster? - some interesting
responses are obtained.

For example, a paint manufacturer responded that nothing was essential, he
could make paint with a 55-gallon drum and a 2x4 (If he had the raw material).
Further analysis brought out some items of equipment that he decided were essential
and should be protected, but the end result was, the items selected were far fewer
than were in evidence in the plant as currently operated. Similar responses have
been oetained In other plants, indicating that after careful thought a list of essential
equipment, far less than was normally used, was developed.

Before taking up the subject of determining the essential equipment in a
process, It might be useful to discuss a practical methodology for arriving at those
elements of an industrial facility that are essential to output. The quickest route is
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to begin with an elimination proces. In the first step, general facility operations
are broken down by types. Among these different types of operations will be some
that are quickly roeogni'Tble as not critical during a orisis period (beoause of
changed priorities), I.e., there will be operations that can be closed down or ignored
for a period of weeks (or longer). Among the remaining operations, further analysis
may be required to determine if there are others whose purpose has questionable
importance to immediate survival of a production capability. To provide an example,
a typioal Industrial facility might have departments, groups, divisions, etc., that
would execute the following operationst

security Personnel Maintenance
Accounting Safety Public Relations
Purchasing Quality Control Marketing & Sales
Shipping Utilities Transportation/Dispatch
Receiving Production

At the next step, these operations are organized according to some kind of
rating system that clearly identifies which operations require no further analysis to
warrant their suspension for a while. A typical clasification for the sooond step
might be as follows (though olassifioation schemes may vary from plant to plant and
by type of operation)i

1. Necessary on a day-to-day basis to produce the basic product or
servioe of the company (Examples - Production, Utilities)

2. Necesary infrequently to produce the product or service of the
company (Examples - Purchasing, Receiving, Quality Control,
Maintenance)

3. Not necessary but has equipment and/or personnel that will be
valuable for emergency response (Examples - Transportation,
Shipping, Non-produation Personnel, Safety)

4. Necesary in the long term but can be shut down temporarily
(Examples - Accounting, Security, Marketing and Salem, Public
Relations)

V-10
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By this process large segments (e.g., the operations under items 2 and 4) can be
identified as not actually requiring an essential processes and equipment analysis. In
this procedurea one must be careful not to overlook some items of equipment that
may be necessary to initiate post-disaster recovery but that are not immediately
vital for production. Typical examples of this sort of item might bet medical
equipment, maintenance equipment and spare parts, rigging and repair equipment,
communications equipment. Thus, Security and Maintenance may have exactly the
kind of equipment and tools that would be most useful in a recovery period and that
should be a high priority to remove to a low risk evacuation area for that purpose.

Having eliminated those functions that are obviously nonessential, the next step
is to make an inventory of those essential processes to select specific items of
equipment that will be most necessary post disaster and that will require protection.
To assist in this task an essential equipment inventory worksheet, presented in Figure
V-4, has been developed.

Taking each column on the form in turn:

NUMBER - Give each item a number. In the case of multiple items of the same
type, all can be given the same number, and all treated alike. It should be noted
that where several similar items exist it may only be required to protect a few of
them. Only those that are to be protected should be on the list. Identify the
specific units selected so the right (best) units will be the ones hardened.

E+RR - refers to the essential and replacement and repair ratings that assist in
determining whether an item of equipment needs to be protected or not. A brief
description of the rating system is presented below.

Resatiel Rtngs
"I1 Absolutely Essential - Equipment required to operate either during

the disaster period for emergency response, or after to ensure survival
supplies for the population. Also includes one-of-a-kind items of
equipment for which there is no substitute".

Equipment required to operate during a disaster might includes emergency
communications equipment, medical and fire response vehicles, emergency power
generators, and in the case of nuclear threat certain types of military support

IN.
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equipment. For the essential equipment survey in individual, however, the following

criteria should be used. If it is the only one of its kind in the faoility, is essential

to the process, and if you do not know where to obtain another one or how to jury rig

another one quickly, It should be included in the Absolutely Essential category.

"S HMmtlsl to the Po1 s - Equipment that is key to some stop in the

production process which would stop all regular production immediately

if it were eUminated, but would not make it impossible to jury rig an

alternate process wita lower output. (One of a kind in-plant for

current production levels, but do-able via alternate prooes.)"

An example of this type of equipment might be a boiler in a food processing

plant that could be replaced, with some effort and loss of production rate, with a

portable steam supply. An example of this occurred at a local electronics plant
when an accident destroyed the in-plant boiler and an old locomotive was brought in
to supply steam while it was being repairec. Other examples are the automatic

washing and cleaning equipment used in many production prooesses, which could be

replaced with less efficient hand operations.

"3 Beowtial for Normal Opeteonm - Equipment that Is required prin-

cipally for normal operation of the plant, but for which there are several
of a kind in-plant with production rate affected by numbers available."

Examples of this type of equipment would be a production line that consisted of

a number of identical machines, e.g., milling machines or drill presses, or where there

are several of the same type of equipment at various locations in the plant.

"4 NXa-Bmtial - Backup equipment used only for occasional peak

demand periods or old outdated equipment."

On the surface this is an obvious category, but as will be noted later in the

protection and hardening section it may be necessary to relook at some of these

items of equipment. Typically, equipment in this category is older than the

equipment currently in the process lines, and usually it contains less sophisticated

controls and is often more ruggedly constructed. Upon analysis, In some cases, it

may be more desirable to protect some Items of this equipment because they will be
easier to protect.

V-13
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aip.ir/eplaqm ImI Ratings
"l p - refers to those items not repairable without new parts
from outside and outside help."

"2 Diffleult - Includes those items that would be better sent outside
for repair or replacemenit work, but might be replaced or repaired with
some difficulty by in-plant personnel using materials and equipment on
hand."

"$13 rtuib - Includes those items that could be repaired by in-house

personnol without too much difficulty using materials and equipment on
hand."0

"4 Easy - Refers to items for which many spares or substitute parts are
commonly available both onsite and off and which can be repaired with
resources on hand, or by simpla jury rigging common materials."

With regard to those items of equipment that should be included in the essential

list, for the mcst part, an item with a rating of 2 to 5 warrants consideration as
essential, while some 5's and all items rated 6 or over should be considered non-
essential for planning purposes.

EQUIPMENT NAME & DESCRIPTION - Use names commonly used in the facility to
reduce confusion. Use model and make designations where possible.

QUANTITY - List the number of similar items of equipment that must be protected.
Do not include extra or surplus items of similar equipment.

WEIGHT - List actual weight if known, best estimate otherwise.

HEIGHT - List height, less any easily removable projections, knobs, etc., since these

will be removed as part of the protective housekeeping activities to be described
later.

LENGTH - Use longest horizontal dimension - again, less easily removable
appendages.

V-14
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DEPTH - Other horisontal dimension - again, loss appendoage.

REMARKS - Any Information that would assist the planners. This would include the
type of structure around the item of equipment, how it is fastened to the floor, shut-

down time, etc.

An example of a filled-out form, for a typical high technology firm, is shown in

Figure '-5.

Step 3 - VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

The primary purpose of Stop 8, the vulnerabiUty assessment of individual items
of industrial equipment, is to Identify those items of equipment that do not need
protection (which wontt amount to very many items) and to assist in the selection of
countermeasures. The calculations are simple, and to assist in the process an
essential equipment vulnerability worksheet has been developed, see Figure V-6.

Describing each column In turn:

NUMBER - Once again, a numbering system is necessary to allow the Items of
equipment to be identified and to reduce the amount of information that needs to be

duplicated from sheet to sheet.

EXPOSED AREA IN SQ FT - Multiply the height times the greatest horizontal
dimension (H x L on the inventory worksheet, both in feet).

WEIGHT/UNIT AREA IN LB/SQ FT - Divide weight (W on the inventory worksheet)
by exposed area, obtained in step above.

DENSITY FACTOR (F) - Divide weight (W) by the dimension in feet of Height (H)
times length (L) times depth (D), all obtained from the Inventory worksheet, and

multiply by 0.002. (It also equals 0.002/D x W/A.)

SURVIVABILITY - Using weight/unit area value obtained above, find survivability
rating from vulnerability/survivability table. When W/A falls between ranges use
the closest value in the table to determine S. For example, if W/A 248, use S 5,

and when W/A =251, use 8= 6.
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An example of a filled out form for a typical high technology firm (the same
one shown in Figure V-5) is shown in Figure V-7.

Step 4Aa SELECT COUNTERMEASURES
(uatdmw l'aailty)

A variety of countermeasures can be used to protect essential Industrial equip-
ment in a facility that can be shut down during a crisis period. (Techniques for
facilities that must remain in operation during the crisis period are given in Step 4B.)
These countermeasures are primarily a means for changing the environment of the
item of equipment. A list of such countermeasures follows In a general order of
increasing level of effort to implement, excluding items 1 and 11.

1. Protective housekeeping
2. Reorienting
3. Isolating (move outside and away from other equipment and structures)
4. Clustering
B. Evacuating
6. Clustering with sandbag revetment or soil berm
7. Berming individually
8. Trenching
9. Packaging and anchoring

10. Burial
11. Facility upgrading

1. Protetive Houe lce1ing
Under protective housekeeping a number of activities are performed. Among

the most important of these are:

Ensuring that there is a minimum of loose material lying around that can
become potentially hazardous missiles under the dynamic (wind) pressure

of the blast wave

Removing or covering vulnerable gauges, controls, handles, and other
fragile appendages to minimize the damage that may occur to the
equipment under the action of missiles or other impact forces

V-18
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Unhooking power and fuel lines

Removing flammable material

Disconnecting long conductors, such as antennas and power cables, from

electronic and electrical equipment (or installing EMP protection on

communication equipment)

Protecting critical equipment repair and maintenance records

As discussed above, it is desired to protect the equipment from all nuclear

weapons effects and that although blast is by far the most serious, some of the above
measures are slanted towards minimizing fire effects. It also should be noted that in
calcuiatin the suriabiity values it is always assumed that the protective

housekeepinif countermeasure is carried out.

2. Reorienting
For any item of equipment whose height is significantly greater than either of

the other two dimensions the survivability can be significantly increased by turning
the equipment on its side so that the minimum dimension of the equipment becomes
the height (see Figure V-8). This is particularly helpful for one class of equipment,
i.e., that which is susceptible to severe damage by the simple process of overturning
and impacting the ground surface. Typically such equipment has a height much
greater than either of the other two dimensions and it also contains sensitive
elements near the top of the equipment. The degree of survivability increase
depends on the equipment characteristics but can easily be an increase of 2 to 4.

To test whether items of equipment, which fit the above criteria, can survive
using only this countermeasure, recalculate their survivability using the equipment
inventory and equipment vulnerability worksheets. In practice this can be done on
the sheets already filled out.

3. Isolating (move outside and away from other equipment and buildings)
This countermeasure works by eliminating the possibility of the equipment

impacting other equipment or parts of the structure; it also eliminates the possibility
of heavy items and parts of the structure impacting the equipment; e.g., from the
roof collapsing or fragments of the wall hitting it (see Figure V-9). Typically, this

V-20
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Fig. V-8. Reorienting.

Fig. V-9. Isolating.
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doubles the survivability, and this increase will be over and above any increases due
to the reorienting countermeasure. Isolating will not be very effective unless you
have a couple of hundred feet of clear space around the isolated item or isolated

cluster (see next countermeasures).

4. a(tute
One of the most promising onsite hardening techniques where burial is not

feasible is to cluster the equipment in an open area (such as a parking lot) and to

secure all Items together by means of banding, strapping, or welding (see Figure V-.
10). Providing that the cluster can be adequately secure' as a unit, all elements

within it will become very much less vulnerable than standing alone. First, moving
the equipment outdoors away from other buildings and equipment greatly Increases its
survivability, as described above for the isolating countermeasure. Second, its

vulnerability to the remaining damage mechanisms is greatly decreased because the
cluster is much more difficult to overturn and requires much higher pressures to

cause impact with the same velocities as for individual equipment items. Note that
buffering material such as sandbags needs to be placed between Individual items in

the cluster to prevent their impacting one another. Uf, for some reason, the cluster
has to be left Inside a building, shielding should be added to the top and sides to

minimize the damage from roof collapse and wall fragments. If resources for

shielding are limited, put nonessential equipment around the outside of the cluster.

The survivability levels for clusters of various sizes and weights are determined
from Figure V-I1. It can be seen that survivability depends on the size (8) of the
cluster (which is taken as its minimum horizontal distance) and the ratio (F ) of the
average density of the cluster to that of steel. Note that F can be obtained by

adding all the density factors, F, for each item of equipment to be placed In the
cluster (calculated on the equipment vulnerability worksheets) and dividing by the
total number of items in the cluster. An upper working limit to the survivability of
equipment in a cluster is 25 to 35 psi because there may be difficulty in holding a
cluster larger than 18 to 25 feet per side together. Clustering is a very important
countermeasure when items of equipment are too heavy to move.

S. Rvaeuatinlg

If the manpower and transportation facilities are available to move the
equipment to a safe location in the host area then do it; this is an ideal

countermeasure (see Figure V-12).
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Tires or Sandbags

Seatbelt Webbing

Pig. V-1O. Clustering.
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S. CQutering With Sanbeg levetwmsts
This will likely require more effort than evacuating. Where equipment Is too

heavy to move or egress routes are limited, It could prove an extremely important
countermeasure. The addition of a sandbag revetment to about the height of the
equipment (with a slope of about 1 ft rise in 4 ft) helps ensure that the cluster
retains its integrity and increases still further its survivability. It Is estimated that,

with the sandbag revetment, clusters can survive up to 30 to 40 psi overpressure (see
Figure V-13). It is interesting to note that if the revetment is made a few feet
higher than the cluster and the space inside is tilled with soil, this countermeasure
becomes an above grade burial conditlon, which Increases survivability to 300 psi.

7. Bwadng
A simple earth berm completely around each item of equipment will offer

protection from fragments and also overpressure. This protection measure enabled
equipment to survive 20 psi from a large high explosive test (600 tons). The items
of equipment need to be tied together, however, to prevent them from moving and
hitting one another.

8. tsot psr
A corollary to bermingi, trenching is also an excellert method for protection

from fragments and overpressure (see Figure V-14). With this method equipment
,1 survived 20 psi in the test noted above. Ag~ain the equipment needs to be restrained.

This involves placing stacks of material (e.g., lumber) around the equipment to
protect it from misiles, then wrapping seatbelt webbing around the package and
fastening this to expedient anchors to prevent movement under the blast loading (see
Figure V-iS).

1. Buhral
This, too, may require more effort and equipment than evacuating, but could

prove valuable in some instances. Burial of equipment, preferably surrounded by
crushable material, under a several ft thick layer of dirt is one of the two best
countermeasures along with evacuation in the sense of providing the greatest blast
protection. It is expected that without packing in crushable material the
survivability of equipment using this countermeasure is 40 to 80 psi and with paoking,

greater than 300. Note that the equipment needs to be securely wrapped in heavy
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Fig. V-12. Evacuating.

Fig. V-13. Clustering With Sandbag Revetments.
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Fig. V-14. Tfrenching.

Plwo

Fig. V-15. Packaging and Anchoring.
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plastic before burial to protect it from the dirt or sand and, in particular, moisture.
(See Figure V-1i.)

11. Facility Upgradig
Many facilities can be upgraded to reduce their vulnerability to nuclear effects.

This requires below grade space or a basement area (see Figure V-17). Techniques
for upgrading are given in a later section of this Part V.

Step 4B: SELECT COUNTERMEASURES
(Operating Faeility)

There will be a substantial number of facilities that will be required to operate
throughout the crisis period up to an attack warning, and a smaller number that will
need to operate through the attack. In the first group might be included: military
support operations, food suppliers, and utilities. The second group would include
communications and emergency response facilities.

The first group will require shelters for the key workers who remain behind b)
operate the facilities and if possible hardened facilities for the equipment as well.
The second group definitely requires hardened facilities for the entire operation.

Many of the previously discussed countermeasures are valid for a facility that
must be kept operating. These include:

1. Protective Housekeeping
2. Isolating

4. Evacuation
4. Berming

5. Trenching

6. Facility Upgradirg

1. Protective
Many of the protective housekeeping measures are still valid for an operating

facility. These would include cleaning up around the area to reduce the hazards of
fiees and missiles, removing from the area all hazardous materials, and tieing down
all materials and equipment not specifically required fow the emergency operations.
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2. JIiotatng
Many operations can be Isolated, either by removing unnecesary materials from

the vicinity of the equipmet, or by moving the operation outside away from a
structure that is likely to damage the equipment if an attack occurs.

L Inmmatka

This is a very valid countermeasure more often thaW Is realized. Many
operations can easly be moved outside the risk area In a very short period of time.
Machine shops, for example, have boen moved In a day, entire warehouses of
materials have been moved, because of imminent floods and hurioanes, In a matter of
hours. For many operations this is a viable option and should be Investigated.

4. Berni*
A simple earth or sandbag berm will offer protection from fragments and

overpressure and would allow the equipment to still be operated.

This is a lees viable alternative from a practical point of view because it
requires the equipment to be moved, and If it can be moved, evacuation might be a
better solution. It has been demonstrated on mobile equipment at 20 psi, as shown

in FiueV-18.

L. Faufty Upgmd
Many facilities can be upgraded to reduce their vulnerability to nuclear effects.

In general, for the higher threat levels, a belowground faclty will be required. As
noted, techniques for upgrading are given in a later section.

A summary of the various countermeasures and the expected survivability

ratings is presented In Table V-2.

The question may have occurred to the reader by this time whether there is

anywhere near enough time to imploment the various countermeasures described
above in actual practice. To answer this question it may be noted that, in a number
of different types of industrial plants actually studied in detail, it was found possible
(in some cases by actual test and others by analysis) to carry out hardening plans in
between 1 and 3 days using the same types of countermeasures discumsed above.
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Fig. V-18. Protection of Mobile Equipment in a Trench.
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Table V-2
SUMMARY OF COUNTERMEASURES

C-),1 o n R a a t ing

Reorienting Note 1
Isolating Note 1
austering 25- 35
Evacuating Note 2
austering with sandbag revetment 30 - 40
Berming 20
Trenching 20
Packaging and anchoring 20
Burial 40
Burial with crushable material 300

Note 1 - Must be calculated
Note 2 - No longer at risk

Figure V-19 presents the Countermeasures/Resources Worksheet, and a sample
completed worksheet for the plant used in the previous examples is shown In Figure
V-20. It will be noted that estimates have been made for the equipment, materials,
and labor required to implement the various countermeasures. The final note on
countermeasure selection Is DO THE PLANNING NOW - WELL IN ADVANCE OF
THE CRISIS PERIOD. THIS WILL GIVE AMPLE TIME FOR COMPARISON OF
ALTERNATIVE COUNTERMEASURES AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE FINAL
HARDENING PLAN AS WELL AS FOR STOCKPILING ITEMS NECESSARY FOR
IMPLEMENTING THE SELECTED COUNTERMEASURES.
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Seatioa 2
HARDENING BELOW-GRADE ROOMS

UPGRADING TO LESS THAN 20 PSI

Criteria for ad tlt (mdidate Areas for Upgrading
In order that an building area be a viable candidate for upgrading to the

protective level required, it must meet several basic requirements. The area must
be located below grade, the walls must be constructed of reinforced concrete or
concrete masonry block units, and the floor system above the candidate area must
possess the capability to be upgraded by shoring to the desired survival level. An
area would be considered below grade provided that the earth level against the
exterior walls is not less than 2 ft below the upper surface of the floor above. A
berm to provide the addtional P 't will be required.

Figures V-21 through V-2', 4 • the eleven floor systems that are considered
acceptable In this presure range tor upgrading with shores. Each system has an
ajacent table that Indicates the survival overpremure in psi when "SHORED)
(upgraded), and 'AS-BUILTO (without upgrading), for two separate DWIGN
OCCUPANCY LOADINGS. These loadings are designated "LIGHT' and 'MEIDIUM'.
This designation refers to the load the design engineer used (which was based on the
ORIGINAL INTENDED OCICPANCY) to design the floor's load capability.
"LIGHT" occupancy Includes floors that were designed for loads of 40 to P, $eft

while 'MEDIUMw occupancy includes floors designed for 80 to 125 paf. Table V-3
lists a number of the occupancies, based on building code tables, associated with
each of these designations.

Another factor that should be considered in selecting an area for upgrading is
the number of openings that will need to be closed off to maintain the protective
area's integrity. An excess number of openings will expend significant upgrading
resources. Also, the floor-to-ceiling height should not exceed 12 ft.

Finally, the floor slabs below and overhead shnuld not contain any major
structural defects.
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Table V-3

O40ANCE8 FOR EACH LOAD GROUP
LIGHT MKmIUM

40 to 60 pef 80 to 125 psf

Assembly Areas & Assembly Areas & Auditoriums

Auditoriums w/Fixed Seats w/Movable Seats & Stages

Apartments Dance Hails & Ballrooms

Hospital Dining Rooms & Restaurants

Hotel/Motel Guest Rooms Gymnasiums

Libraries - Reading Rooms Libraries - Stackrooms

Office Buildings - Offices Manufacturing - Light

Private - dellings Office Buildings - Lobbies

Schools Printing Plants

Parking Garages Skating Rinks
Storage - Light

Stores - Retail & Wholesale

CiIW Metla
Because of structural considerations, particular types of floor constructions

must be shored anly with certain shoring configurations. A floor construction
defined as a one-way system, i.e., the principal structural members, or principal
reinforcement in the case of concrete, run in one direction only, require lines of

shoring the full width of the bay, perpendicular to the direction of the principal
members or reinforcement. Shoring of these types of construction is accomplished
by using POST & BEAM shoring, and is appropriate for the following floor systems:

SAWN LUMBER JOIST FLOORS
GLULAM TIMBER JOIST FLOORS
HEAVY STEEL BEAM & SLAB FLOORS
PRECAST F 1ESTRESSED CONCRETE SINGLE & DOUBLE TEE FLOORS
PRECAST PRESTRESSED CONCRETE HOLLOW-CORE SLAB FLOORS
REINFORCED CONCRETE ONE-WAY JOIST FLOORS

REINFORCED CONCRETE ONE-WAY SOLID SLAB FLOORS
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Each of the above floors has a SHORING TYPE - P & B indicated on Figures
V-21A through V-24A.

A floor defined as a two-way system, i.e., where the principal reinforcement in
concrete runs in two directions, normally perpendicular to each other, require shoring
throughout the bay symmetrically by individual posts. Shoring of these types of
construction is accomplished by using POST shoring, and is appropriate for the
following floor systems:

REINFORCED CONCRETE FLAT SLAB FLOOR
REINFORCED CONCRETE FLAT PLATE FLOOR
REINFORCED CONCRETE TWO-WAY SOLID SLAB FLOOR
REINFORCED CONCRETE WAFFLE SLAB FLOOR

Each of the above floors has a SHORING TYPT - P indicated on Figures V-21B
through V-26.

ingsystem
For simplification, only specific sizes of timber shoring are presented for the

two, POOT & BEAM and POST, shoring configurations. Since the determination of
the sizes of shoring members is based on a number of structural considerations, the
use of the sizes indicated below are restricted to the following parameters:

1. The length of the span (beam to beam, beam to wall, or wall to wall) for one-
way floor systems should not exceed 18 ft.

2. The dimensions of the bay, in either direction, for two-way floor systems should
not exceed 24 ft.

3. The floor systems require shoring at the 1/3 spans, i.e., the one-way floor
system with post & beam shoring spaced not over 6 ft on center the entire
width of the shored area, and the two-way floor system with post shoring
spaced symmetrically in each bay at a iaximum of 8 ft on center in either
direction.

4. The distance between the basement floor and the ceiling above should not I
exceed 12 ft.
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8. All shoring should be positioned as aloe. to vertical u possible, and requires
shimming tightly between the floor and ceiling.

The sizes of the timber members required to accomplish the upgrading are as

followst

10NT & BEAM SHORING

(for use In one-way floor systems)
BEAMS - 12 BY 12 IN. TIMBER

POSTS - 12 BY 12 IN. TIMBER

POST SHORING

(for use In two-way floor systems)

POSTS - 8 BY 8 IN. OR 10 IN. DIAMETER TIMBER

A shoring system, when constructed using the above indicated material sizes,
and when Installed in the manner and in the locations described abovel will provide
upgrading to the survival overpressure levels shown on Figures V-21 though V-26.
When larger bay sizes or greater span lengths, or higher floor to ceiling heights, are
encountered, shore spacing other than 1/3 span and shoring materials different in site
from those shown above, may be appropriate. In these special oasesp however, the
shoring systems will be required to be re-engineered.

OCkcres
In order to maintain the Integrity of the shored protective space, as well as to

protect the equipment from possible damage from debris and dust, openings such as
stairwells, elevator and ventilating shafts, windows and doors should be closed off.

This may be accomplished by the use of many types of materials, including timber
beams and posts, steel plate, desk and table tops, and solid doors, provided that these
materials have the strength to survive the required blast overpressure loading.
Chart 1 is provided herein to assist In determining the thickness of timber beams
required, relative to the minimum span to be closed (you would always want to span
the minimum span direction of the opening, if possible). This chart was calculated
to be structurally compatible with the shoring systems described above, and
accordingly, will support the survival overpressures shown on Figures V-21 through
V-26.
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UPGRADING TO 30 TO 50 PSI

Critria for Selecting Oandidate Ameu for Upgrading
In order that an building area be a viable candidate for upgrading to a protective

level of 30 to 50 psi, it must meet several critical requirements:

1. The area must be located entirely below grade. To be considered below grade the
earth le el against the exterior walls must reach to the top of or above the upper surface
of the floor to be upgraded. Several feet of soil may be bermed against the outside to
ensure this.

2. The walls must be constructed of reinforced concrete or concrete masonry block
units.

3. The floor system above the candidate area must be of concrete construction and
included as one of the floor systems listed herein.

4. The floor system must have no serious structural defects.

5. The floor-to-ceiling height mat not exceed 12 ft.

Figures V-27 through V-30 list the eight floor systems that are considered
acceptable for upgrading to these levels with shores. Each system has an adjacent
table that indicates the survival overpressure in psi for conditions of interest to
survival. These are when "SHORED" (upgraded) at the 1/3 span and/or the 1/4 span,
and "AS-BUILT" (without upgrading), for two separate design occupancy loadings
designated as "MEDIUM" and "HEAVY". This designation refers to the load the design
engineer used (which was based on the original intended occupancy) to ut. ',n the
floor's load capability. "MEDIUM" occupancy is defined as floon 'isigned for loaLs of
80 to 125 pef, while "HEAVY" occupancy floors are designed for 14 250 psf. Tablt
V-4 lists a number of recognizable occupancies, based on builL r code tables
associated with each. Another factor that should be considered in selt *n an area
for upgrading is the number of openings that will need to be closed off to mai,, - the

protective area's integrity. With the high level of overpressure under consideratioit in

this section, 30 to 50 psi, it will be extremely difficult to close off a number of large
openings, such as stairwells and elevator shafts.
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TOMl V-4
OOCUPANCI FOR BACH LOAD GROUP

MIUM HEAVY
80 to 125 pef 150 to 250 psf

Assembly Areas & Auditoriums Armories

w/Movable Seats & Stages

Dance Halls & Ballrooms Manufacturing - Heavy

Dining Rooms & Restaurants Storage - Heavy

Gymnasiums

Libraries - Stackrooms

Manufacturing - Light

Office Buildings - Lobbies

Printing Plants

Skating Rinks

Storage - Light

Stores - Retail & Wholesale

Saeino MXhdogo
Because of structural considerations, particular types of floor constructions must

be shored only with certain shoring configurations. A floor construction defined as a
one-way system, i.e., the principal structural reinforcement runm in one direction only,
will require lines of shoring the full width of the bay, perpendicular to the direction of

the principal reinforcement. Shoring of these types of construction is accomplished by
using POST & BEAM shoring, and is appropriate for the following concrete floor
systems:

PRECAST PRESTRESSED CONCRETE SINGLE & DOUBLE TEE FLOORS
PRECAST PRESTRESSED CONCRETE HOLLOW-CORE SLAB FLOORS
REINFORCED CONCRETE ONE-WAY JOIST FLOORS
REINFORCED CONCRETE ONE-WAY SOLID SLAB FLOORS

Each of the above floors has a SHORING TYPE - P & B indicated on Figures V-27

and V-28.
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A two-way floor system, i.e., where the principal reinforcement in the concrete

runs in two directions, normally perpendicular to each other, requires shoring

symmetrically throughout the bay by individual posts. POST shoring is used for these

types of -.onstruction and is appropriate for the following floor systems:

REINFORCED CONCRETE FLAT SLAB FLOOR

REINFORCED CONCRETE FLAT PLATE FLOOR
REINFORCED CONCRETE TWO-WAY SOLID SLAB FLOOR
REINFORCED CONCRETE WAFFLE SLAB FLOOR

Vach of the above floors has a SHORING TYPM - P indicated on Figure V-29 and

V-30.

ma9n System
For simplification, only specific sizes of timber shoring are presented for the two,

POST & BEAM and POST, shoring configurations. Since the determination of the simes

of shoring members is based on a number of structural oonsiderations, the use of the

sixes indicated below are restricted to the following parameters,

1. The l ungth of the: an (beam to beam, beam to wall, or wall to wall) for one-way

floor .,vstems shou,.u not exceed 15 ft.

2. The dim. siona of the bay, in either direction, for two-way floor systems should

not exceed 24 ft.

3. For floor systems that require shoring at the 1/3 spans, the one-way floor systems

should have the post & beam shoring spaced not over 5 ft on center the entire

width of the W tored area, and for the two-way floor system with the post shoring

spaced symm( trically in each bay, the posts should be a maximum of 8 ft on center
in either direction.

4. F( floor systems that require shoring at the 1/4 spans (only two-way systems

qi al .ty), the post shoring should be located symmetrically in each bay with the

pL ýs a maximum of 6 ft un celIw ir In either direction.

5. The d. tance betweei the basement floor and the concrete members or slab above

should i, " L2 ft.
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e. All shoring should be positioned u loe* to vertical u possible, and should be
shimmed tightly between the floor and ceiling.

The slize of the timber members required to accomplish the upgrading are as
followso

PONT & BSAM SHORINGO
(for use in one-way floor systens)

BEAMS - 12 BY 12 IN, TIMBIER
POSTSB - 13 BY 13 IN. TIMBIR

Felt SHOEING

(for use in two-way floor systems)
POST - 10 BY 10 IN. OR It IN. DIAMETER TIMBER

A shoring system, when constructed using the above indicated material sies, and
when installed in the manner and in the ocations described above, will Irovide
upgrading to the survival overpremure levels shown on IPligwes V-2Y through V-SO,
When larger bay mgmes or greater span lengthsi or higher floor to "iling helgta0, we
encountered, shore spacing other than indicated and shoring materials different in Aives
from those shown above, may be appropriate, In these speclal euses however, the
shoring systems will be required to be re-engineered,

M O
In order to maintain the Integrity of the shored protective s epate as well as to

protect the equipment from possible damage from debris and dust, opening@ such as
stairwells, elevator and ventilating shafts, windows and doors should be elosed off,
Many types of materials, Including timber beano and postals steel plate, desk and table

tope, and solid doors, may be used for this purpose, provided that these maelaials have
the strength to survive the required blast overpressure loading, Chart I Is provided
herein to mist in determining the thicknes of timber beims required, relative tu the
minimum spain to be closed (always span the minimum span direction of the opening, If
possible). This chart was calculated for both 50 and 0 pIo and Is structurally
compatible with the shoring systems described above for esoh of those partleular

survival overpresures. For overpresure values between 50 and 50 pol, teit required
timber thlikness may be determined by interpolation,
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Setl[= 3
ATrACHM•NTS

Aa i V-1
FIRE HAZARD

The thermal radiation released In a nuclear explosion Is not considered in itself a
direct hazard to Industrial facilities. However, fires generated by the thermal
radiation as well as blast induced fires may constitute a significant threat to equipment.

The magnitude of the fire hazard depends not only on the characteristics of the
Industrial plant Itself as discussed earlier but also on the nature of the construction
surrounding the plant. With, of course, some obvious exceptions industrial plants as a
whole are quite fire resistant or at least can be made so. Structures are generally of
non-combustible materials and unless the products of the plant are combustible there is
little combustible material onsite to bum. However, if the plant Is adjacent to heavily

built up areas (e4g., multistory commercial) sufficient combustible debris may be blown
into the plant area by the blast wave to cause a serious problem. The general nature of
this problem is illustrated in Pigure V-31. If it is desired to protect the plant to 10 pel
then a check must be made to see if there are any densely built up areas within about
800 ft of the equipment. If so then the only countermeasures that can be used are
burial and evacuation. Similarly for 20 psi the distance is about 1300 ft. For less
densely built up areas such as residential the distances for a moderate fire hazard are
less than 250 and 500 ft respectively.
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1500

Severe Hazard Limit
Built-Up Commercial Zone

S1000

5001
Moderate Hazard Limit
Residential Zone

0 5 10 15 20

Overpressure (psi)

Fig. V-31. General Nature of Exterior Fire Hazard.
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Attaeummnt V-2

MISCELLANEOUS COUNTERMEASURES

1. SHUT DOWN OPERATIONS - many items of proems equipment are much more

sensitive to blast when in operation than when closed down - this includes, e.g.,

refineries and steel mills.

2. DISMANTLE AND BURY - applicable to structure like equipment, e.g., belt and

roller conveyers and other stationary material handling equipment.

3. ADD WEIGHT - for example, fill empty tanks with water - will increase W/A

considerably

4. SHIELDING/CLUSTERING - place small electronic items into a 50-gal drum half

filled with sand, and place this drum in a cluster of drums.

V
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Attaumest V-3
DISCUSSION OF EQUIPMENT WHOSE SURVIVABILITIES CANNOT BE

CALCULATED BY THE STANDARD PROCEDURES

Category 1. Itemn of equipment which are really structures and are mounted to the
ground surface or other massive surfaces In such a way that they cannot move as a
single unit under the blast loading without causing serious damage to themselves.
Equipment fitting In this category Inoludess

a. Tank structures

b. Box structures (material storage bins)

a. Large frame structures (conveyor belts or other stationary

material transfer systems)

d. Exhaust stacks

Category 1 equipment Is generally not going to be considered in the essential
equipment category because there usually are alternative ways to accomplish the
same operation or to jury rig make-shift equipment post attack to replace the
damaged Items. Because of the generally low survival rating of this type of
equipment (2 to 5 psi) if any items are essential then it would be necessary to
dismantle them and bury or evacuate the pieces. Guying is possible (e.g., exhaust
stacks and water towers), but generally will not raise the survivability
overpressures above 5 psi and requires "deadman" anchors that would need to be
installed several weeks in advance.

Category 2. Equipment that is quite brittle such that even moderately small relative
motions of its parts could cause serious damage. Sample types of equipment in
this category would include:

a. Glass-lined tanks and pipes and other equipment containing
glass, which would be severely damaged if the glass breaks
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b. Refractory lined equipment such as boilers, furnaces, stacks
to 30 ft, and small calolners

It is estimated that the survivability of the above types of equipment will range
from about 0.5 to 0.75 that given by the standard procedure.

Category 3. Equipment items that are small such as electric motors, small hand and
power tools. The prediction method will yield much too low survivabilities for
these items. Any such small items that are truly euential, however, are readily
evaouatedp buried, or put in a cluster (see miscellaneous countermeasures, item
4). Small Items of equipment required for recovery should be evacuated, rather
than buried or left In a cluster, because they may be needed to recover Just such
protected items.

rI
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AttaleSt V-4
GLOSSARY

AIR BURSTs The explosion of a nuclear weapon at such a height that the expanding
fireball does not touch the earth's surface when the luminosity is a maximum
(in the second pulse).

BLAST WAVEs A pulse of air in which the pressure Increame sharply at the front,
accompanied by winds, propagated from an explosion.

BURIALs The protection of an item of equipment from the blast and thermal
effects of nuclear weapons by burying it in the pound (or placing a mound of
earth over the equipment).

CLUSTERINOt The protection of an item of equipment from the blast effects (and
to some extent the thermal effects) of nuclear weapons by clustering a number
of items of equipment and securely fastening them together.

COUNTERMEASURES: Measures taken to protect equipment from the effects of
nuolear weapons - primarily the blast effects.

DYNAMIC PRESSUREs The air pressure that results from the mass air flow (or
wind) behind the shook front of a blast wave.

ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE (EMP): A sharp pulse of radio-frequency (long wave
length) electromagnetic radiation produced when an explosion occurs in an
unsymmetrical environment, especially at or near the earth's surface or at high
altitudes. The intense electrical aiud magnetic fields can damage unprotected
electrical and electronic equipment over a large area.

ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT: An item of equipment whose operation is necessary
because no production could be accomplished without it. It is imperative that
all essential equipment be protected as much as possible from the possibility of
severe damage for the production process to resume post-attack.

EVACUATION: The movement of personnel and equipment from a risk area (where
they are likely to be exposed to dangerous levels of nuclear weapons effects)
to a safe area (where they would be exposed at most to moderate fallout
levels).
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FALLOUT: The process or phenomenon of the descent to the earth's surface of
particles contaminated with radioactive material from the radioactive cloud.
The term is also applied in a collective sense to the contaminated particulate
matter itself.

HARDEN: An action taken to protect an item of equipment from the effects of
nuclear weapons, i.e., to increase Its survivability; generally used in relation to
blast effects.

INITIAL NUCLEAR RADIATIONs Nuclear radiation (essentially neutrons and
gamma rays) emitted from the fireball and the cloud column during the first
minute after a nuclear (or atomic) explosion.

ISOLATING: The process of hardening an item of equipment by moving it outside a
building and away from other equipment and buildings to eliminate equipment to
equipment and roof impact and to minimize wall fragment impact.

SPROTECTIVE HOUSEKEEPING: A collection of countermeasures designed to
minimize potentially hazardous missiles and damage to fragile equipment
appendages, to reduce the possibilities of fires, and to protect electronic and
electrical equipment from EMP.

REORIENTING: The process of hardening an item of equipment by turning it on Its
side - applicable to equipment whose height is greater than either of the other
two dimensions.

REVETMENT (SANDBAG): An array of sandbags used to protect an item of
equipment or a cluster of equipment items from blast effects.

SEVERE DAMAGE: The degree of damage such that the equipment cannot be used
post-attack without a major repair job (which cannot be done in-house) and/or
replacing major parts of the equipment (which are not stocked in-house and
have long lead times even under pre-attack conditions.

SURFACE BURST: The explosion of a nuclear weapon at the surface of the laud or
water at a height above the surface less than the radius of the fire ball at I
maximum luminosity (in the second thermal pulse).

SURVIVABILITYs By the blast survivability Is meant the threshold overpressure
level at which severe damage to an item of equipment will start to occur.
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AWIWDIZ A
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USE IN DSRIVINO PIUINWION W111011h

ArnI. Tvanulatien of Oquipment by blast

I A-11, Dietanee to stop a sliding objost

A-LI Minimum velaociy neceuvy for' awtfurnin

I ~ ~A-4, Minimum depth to Vim% venevrtutiwfi

A-L Sl1iding distance at overturnling tW#IWI4

A-So Retation between dynai1 Premure IMPU10 aNO peab .OVOPON

A-To Wall fragment volocity from belas loading

A'L. Atfeetive Im~post velsociy of (Pangible wall hegmente

A-11, Dead weight. of lypical Industrial nest systae.
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Uwttem A-I
VftAhILATION Of RQUIPMRNT BY BLAST*

iseas iusIeive Ieil"g

Ibi es a Ad,,i t Vhet. a" amass in (lb-uec 2a)/t

V a (A W/) lqdi v a velooity i.n ft/me

A a lies Nproomid in ft,

v . (A%/mtu) O n• dial coefficient

too 401tI is livei k a time in second$

V e iAiti)0i Ia q dye•mla, pressure in psi.
I q a /4 dt 4yommc oresiluu? Impulse

AM a l ~ nPsi me.

A,. ll/ * tt•It!oo•D a depth of equipment normal, to
blleat in I t

0 a equivalent density of equipment
* ~. ~ ~ L lb/ft

4 V 0 vtO of density of equipment

to that of steel (500 Ib/fO)

dv a amall itnoiement in velocity

.d w small inoaement In ttme

ohm *A1.• o6iwl i 104 Not. A It 11644 1i4
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Section A-2

DISTANCE TO STOP SLIDING OBJEO*

FR M m (dv/dt) where FR - frictional force in lb.

Assume FR is a constant a - mass in (lb-sec 2)/ft

v a velocity in ft/sec
o t - time •n sec.

a (R t2a 2 m x - stopping distance In ft.

or x - (v2 m)/2 FR w =, wetght in lb.

or x- (v 2 wY64.4 F. Cf c coefficient of friction

Now PR 0 Cf w

Equation (a: x - V2/64.4 Cf

From "Translation of Equipment by Blast":

Eq 1 v - (9. 3 Cd Iq)DF

so x - (1.33 12 Cd 2D2F2Cf

Now assuine Cf n 0.5 and Cd w 1.0

Equation (3 : x - (2.66 2) /D2 F2

q

* This material is from Ref. A-i, page 155
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Secton A-3= A-4

MINIMUM VELOCITY NECESSARY FOR OVERTURNING*

Assumes: Impulsive loading, worst case - with equipment accelerated to
final velocity (the maximum) in a sliding mode, then hitting a
surface discontinuity that stops the leading edge.

For overturning: Kinetic energy > Potential energy

direction of motion 101uw

2 -D -
,,,w c,, H-.V o o.[K.E. - g>P..aw(x~H f Dill

o V2> t 28(x. H--~sto 0
2  2gx~ vo a velocity in ft/sec

now H-weight in3
oaD acceleration of gravity

or X aR( +l)) in ft/usc 2

thus v 2 >.gD + I)h . or v2 >gD f+ I

Now assume f = 4 and term in brackets - 0.78

Equation @: v° 0 5Dh

Now velocity achieved from"Translation of Equipment by Blast" must be less
than velocity necessary for overturning

thus v < v

or (9 3Cd q)/DF : 5 D from Equations (I and ®

Equation (D D > [(I.86Cd I q)fFJ:S

* This material is from Ref. A-1, page 156
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kelian A-6

SLIDING DISTANCE AT OVERTURNING THRESHOLD*

Nov the sliding "Aistance as derived earlier Is

x -. v2/64.4Cf (Eq (Z)

• Applying the Vo value from Eq Q at overturning:

.x - O.388D/C f
With Cf a 0.5 as before

Equation ) xz 0.78D

I!

* This material is from Ref. A-I, page 156
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Section A-6
RELATION BETWEEN DYNAMIC PRESSURE IMPULSE AND PEAK OVERPRESSURE

AmwmUuu:

1. The height of burst used Is such as to maximize 20 psi.

2. The dynamic pressure impulse (I ) is given by 0.28q T where %0 Is the
peak dynamic pressure and T is the positive phase duration of the dynamio pressure.
The .28 factor Is suggested in Ref. A-2 for %values leas than 10 psi.

The sealed distance from pround wero at which various pressure values are
obtained was first determined from Pigs. 3.73b and 3.73o of Ref A-3. The % values
were then obtained from Fig. 3.75 of Ref. A-3 and the T, values from Fig. 3.76.

Finally the I values were computed from the equation given In (2) above. The Tq
values are functions of the weapon yield so the Iq values are also. Values are given

for weapon yields of 1 Mt and 0.1 Mt.
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Dynamic Pressure Impulse (psi-see)

Fig. A-i. Overpressure vs Dynamic Pressure Impulse for Two Weapon Yields
and an HOB to maximize 20 psi.
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Ssetion A-T*

WALL FRAGMENT VELOCITY FROM BLAST LOADING

OF EXTERIOR FRANGIBLE WALL PANELS

CONSIDERATION OF BUILDING LOADING

It in generally assumed that the average front face loading on a building Is an
shown belowi

p0.

pT"

where P r peak reflected premurepr

P = peak incident pressure0

q 0 = peak dynamic pressure
t t a effective triangular pulse duration

to = clearing time for the front face

at t w 0 loading is P
rt=taloading in the sum of p + q

t a tt loading is 0
where p = the overpressure at the appropriate time

q x the dynamic pressure at the appropriate time

* The material in Section A-7 is from Ref. A-4.
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CONSIDERATION OF WALL PANEL LOADING

The actual loading on an individual frangible wall panel on the front face of a

building can initially be approximated by that described above for the building, but as
the wall panel starts to break up, the loading will be reduced until it reaches par

drag phase loading, i.e., q. For the range of preoures of Interest the drag loading Is
so much smaller than the diffraction phase loading that it can generally be ignored.

The manner in which the loading changes Is very complicated: it depends on a

number of factors including the manner in which the panel breaks up, which In turn

depends on the type of panel and its mounting; it depends on the location of the
panel in the face of the building and on what types of wall panels surround It! and It

depends on the panel and building sizes.

To get some reasonable estimate of the criteria to use for establishing the end

of the diffraction phase loading on the wall panel, it is helpful to consider several

limiting cases.

First, we will consider the case of a simple beam mounted wall with supports

top and bottom. From Ref. A-5 it is shown that such a wall panel cracks along the
horizontal center line with each piece Initially tending to rotate about its support

and opening up a horizontal gap in the center of the panel. This Is perfectly
analogous to the opening space of a double doorway, as both doors are pushed
outward. As shown in Calculation D-i for such a geometry, when the middle of the
panel has moved a distance of 2596 of the wall height, the open area (doorway

opening) in the gap is some 13% of the total panel (plus open) areal and when it has
moved a distance of 37.5% of the wall height, the open area Is some 34% of the total

areas

Now in order to evaluate the load on the "swung-open" wall panel at the

instant when the opening is equal to a given percent of the panel area, it is assumed
that this load is equal to the load felt by an undamaged wall panel having a door or
window opening equal to the cracked opening percentage. The loading study data
given in the same reference show that the net loading on a wall with an opening of

A-9
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15% of the wall area is from 60% to 75% of that for a solid wall depending on

whether the opening is in the shape of a window in the middle of the wall or a door

at the edge of the wall. Further, they show that, when the opening is 34% of the

total area, the loading has reduced to about 30% for the ease of the window

geometry.

Since there is still a significant loading for the 25% wall height travel distance
(roughly 2/3) and relatively little for the 37.5% distance (roughly 1/3), it seems
reasonable to approximate the actual loading by a steady state loading equal to the

-, initial value up to about a 30% wall height travel distance and then to assume the

loading drops to zero.

Another limiting case of concern is where essentially the entire panel punches

out and moves more or less as one piece even though fragmented. This could occur,
for example, with a fixed beam mounting where the maximum stress occurs initially

near the edges of the panel rather than in the middle as for the simple beam. For

this geometry several suboases are of interest. First, consider the situation where
there are floors above and below the panel so the pressure relief can only come from

the sides as indicated in sketch A, a plan view of the

wall. As shown in Calculation D-2 for this geometry,
when the wall has moved a distance of 25% of its height ii
the open area is 1896 of the total and for a distance of
37.5% the open area is 28%. These values do not differ

greatly from those for the previous case so that again it
seems reasonable to select a 30% wall height travel AREA F-O I

distance as the termination of the loading. • RO. •

If there were no floors, the travel distance should 010
be somewhat less because there Is pressure relief top
and bottom as well as on the side. However, if there I "
are other similar wall panels surrounding the panel of

concern, then the travel distance would likely be greater S _--.".T-H A

be •use these other panels would reduce the pressure
reliej
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One other method of pressure relief Is by fragmenting of the walls combined

with a range in velocities of fragments, which is only reasonable to expect.

Consider, for example, a wall of thickness x, which travels, on the average, a

distance of 4x in a time t. If some fragments are traveling 25% faster than the

average and some 25% slower, then there will be a space of one wall thickness

between the trailing edge of the faster fragment and the leading edge of the slower

fragment, giving significant potential for blast leakage. To compare these results

with those above, assume a typical wall thickness and height, say 8 in. and 8 ft

respectively. This gives 2.4 ft from the 30% wall height travel distance and 2.6 ft

from the 4 wall thickness distance. The value of 2.4 ft was used for comparison

against a scale model test of 9 in. brick walls. These results, which are discussed in

more detail later, show that in all cases the calculated velocities were higher than

the measured ones. For the shook tunnel tests the experimental values were from

about 70% to 75% of the calculated ones, while in the scale model brick wall tests

the measured values ranged from about 80% to 90%. For this reason it seems

desirable to empirically adjust the 2.4 ft value enough to reduce the velocity values

by 20%. This results in a value of 1.5 ft, which will be used in the final

calculations.

As will become evident later in the discussion, the times for the wall panels to

travel this distance are very short compared to the pulse durations, so that both p

and q can be considered to remain constant during this time. Thus, the loading pulse

of concern is shown in sketch B.

j e pI I I
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For this type of pulse, a convenient lower limit to the loading can be obtained by
ignoring the reflected pressure spike and using a flat-topped loading of p = Po +o'

Similarly, a convenient upper limit can be established by using a flat-topped loading
of p = pr. The first case corresponds most closely to that for a very small building

where the time available for the missiles to aooelerate, ts 2, is much larger than tal
while the second corresponds to a very large building where t t is significantly leo

than ta. All actual buildings will fal1 between these two limits. As will be shown
later velocities computed for these two limits do not differ greatly, and an average
value can be used with an uncertainty of + 209%, which covers both limits. Thus, at
the present time, it does not seem warranted to include the complexities of building
size in the evaluational procedure.

CALCULATION OF MISSILE VELOCITIES

P = PA = M(dv/dt)

for P constant v = (A/M)Pt

and x (A/M)(Pt /2)

or t = (2Mx/AP)|

and v = (2 APx/M)1

Now for

v in ft/s

P In lb/In.2

A/M in ft 3ib-s2
x in ft v = 12(2APx/M)i

and for

x = 1.5 ft - thI assumed travel distance

v = 20.8(AP/M)
t = 0.14(M/AP)•

A-12
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CALCULATION D-1

x = horizontal travel distance t

4 ft - wall 1/2 height 4

4.z

f = fraction open area a y/4 u 4-m/4

and z ( (42 x21i

sof - 1- (1-x/142)A

I f
(ft) (%)

1 0.03
2 0.13

2.5 0.22

3 0.34
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CALCULATION D-2

holinontal travel diatanoe * x

wall thlokneou a 2/3 ft gex*

wallheight m H m I ft

wall length a L = 1 ft"

PLI VlIEW

fraotlon open area ' t a Ix'/(12 + Ix')

and x' = x- O,07

so f * 3(x - 0.6?) / 1I+l(x.0,16)

x f
(ft) (W)

1 0405

2.5 0.153, 0,16

A-1'. O.1-
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Seotion mA-S
IBWCTIVE IMPACT VELOCITY Oly FRANGIBLE WALL FRAGMENTS

If a non-rigid frangible wall Impacts a piece of moderately heavy equipment

there would seem to be a good chance that the equipment will punch through the wall

and that the effects of the impact will be much leo severe than if the wall ha& "-an

rigid. It is proposed here that the effective Impact velocity (Ve) can be taken as
the velocity of the body after being impacted by the wall. Amuming an Inelastic
oollision, this can be calculated on the basis of conservation of momentum, Loe.

Ve/Vw E Ww/(We)

where VI is the velocity of the equipment after impact by the wall

Vw is the initial wall velocity

W is the weight of the portion of the wall that punches outw
and goo. with the equipment

"" W0 Is the weight of the equipment plus We w

The approach used follows that given in Ref. A-4.
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Section A-9

DEAD WEIGHTS OF TYPICAL INDUSTRIJAL ROOF SYSTEM

The attached calculations of the dead weight of selected roof systems used the

weights from the attached Table A-1 and the applicable product brochures (Refs. A-

7 through A-14).

Each roof system is designed to support a superimposed live load of 20 psf - a

typical live load in areas where significant snow loads do not occur. The systems--

the member sizes, spacing, spans, etc.--are designed in acoordance with the 1985

Uniform Building Code, where applicable, and using sound engineering principles when

the code is not specific.

- Timber Is Douglas Fir a 32 pef, construction grade Fb a 1200.

- Concrete Is normal weight (hard rook agg.) = 150 pof (except Insulating

concrete, see Table A-i).

Notes many times these roof constructions have mechanical systems In plenum, and

designers will add 5 pef to system to accommodate.
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R1mple I
Sawn timber joist flat roof with insulation board built-up roof, plywood decl,

gypsum drywall ceiling; 15-ft joist span.

S- P'IY A.~t Ve II,,I*UL,,MI"I

Dead Weigh
1. Joists a 1.5 x 7.5/144 x 32 =2.5 x 12/16= 2 psf
2. Plywood z 1/2-in. thick = 2 pef
3. Gypsum drywall * 5/8-in. thick - 2.5 pef
4. Insulation board - 2-in. thick = 1 psf
5. Three-ply built-up composite roof with asphalt = 3 pet

Total dead weight = 10.5 paf

Ref. A-7; Table A-1
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Rumple 2
Flat roof with glulam beans and purlins, plywood deock, insulation board, built-

up roof, suspended aooustioal oeillnf, 20 ft by 8 ft bay.

IVINr 1.4*UW-KOO"

I*? IS ,*11

1 Olulam beam 3.5 x 13.5/144 x 35 = 11.5/4 : 1.5 PIN

2. Olulam purlbns : 3.125 x 4.5/144 x 35 : 3.4/4 8 1 psf

3. Plywood 1-1/8 in. thick 4 pet

4. Insulation board - 2-in. thick : 1 psf
5. Acoustical ceiling 2 pef

6. Three-ply built-up composite roofing with asphalt= 3 psf

Total dead weight = 12.5 psf

Ref. A-B, Table A-1

A-20
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Ruvols 3

Prefabricated, gabled roof trusses, 4 ft on center, plywood sheathing, shingle

roofing, 5/S-in, gypsum drywall eeillng, batt insulation on ceiling. 16-ft span.

A*P'HkAr *I.4IIO*J4

Dad Weiht
1. Gable roof truss = 1.5x3.5/144x32 = 1.17x44 If = 51/16x4 u 1 pf
2. Plywood a 1-1/8-In. thick = 4 psf

3. Roofing shingles - 3 paf
4. Batt insulation, 2 in. 1 ipf
5. Gypsum drywall, 5/S-in. 2.5 pef

Total dead weight 11.5 pof

Ref. A-7, A-9, Table A-i
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Rumple 4
Manufactured wood roof Joists, 20-ft span 0 4 ft on center, plywood deck, 3-in.

poured gypsum Insulation, 5-ply built-up roof, 5/6-In. gypsum drywall ceiling.

0I" LY 41rw

? MAN 1. WMV&

VI6OWOP'ONO wIPI'r

Dead Weight
1. Manufactured wood joists w 2*lb/ft/4 = 0.5 psf
2. Plywood w 1-1/8-in, thick - 4.0 pef

3. Gypsum drywall = 5/8-In. thick - 2.5 paf
4. Poured gypsum insulation, 3 in. a 4 x 3 = 12.0 pef

5. Five-ply built-up composition roof 4.0 pef

f Total dead weight = 23.0 pef
* from brochure

Ref. A-7, A-10, Table A-I

A-22
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Open-web steel joist roof, joists 4 ft on center, metal roof deck, poured

insulating oonoretet 3-ply built-up roof with gravel, suspended aooustioal oeiling.

1. Open-web steel joists *5.2 plf/4 a 1.3 pu
2. Metal roof dek, 20 p a 21 psf - 2.1 pet
3. Insulating concrete = 50 pot 2+4/2 3/12 x 50 12.5 pef

4. Suspended acoustical ceiling = 2.0 pet

5. Three-ply built-up roof with gravel 5 3.5 pef

Total dead weight * 23.4 per

Ref. A-ll, A-12, Table A-1
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BNaple 6
Manufactured composite wood/steel joints, 4 ft on center, span 20 ft, 1-1/8

plywood sheathing, 2-in. insulation board, 3-ply built-up composite roof, S/8-in.
gypsum drywall ceiling.

_ ~a-0 my- ._,,""• _vt,• . ...

I W.

0 -M

Dead Weiht
1. Manufactured wood/steel joists * 3 plf/4 1 pef
2. Plywood a 1-1/8-In. thick = 4 pef
3. Three-ply built-up roof a 3 psf
4. Insulation board - 2-in. thick = I pef
5. Gypsum drywall 5/8 in. : 2.5 psf

Total dead weight 11.5 pef

Ref. A-10, Table A-i
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Precast prestressed concrete hollow-core plankv 20 ft span, 3-in. insulation

board, 5-ply roof, exposed ceiling.

, IN. INOUL •41'ON 0,.'PLOY F•OW

/01 0 ;ý11;4? 1 o0 O

rMrF**I: HAOL4W -4*0~ rLo~tiV-

I•'•.-,' rpP.'rI•,-Lu' IN P'#~,C*

Dead Weight
1. Precast prestressed plank = 35 pef

2. Insulation board, 3-in. thick 1.5 put

3. Five-ply built-up roof = 4.0 pef

Total dead weight = 40.5 pef

Ref. A-13, A-14, Table A-1
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TABLE A-l, DESIGN INFORMATION

11.1.1 Dead weights of floors, ceilings, roofs, and walls

Floorings Weliht (pWf)
Normal weight concrete topping, per Inch of thickness 12
Sand.Iightweight (120 pcf) concrete topping, per inch 10
Lightweight 190.100 pcf) concrete topping, per inch a
7/8" hardwood floor on sleepers clipped to concrete without fill (
1 1/2" terrazzo floor finish directly on slab H
1 1/2" terrazzo floor finish on 1" mortar bid 30
1" terrazzo finish on 2" concrete bed 38
3/4" ceramic or quarry tile on 1/2" mortar bed 1i
3/4" ceramic or quarry tile on 1" mortar bed 22
1/4" linoleum or asphalt tile directly on concrete I
1/4" linoleum or asphalt tile on 1" mortar bed, 12
3/4" mastic floor 9
Hardwood flooring, 7/3" thick 4
Subflooring (soft wood), 3/4" thick 2 1/2
Asphaltic concrete, 1 1/2" thick 18

Cealings
1/2" gypsum board 2
5/8" gypsum board 2 1/2
3/4" plaster directly on concrete 5
3/4" plaster on metal lath furring 8
Suspended ceilings 2
Acoustical tile I
Acoustical tile on wood furring strips 3
Roofs
Ballasted Inverted membrane I1
Five-ply felt and gravel (or slag) 61/2
Three.ply felt and gravel (or slag) 5 1/2
Five.ply felt composition roof, no gravel 4
Three.ply felt cornpsition roof, no gravel 3
Asphalt strip shingles 3
Rigid Insulation, per inch 1/2
Gypsum, per Inch of thickness 4
Insulating concrete, per inch 3

Un. One side Both sides
Wells Plastered Plastered Plastered

4" brick wall 40 45 50
8" brick wall 80 85 90

12" hrick wall 120 125 130
4" hollow notmal weight concrete block 28 33 38
6" hollow normal weight concrete block 30 41 46
8" hollow normal weight concrete block 51 68 61

12" hollow normal weight concrete block so 64 1
4" hollow lightweight block or tile *19 24 2*
6" hollow lightweight block or tile 22 27 32
8" hollow lightweight block or tile 33 38 43

12" hollow lightweight block or tile 44 49 54
4" brick 4" hollow normal weight block backing 4-73 78
4" brick 8" hollow normal weight block backing 91 g6 101
4" brick 12" hollow normal weight block backing 119 124 129
4" brick 4" hollow lightweight block or tile backing 59 04 89
4" brick 8" hollow lightweight block or tile backing 73 78 83
4" brick 12" hollow lightweight block or tile backing 84 89 94
4" brick, steel or wood studs, 5/8" gypsum board 43

Windows, glass, frame and sash 8
4" stone 55
Steel or wood studs, lath, 3/4" plaster 18
Stool or wood studs, 5/8" gypsum board each side 6Steel or wood studs, 2 layers 1/2" gypsum board each side 9
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Seetion A-10
FIRE DAMAGE TO INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT

EXTERNAL FIRE HAZARD

Table A-2 summarizes data in the literature on the external fire hazard to
industrial equipment. To illustrate the application of these data, consider the
example of an industrial plant that is adjacent to a built-up commercial area exposed
to a blast overpressure of 10 psi. For this condition the external fire hazard as
indicated by the table is "severe within 900 ft". The implication is that:

1. Combustible debris from the commercial areas will be blown for distances
up to 900 ft in the direction of the blast wave.

2. There is sufficient fuel loading in this structural debris to cause a severe
fire hazard to exposed equipment. Severe is defined in the notes to the table as a
fuel loading of 6 to 30 lb per sq ft.

3. There is a high probability of fire in the area.

Thus, if the commercial area lies between the likely ground zero of the weapon
and the industrial plant, and is separated from the plant by a distance of
approximately 200 ft, then a 700-ft downwind segment of the plant would be
subjected to a severe fire hazard purely from external sources.

Based on the work of Martin (Ref. A-15), the debris and fire characteristics of
typical residential and commercial areas are as follows:

Residential area at 5 psi (building density = 0.2): Nearly all wood frame and
masonry buildings collapsed, with structural debris near the site covering an area at
most about twice the building plan area. Lighter debris (building contents) spread
over space between buildings. Average debris displacement 60 to 70 ft and maximum
range 100 to 140 ft. Initial fire density low, with one debris fire out of 100 to 500
structures, and little chance of fire spread because of discontinuous nature of fuel
distribution.
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Table A 2

EXTERNAL FIRE HAZARD TO EXPOSED INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT

Blast Urban Land Use of Adjacent Area (
Overpressure Residential Built-Up Commercial

(psi)

2 none none

5 none Severe within 300 ft

10 Moderate within 250 ft Severe within 900 ft

15 Moderate within 400 ft Severe within 1,200 ft

Notes:

Residential area is assumed to have 0.2 building density with 20 ft

structure height.

Built-up commercial area is assumed to have about 0.5 building density

with heights varying from 70 to 200 ft.

Moderate hazard is defined as exposure to fire from fuel loadings of
1.5 to 3.0 lb/sq ft of surface area.

Severe hazard is defined as exposure to fire from fuel loadings of 6 to

30 lb/sq ft of surface area. ,

Exposed equipment includes:

Equipment in the open; -

Equipment in buildings that would be collapsed by the
blast wave; '4

Equipment on the ground floor of buildings whose walls

would be largely removed by the blast.
4"
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Because only lightweight building contents are translated to any significant

distance, this situation does not constitute any significant hazard to an adjacent
industrial plant.

Residential area at 10 psi: Total debris (structural and building contents)

more or less uniformly spread over entire area except for large open areas such as

parks. Average debris displacement 0 to 165 ft, and maximum range, 300 to 500 ft.

Average debris depth 1/2 to 1 ft. Fire incidence quite high throughout the more or

less uniformly spread debris. Fuel loading = 1.5 to 3 lb per sq ft. Burning time

maximum of 30 minutes.

For this case the debris fires w-ll extend at least 150 to 165 ft and no more C

than 300 to 360 ft from the edge of the residential area. Taking the midpoint
between these two distances (250 ft) as a somewhat arbitrary cutoff, we can say

that equipment within 250 ft of the edge of a residenrtial neighborhood will be
exposed to fires from fuel loadings of 1.5 to 3 lb per sq ft, with burning times up to

30 minutes.

Residential area at 15 psi: The situation is generally similar to that at 10 psi,

except the cutoff distance, calculated as above, is 410 ft.

Built-up commercial area at 5 psi (building density = 0.5): Region of moderate

damage to typical structures. Partial collapse of some structures. Debris tends to
cover most of the available space. Depths range from 4 to 11 ft with high com-
bustible content. Mean displacements are 100 to 300 ft with maximum range 200 to
300 ft. Moderate number of initial fires (mean distance between fires on the order
of 300 ft). If no self-help firefighting within 20 minutes, one large mass fire will

develop in an hour.

Because of much greater depth of debris, 4 to 20 times that for residential
areas, it is felt that significant debris will exist near the limit of range so that

cutoff is selected as 300 ft. No estimates of actual fuel loading are given by
Martin, but, based on debris depths, it can be estimated as 5 to 10 times greater than
for residential--or some 6 to 30 lb per sq ft.

Built-up commercial at 10 psi: Situation somewhat similar to 5 psi except for
more structures collapsed with somewhat thicker debris (4 to 15 ft). Mean
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displacement is 200 to 500 sq ft with maximum range 500 to 1,000 ft. High initial
fire incidence leading to mass fire--burn duration in terms of hours.

Cutoff selected as 900 ft and severe damage assumed within this distance from

edge of built-up commercial area.

Built-up commnercial at 15 psi: Most structures totally collapsed. Debris

tends to cover most of available area to a depth of 6 to 22 ft. Mean displacement is
300 to 660 ft and maximum range is 750 to 1,400 ft.

Cutoff distance selected as 1,200 ft and severe damage assumed within this

distance.

INTERNAL FIRE HAZARD

The types of plants that have a potential internal fire hazard include:

A. Plants processing solid combustible materials.

B. Plants processing liquid combustible materials.

C. Other plants that, for one reason or another, have large quantities of
combustible materials onsite. These include, for example, plants in which

a large number of wooden structures are onsite.

Type A Plants
With proper protective housekeeping it is believed that these types of plants

can be made to have fewer ignitions than would occur in a typical residential area.

Thus, at the 5 psi level no significant fire hazard exists since for residential areas

there is a low probability of fire incidence--less than one per hundred structures.

At the 10 psi level in residential areas, there is a high probability of fire
ignition. For these types of industrial plants the ignitions prior to blast wave arrival

would be much fewer and possibly negligible. However, keeping in mind that: (1)
the blast wave will likely blow out walls and distribute the combustible material
throughout the plant area; and (2) there is sufficient thermal radiation arriving after
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the blast to ignite kindling fuels, it would appear that a significant fire hazard is

likely to exist at 10 psi.

The severity of the fire hazard will depend on how much combustible material

is onsite. An estimate of this can be made by distributing the total combustible

material over the total plant area. If the resultant fuel loading is similar to that for

a typical residential area (see Table A-2), the hazard is considerate moderate, while

if it approaches that of typical built-up areas, it would be severe.

Type B Plants
It is very difficult to generalize about the potential internal fire hazard in

plants processing liquid combustible materials. Such plants typically have very little

other combustible material onsite, and such buildings as exist would be mode of non-

combustible materials. The key factor here is whether and how the blast effects

release significant quantities of the combustible material. It would seem safe to

assume that the released materials will encounter an ignition source and, if permitted

to spread throughout the plant, would cause great damage to equipment.

It would seem very critical whether the plant is in an operating or shutdown

mode. In the shutdown mode, it would seem reasonable to assume that the

combustible material would be in tanks in storage areas, which are typically

surrounded by dikes to contain the material in the case of an accidental spill under
normal conditions. If this spill volume is sufficient to contain all the combustible

fluids, then it is reasonable to say that the shutdown plant will have no internal fire
hazard except, of course, in the storage tank area. It should be noted, however,

that the diked volume may not be sufficient if there are a large number of tanks,

since under normal conditions, it would not be considered reasonable for two or more

tanks to spill simultaneously. Thus, with an inadequate spill volume a severe fire

hazard could exist in other parts of the plant depending on the surface geometry.

In the operating mode, it seems possible that the plant could experience a

serious fire hazard at overpressures below those which would destroy the plant by
blast alone. This, of course, depends on the specific plant layout and the types and

quantities of the liquid combustible materials being processed, so that no generalized
overpressures can be quoted. In the case of one refinery studied, however, it is

interesting to note that in the shutdown mode it was capable of withstanding 4 psi,

but would suffer major damage in an operating mode.
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TYpe C Meats
Plants that contain large numbers of wooden structures are probably somewhat

more resistant to fire ignition than Type A plants, since there probably is a smaller
fraction of kindling fuel. But even so, at the 10 psi level, it would seem likely that
a significant fire hazard exists.

EXPEDIENT COUNTERMEASURES FOR EXTERNAL FIRE HAZARD

The only practical expedient countermeasures are to move the equipment out of
the expeoted fire ione--this could mean in some oases moving it completely off-site-
-or to cover it with soll or other fire resistant material.

EXPEDIENT COUNTERMEASURES FOR INTERNAL FIRE HAZARD

Type A iMets
Remove all combustible material to a &soure storage area remote from the plant

proper. Neocsary separation distances are those given under the "Residential"
oolumn in Table A-2.

Type 8 Pbts
Shut down plant as described In main section. Also reduce quantities of fuel

stored to an amount that can be contained in the spill volume.

Type C pleats
Remove equipment from plant area In cases of plants involving numerous

combustible structures, or remove combustible structures.

4,:
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